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ABSTRACT 
 
Teaching for Whose America?: Corporate Education Reform and Students Labeled as Disabled 
 
Barbara Anne Hubert 
 
 
Advisor: David Connor 
 
 Today’s education reform movement is funded heavily by a network of wealthy elite that 
often prize neoliberal and free-market interests. Within this network, Teach for America (TFA) 
is at the nexus of overlapping interests in an educational marketplace where corporate values 
become the norm for defining both progress and success. Students labeled as disabled and placed 
in special education have generally not been well-served by neoliberal, free-market reforms yet 
TFA overwhelmingly places corps members in urban special education classrooms. Because 
TFA has a large network of alumni that go on to lead schools, educational organizations and 
influence policy, this study is interested in the flow of knowledge between macro-level 
neoliberal education organizations and the micro-level discursive strategies of special education 
corps.  
In order to track the flow and change of knowledge through institutions (like TFA)  and 
actors (like Special Education Corps Members) into new spaces (like special education 
classrooms and education policies, this study used Dispositive Analysis (a strand of Critical 
Discourse Analysis), to ask the following: 
1) What corporate discourses and discourses of disability do Teach for America Special 
Education Corps Members draw on to talk about their experience as corps members, their 
students and classroom practice? 
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2) What corporate discourses and discourses of disability do Teach for America Special 
Education Corps Members draw on in their classroom practices? 
3) How do these discursive strategies materialize and enable circuits that dispossess, cultivate or 
preserve equitable educational resources for students labeled as disabled? 
After identifying the structures of corporate discourses and discourses of disability 
common to special education corps members’ discursive strategies, a detailed analysis examines 
how these discursive strategies materialize in ways that enable circuits that dispossess, cultivate 
or preserve equitable educational resources for students labeled as disabled. In addition to 
identifying these circuits, the findings of this study suggest a relationship between membership 
and agency, distance and adoption, and a protection of elite exceptionalism that inform the 
recommendations for future research, policy and practice.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
It is a Wednesday night in New York City. A group of 25 recent graduates from elite 
universities with little to no training in education meet to discuss the behaviors and academic 
achievement of students with disabilities, many of whom are low income, students of color. This 
group’s composition and purpose is not unique. They are corps members recruited by Teach for 
America (TFA), an organization with a mission to “strengthen the movement for educational 
equity” (“Our mission”, 2015)  by enlisting high-achieving recent college graduates to teach for 
two years in low-income, urban communities.  Although almost three in ten teachers nationwide 
enter the profession through an alternative certification program like Teach for America 
(Feistritzer & Haar, 2010), TFA sits at a distinct nexus of education policies and corporate 
interests that allow education to be organized and administered by market-driven forces. 
Much like neoliberal education reformers use “pseudo-populist terms ...to mask their 
agenda with rhetoric that is soothing and deceptive” (Ravitch, 2013, p. 146),  “inclusive 
education” has been co-opted by an economic rationale that redefines normativity in its interest 
(Grimaldi, 2012) while maintaining the rhetorical mass appeal of “including” students labeled as 
disabled1 into general education classrooms. But a rhetoric of inclusion is distinct from inclusive 
schooling experiences. Because special education has historically been understood as a 
placement rather than a service, tiers of services are defined by level of restriction and 
segregation.  Thus, who has “earned” inclusion becomes a subjective and contextual practice that 
aligns with the interests of an institution. Under the cloak of appealing terms like “diversity” and 
“inclusivity”, exclusionary conditions for students labeled as disabled go uninterrogated. 
                                               
1  I use the term “labeled as disabled” throughout this study to refer to students who receive special education services in  a 
schooling context. Through a social constructivist lens, this term calls into question the subjective process through which 
identities of disability are assigned and take shape. 
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Additionally, racialized beliefs about ability have historically functioned to maintain segregated 
schooling, using special education as a tool of racial resegregation (Ferri & Connor, 2005). With 
some of the staunchest education reforms imparted on black and brown bodies in urban 
communities it is critical we examine some ways in which urban, market-based education 
reforms interact with special education and students labeled as disabled. 
1.1 Overview of the issue:  Market-based Urban Education Reform, Students with 
Disabilities and Teach for America 
As public education is strategically reorganized by a free-market logic that attempts to 
disinvest in public schools, replace them with charter schools and remove the power of state and 
federal governments, free-market values make their way down urban school halls and through 
special education classroom doors. Despite evidence that free-market ideals are fundamentally 
incompatible with the needs of students labeled as disabled (Dudley-Marling and Baker, 2012), 
TFA overwhelmingly places corps members in special education classrooms that are 
increasingly in charter schools. Beyond placement, Lefebvre and Thomas (2017) found there is a 
close partnership between TFA and charters that can create a mutually reinforcing educational 
subculture that is isolated from broader educational discourses and practices.  
1.1.1 The rule of free market logic in the education sector. 
Free-market theory, often referred to as neoliberalism (Friedman, 1955; Harvey, 2005) is 
now the dominant approach to policy making in the United States. Neoliberalism rests on the 
assumption that the competitive forces of a free market will equalize economic and social 
inequities. There are common actions that follow this assumption. Privatization, fiscal austerity, 
deregulation, free trade, and reductions in government spending become synonymous with a 
neoliberal front that seeks to enhance the role of the private sector in the economy. Though not 
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an explicit goal of neoliberalism, Lipman (2007) argues that, institutionally,  
neoliberalism reframes all social relations, all forms of knowledge [emphasis added] and 
culture in the terms of the market [emphasis added]. All services established for the 
common good are potential targets of investment and profit-making. In the discourse of 
neoliberalism [emphasis added], the society becomes synonymous with the market, 
democracy is equated with consumer choice, and the common good is replaced by 
individual advantage. (p. 51) 
In this analysis, neoliberalism positions human relationships in terms of the market 
wherein the needs of individuals are viewed as secondary to the needs of the economy (Dudley-
Marling & Baker, 2012). Giroux (2015) further nuances our understanding of neoliberalism, 
arguing it is not simply an economic system but “a cultural apparatus and pedagogy that are 
instrumental in forming a new mass sensibility” (p.2). It is no surprise then that education has 
been a key sector for the neoliberalization of social policy. Though there is a rich history of 
resistance to these policies by those who see education as fundamentally emancipatory and 
democratic, “education, for those in power, plays a key role in social reproduction of the labor 
force and in ideological legitimation of the social order” (Lipman, 2011, p. 115). Within this 
context, the purpose of education is set as preparation for global competitiveness, higher 
education, or the workforce. Drawing on human capital theory that suggests “human 
competence” is a the deciding factor in a nation’s wealth (Rindermann & Thompson, 2011), 
students, and their perceived competencies, are viewed as “assets” or “liabilities” to the capitalist 
structure.   
Under the name of “reform”, neoliberal education policies have also given rise to 
deregulation and privatization resulting in the proliferation of charter schools, a rigid reliance on 
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standardized testing and outcomes and questionable teacher hiring practices that put minimally 
trained teachers in under-resourced classrooms. This is done in the name of cutting costs. With 
little evidence to support such policies, students are subjected to a diluted, “no excuses” culture 
that privileges efficient compliance with a standardized curricula and “skill and drill” methods 
delivered by increasingly inexperienced teachers.  In fact, data suggests that these reforms widen 
equality gaps and heighten segregation, producing no discernable academic gains over time 
(Apple, 1996, 2000; Howe & Welner, 2005; Hursh, 2007a, 2007b, 2008).  
Notably, these reforms are predominantly imparted on urban public school that serve low 
income Black and Latino, immigrant and otherwise marginalized youth. What is produced from 
neoliberal urban education reforms is more wealth that is distributed to the richest Americans 
and corporations, as will be discussed with more detail in Chapter Two. With 40 percent of 
wealth going to the top one percent, whole communities are being dispossessed of vital 
educational resources for the financial gain of a few (Giroux, 2012). As Fabricant and Fine 
(2013) warn, “indeed, we are witnessing a fiscal and educational taxing of the poor” (p.13).  
1.1.2 Reinscribing exclusionary conditions: neoliberal ideals and special education. 
 Students labeled as disabled and placed in special education have generally not been 
well-served by neoliberal, free-market reforms which operate from the assumption that perceived 
cognitive ability translates into economic prosperity (Rindermann & Thompson, 2011). In this 
framework, ability is narrowly defined and measured by the service to capitalist interests. Profit-
yielding characteristics such as standardization, efficiency and compliance are foregrounded in 
definitions on ability. A student who learns in a “standard” way, at the requisite pace and uses 
the smallest amount of teacher resources performs the ideal “ability”.  
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A growing number of scholars (Baglieri, et al., 2010; Valle & Connor, 2011; Baglieri & 
Knopf, 2004) argue educational practices that actively uphold and privilege the myth of 
"normalcy" are harmful responses to school struggle. Framing “difference” as a normal/abnormal 
binary masks the power-laden meanings brought to such a binary and problematizes natural 
learner variation that is not in alignment with who or what is constructing normalcy.  Educational 
equity, then, requires we image education as a resource wherein teaching is a “practice of 
access” (Baglieri, et al., 2011) alongside an understanding of disability that incorporates and 
values all student differences. Yet, the extreme emphasis on high-stakes standardized testing and 
accountability (endemic to neoliberal school reform) valorizes the “normal” learner, threatening 
the distribution of said educational resources to students labeled as disabled.  
There are structural and pedagogical repercussions for students labeled as disabled who, 
by one definition, are perceived to fall outside the hegemonic “standard” for students. Now 
dominant is one-size-fits all, test preparation-focused curricula (Nichols & Berliner, 2007) that 
ignores differences in learning styles and abilities (Dudley-Marling & Baker, 2012). Teachers are 
coerced to focus on "bubble kids" who are nearest to achieving proficiency cut scores, at the 
expense of children who are struggling (Booher-Jennings, 2005).   
Many (but not all) charter schools also have a tendency to exclude students labeled as 
disabled from a learning environment that meets their needs. Exclusionary practices happen in 
two ways. One way is by limiting the spectrum of services and support provided to students 
labeled as disabled. In an analysis on special education enrollment in New York State, for 
example, Baker (2012) documented how charter schools, and especially elementary and K-8 
schools in New York City, systematically under-enroll and under-service students labeled as 
disabled. This is more often the case in “no-excuses” charter school networks, like Success 
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Academy. Most recently, Success Academy came under fire when an investigation by New York 
State officials found they violated the civil rights of students labeled as disabled by failing to 
provide them services (Viega, 2019).  
Exclusion of students labeled as disabled is also facilitated by the regulatory autonomy of 
charter schools. A product of market-based education reforms, charter schools opt for life-and-
death accountability measures so they can have regulatory autonomy. Subject to some of the 
regulations that govern traditional public schools, charter schools blur the lines between public 
and private schooling. In New York, for example, a charter school must meet the same health 
and safety, civil rights, and student assessment requirements that public schools do. However,  it 
is exempt from all other state and local laws, rules, regulations or policies governing public 
schools because those are established by its charter. This includes special education 
programming.  
Regardless of a charter school’s mission, they must produce target test scores or risk the 
revocation of their charter. In this context, students who do not perform are seen as liabilities. As 
Dudley-Marling and Baker (2012) point out,  
in a system where the survival of schools—and the jobs of teachers—depend on ever 
higher test scores, students with low scores or, worse, students who threaten the scores 
of other students by consuming a disproportionate share of scarce resources, including 
teacher attention, will be unwelcome. (p. 5) 
This conversation is further complicated by a tendency toward exclusion for students 
labeled as disabled that is not unique to neoliberal forces as special education has a tangled 
history of exclusion and segregation (Ferri & Connor, 2005). 
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Even still today, students from historically underserved groups are disproportionately 
identified for special education services and educated outside of the general education classroom 
(Hehir, et al., 2014; Artilles, et al., 2010) and scholars have documented the role of neoliberal 
reforms (Bacon & Ferri, 2014; Dudley-Marling & Baker, 2012). So, what makes exclusionary 
practices in special education exacerbated by neoliberal, market-based reform particularly 
notable to explore in this study? To answer this question we look to the organization Teach For 
America.  
1.1.3 At the nexus of corporate education and disability: Teach For America. 
Funded heavily by major venture philanthropists, Wall Street hedge fund managers and 
entrepreneurs, the groups and individuals that constitute today’s education reform movement 
benefit from two by-products of market-based education reforms: (1) increased private revenue 
from investment in public schools and (2) a culture of control that produces compliant future 
workers who will sustain neoliberal, capitalist structures (Weiner, 2008). Targeting the $1.1 
trillion the United States spends each year on public education (Manlyka, et al., 2013) as 
opportunity for private return, “figures like Microsoft Chair Bill Gates, real estate magnate Eli 
Broad, and the Walton family of Walmart fame dispatch their foundations to underwrite charter 
schools, lobby for punitive teacher evaluation schemes, and train school executives to run 
schools like businesses” (Sustar, 2013, p. 61).  
Teach For America (TFA) is an organization deeply entrenched in the education reform 
movement. Funded and guided by the same organizations that advocate for neoliberal education 
reform, TFA has established itself as perhaps one of the most iconic franchised brands of 
educational reform, operating in key “high need” marketplaces across the United States. TFA is a 
non-profit organization whose mission is to "eliminate educational inequity” (“Our mission”, 
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2015) by enlisting high-achieving recent college graduates to teach. Often referred to in the 
media as “the best and the brightest” (Kavanagh & Dunn, 2013), TFA recruits, selects, trains, 
and manages recent college graduates. “Corps members”, as they are named, serve as two-year 
teachers in schools with “high need” populations in “high need” communities (i.e., lower 
income). In some urban centers, like New York City, corps members are overwhelmingly placed 
in special education classrooms. In the 2014 cohort alone over 330 corps members, more than 
40% of the cohort, were assigned to work in special education classrooms, impacting over 
16,500 students labeled as disabled (“Teach For America New York”, 2015).  
This issue is twofold. With TFA at the center of overlapping financial interests in the 
educational marketplace, corporate values like standardization, efficiency and compliance 
become the norm for defining both progress and success (Giroux, 2012). In tension with the 
needs of students labeled as disabled (and all “non-standard” learners), corporate values  
naturalize and enforce neoliberal commitments to individual achievement, and the market 
competition of our schools that contribute to inaccessible learning conditions. 
It is important to note here that this study does not intend to position TFA as a covert 
organization with nefarious intentions. Rather, it looks to TFA as a point of examination because 
it is uniquely situated, straddling the lines of neoliberal economic interests and classroom 
practices that shape schooling opportunities for students labeled as disabled. These events are not 
happenstance but rather products of a larger educational landscape that is strategically 
reorganized by a free-market logic. 
1.2 Definition of Terms  
  9 
 The following section will define terms and concepts integral to this study. Terms are 
organized alphabetically, not by significance. Some terms are presented in a cluster of 
interrelated terms and defined in relationship to each other.  
Access, Disability and Inclusion - There are numerous ways of thinking about access and the 
terms disability and inclusion that differ along a continuum of assumptions about the world. If 
we understand access, disability and inclusion within a legal context, for example, disability is 
situated within the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEIA). It is 
defined by what is guaranteed and understood through the medical model (e.g., disability is an 
ailment in need of a cure). This is the dominant model in schools which are guided and funded 
by IDEIA. A product of historic mainstreaming (Connor & Ferri, 2005), inclusion is also 
primarily a logistical matter of student to teacher ratios and minutes spent in general education 
settings. Under the IDEIA, access is defined in terms of FAPE, or a Free and Appropriate Public 
Education. FAPE guarantees an educational program that is individualized, grants access to a 
general curriculum that meets the grade-level standards and provides educational benefit. 
Disability can also be understood from a social model perspective drawing on political, 
social, cultural, historical, discursive and other traditions to challenge the medical model of 
disability. This understanding has enormous consequences for not only how one conceptualizes 
access and inclusion but for how one proceeds methodologically to research and confronts 
present conditions. It is this understanding of disability that reframes access and inclusion 
throughout this study. Aligned with a Disability Studies in Education (DSE) perspective 
(Baglieri, et al., 2010; Connor, et al., 2008) disability does not reside within the individual. 
Rather disability is constructed by a disabling barrier, be it physical, social, political or 
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attitudinal. To this end, understanding collective or societal responses to “difference” provides 
insight into how educational barriers are constructed and possibilities for reducing them.  
Issues of access, then, become issues of social justice that center around mitigating 
disabling barriers (not “fixing” the individual to a hegemonic “normal”) to achieve equitable 
opportunities with and for the individual. In this context, inclusion is not a type of classroom or 
teaching model but an orientation to teaching and learning that aims to include and create access 
for all by reducing disabling barriers. Disabling barriers can include mindsets and discursive 
practices.  
Discourse -  Discourses can be understood as communicative structures (linguistic or non-
linguistic) that organize knowledge in a given community or society (von Stuckrad, 2014), thus 
contributing to construction of conditions. Forms of knowledge and power flow relationally 
through discourse, regulating and reinforcing future discourses (Jäger & Maier, 2009). The 
theoretical underpinnings of discourse and its relationship to this study are discussed in more 
detail in the Section 1.4 ,“Theoretical Framework” and Chapter Three, “Methodological 
Approaches to Research”. 
Equitable educational resources - For the purposes of this study, equitable educational resources 
are defined as learning conditions that do not prioritize a ‘standard” or “normal” learner. Rather, 
learner difference is normalized and valued allowing all students not just access to but inclusion 
in all learning experiences. 
Neoliberal, Market-based and Corporate Education Reforms - These interrelated terms are used 
at different points throughout this study to draw attention to the multiple and varied interests 
served by current education reforms. The terms are detailed below but collectively refer to 
education reforms that promote high-stakes standardized testing, accountability and competitive 
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markets, like charter schools. In contrast to the previously dominant social democratic approach 
to education reform, current reforms argue that a focus on the individual within an increasingly 
globalized economy will increase academic achievement and close the achievement gap (Hursh, 
2007). 
- Neoliberalism, the economic theory undergirding current education reforms, assumes that 
the competitive forces of a free market will equalize economic and social inequities.  
- Market-based or Free Market-based describes, in a way accessible to a variety of 
readers, the central neoliberal belief that free markets will equalize inequity away.  
- Corporate highlights the network of interests served by education reforms that increase 
economic profitability. Corporate reforms rely on a neoliberal belief in competition and 
choice while privileging standardized learning conditions and accountability measures 
that produce future profitable (compliant and efficient) workers.  
As a note to the reader, the definition of ‘corporate’ is particularly significant. The neoliberal 
values inherent in the definition of corporate such as competition, standardization, 
accountability, compliance and efficiency are central to this study’s research questions (See 
Section 1.5: Research Questions) and subsequent method for analyzing data. Chapter 3: 
Methodological Approach expand on this.  
1.3 Situating Myself and the Need for Reflexivity  
 My interest in this topic grew from my own experiences as a public school special 
education teacher and adjunct lecturer in a school of education. I taught 4th and 5th grade 
students labeled as disabled in a self-contained classroom for several years before moving to a 
teacher support position. I met my first class of students through a meticulously stapled stack of 
papers. Before I got to see their 9 and 10-year-old faces, before I got to shake their hands, before 
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I got to introduce myself and welcome them to our classroom for the year, I was introduced to 
my students through their Individualized Education Plans (IEP). Phrases like “learning disabled”, 
“emotionally disturbed”, “disorder”, “not on grade level” and “..can’t….can’t...can’t” jumped out 
at me, page after page, painting a picture of students who ‘could not’.  
These deficit-driven notions of “disability” permeated official educator discourse 
alongside an amorphous concept of “disability” that shifted between teachers, classrooms and 
learning experiences. As our year went on together I witnessed my students could do far more 
than articulated in their IEPs, given the right tools and environment. I recognized that most of my 
students were not so academically different from their “regular” peers in general education. I 
began to ask -  “What is disability really?” and “Who is it really for?” At the same time, I was in 
a graduate program wherein Christine Sleeter’s (1986) article “The Social Construction of 
Learning Disabilities” profoundly shaped my understanding of “disability” that deviated from 
traditional views. I found myself aligned with a disability studies perspective, one that perceives 
disability “as manifest in interactions among social contexts and bodies and minds” (Baglieri, et 
al., 2010, p. 272). I believe it is the work of educators to develop practices and learning 
environments that create access for all students. It is this philosophy that grounds this study. 
I also taught several semesters of a graduate course on classroom community and culture 
in inclusive settings to Teach For America Special Education Corps Members. Through an 
inquiry framework, we analyzed the interplay of one’s own beliefs, experiences, environments 
and pedagogical practice. I observed an emerging similarity between corps members’ 
dispositions toward learner difference and those evident in corporate education reforms. When 
describing their students, many of the corps members spoke first to student deficiency. They 
often referred to students as “the sped kids” or by disability classification. Some corps members 
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identified defiant behavior as those students who would not submit to 100% compliance. This 
noticing was amplified when compared to the courses I taught with non-TFA graduate students. I 
became interested in how corps members’ dispositions toward learner difference was formed. In 
other words, what was considered “normal” and who decides the boundaries of “normalcy”? 
What role did TFA training and support play? Whose version of schooling and disability was 
being enacted? Was there room for dissension and rethinking fundamental beliefs towards 
differences? 
 My commitment to reflexively analyzing beliefs and assumptions transcends my graduate 
classroom into my own research. The goal of unveiling the experiences that have brought me to 
this research topic is not simply to make my position (and potential biases) transparent but to 
consider the way my lived experience informs how and why, as a researcher, I think, act and feel 
as I do about my research topic. That is, how have past experiences shaped my researcher 
identity (i.e., what issues I find important, what theory and truths I foreground, what methods of 
inquiry I undertake, what perspectives I bring to analyses, etc.) and how will engaging in this 
study further inform it and expand the scope of possibility for change? That said, the reader will 
find reflexive events integrated into many sections of this work, including the theoretical 
framework (section 1.4)  and subsequent research questions (section 1.5), Chapter 3: 
Methodological Approaches to Research, Chapter 5: Detailed Analysis and Discussion and 
Chapter 6: Implications and Conclusion.   
1.4 Theoretical Framework 
Central to this study is a Disability Studies in Education (DSE) perspective (Baglieri, et 
al., 2011; Connor, Gabel, Gallagher & Morton, 2008; Gabel, 2005; ). As discussed in the 
“Definition of Terms” section, this requires we understand disability within shifting 
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sociopolitical contexts while rejecting deficit models of disability. By engaging with a broader 
understanding of disability we can imagine socially just schooling practices that “reflect a 
democratic philosophy whereby all students are valued, educators normalize difference through 
differentiated instruction, and the school culture reflects an ethic of caring and community” 
(Baglieri & Knopf, 2004, p. 525). To begin this work, we must understand the existence and 
creation of unequal learning conditions - ones that value and resource a “standard” learner. 
This study calls on what Weis and Fine (2012) term “critical bifocality” to understand 
how learning conditions in conflict with the needs of students labeled as disabled came to be and 
possibilities for change. Bridging a macro-level structural view and micro-level approach, 
critical bifocality tries to “make visible the sinewy linkages or circuits through which structural 
conditions are enacted in policy and reform institutions” (p.174) as well as their more localized 
ideological effects. Using a critically bifocal lens to make sense of educational inequity and 
possibility, researchers can empirically document the historic, economic and political social 
contexts that ground issues of equity for students labeled as disabled. In this space one can 
reimagine an alternative to a disability that disproportionately situates failure in historically 
marginalized bodies. This work begins by identifying circuits of dispossession. That is, 
public opportunities, institutions, and resources [that are] redesigned in law, policy, and 
academic practices that further tip educational advantage in the direction of children of 
privileged families, while an array of equally expensive public policies—testing, 
policing, and surveillance—are being unleashed within low-income communities, 
widening the inequality gap that already characterizes urban America. (p.187) 
Building on Ruglis and Fine’s (2009) work, Weis and Fine (2012) track the circuits of 
dispossession that derive from neoliberal policy shifts. They draw upon ethnographic examples 
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to highlight the links between the lives of privileged and non-privileged groups of parents and 
students to neoliberal policies, practices and structures of power. This study, however, extends 
Weis and Fine’s framework. At its core it aims to identify circuits of dispossession derived from 
the link between macro-level policy and institutional practices and micro-level manifestations, 
like discourses . Yet, this study does so with a particular focus on how the macro and micro are 
linked and contained within a corporate logic that is adopted and dispersed by those in power, 
making corporate logic seemingly impenetrable and hard to prove false. It it because of this that 
discourse, specifically TFA special education corp member discourse, will be the unit of this 
study’s analysis. Corps members interact as members of multiple neoliberal, corporatized 
educational institutions (i.e., TFA, networked charter schools, etc.), individually interact with 
students and colleagues and go on to individually influence education reform after their tenure as 
corps members.  
 Using a critically bifocal stance to identify circuits of dispossession, this study calls 
attention to the ways educational resources are redistributed away from those who need them 
most. At the same time, this framework opens up the possibility to identify circuits that preserve 
existing or cultivate new learning conditions that dismantle the myth of normalcy and move the 
lens of failure away from the individual. A critically bifocal stance sheds light on the influence 
of systemic factors like discrimination, economic interests and resource allocation. This study 
reasons that equitable learning conditions are an educational resource that are constructed in 
various ways and allocated differently across schools and communities.  
Much educational research that studies power operates from a macro view of power that 
studies subordinated groups to understand how power is wielded to influence policy or 
opportunities.  While Weis and Fine (2012) study both circuits of dispossession and privilege, 
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Anyon (2008) further unpacks how the work of Michel Foucault inspires us to understand power 
differently, shifting our research lens. For Foucault, power is everywhere and comes from 
everywhere, acting as a constantly fluctuating societal ‘regime of truth’ (Foucault, 1980). He 
describes the power/knowledge relationship indicating that power is constituted through accepted 
forms of knowledge or ‘truth’. Each society, at points in history, has a “general politics” of truth 
that includes the types of discourse which it accepts as true and the status of those who are 
charged with saying what counts as true (Foucault, in Rabinow 1991). Discourse, then, 
“regulates, among other things, what can be said and done, what constitutes right and wrong, and 
what counts for knowledge in the first place” (Dimitriadis,  & Kamberelis,  2006, p. 113).  
Though influential in bringing to light how norms can be embedded beyond our attention, 
critiques of Foucault (Caldwell, 2007; Giddens, 1993) argue that his concept of 
power/knowledge and discourse are elusive with little opportunity for practical action, especially 
when applied to the exploration of agency and social change. It is not that Foucault believes that 
changes are impossible, rather he sees the possibility for change through major structural 
changes such as war, economic crisis, and transgression of laws or rebellion (Foucault, 1991). 
Because power is seen as an everyday, socialized and an embodied phenomenon, action and 
change emanate from our capacities to recognize and question norms and rules embedded in 
discourse. Additionally, power can only exist alongside resistance. By identifying the flow of 
knowledge and movement mechanisms (i.e., discourses) that produced the current state of power, 
we can explore possible paths for alternative discourses that may lead to large structural shifts. 
One goal of this study (as extrpolated on in Chapter 2) is to identify and trace the arc of policies 
that contributed to neoliberal ideology becoming discursive fact. What knowledge becomes the 
rules and norms by which Special Education Corps Members not only construct learning 
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conditions for students labeled as disabled but move forth in leadership roles and in policy 
making? TFA’s positionality as an organization benefitting from neoliberal, corporate education 
reforms and an organization with reach in classrooms  (via Special Education Corp Members) is 
central to investigating if and how students labeled as disabled are dispossessed of equitable 
educational resources (i.e., subject to exclusionary learning conditions). 
 As a part of a theoretical frame, Foucault’s work is also criticized for its break from 
individual action and human agency insofar that he allows autonomous ‘discursive practices’ to 
become subjectless, negating the possibility for agency (Newton, 1998 as cited in Caldwell, 
2007). To bridge this gap, Caldwell (2007) calls for a re-engagement of notions of discourses 
with forms of intentional agency. There is much at stake for an individual when they challenge 
dominant modes of knowledge. Therefore, agency must include not only the capacity to resist or 
‘act otherwise’, but also the possibility of ‘making a difference’ (Giddens, 1984). This study 
understands agency as emanating from an individual’s multiple positions that may emerge in 
discourse. Agency resides in the act of intentionally resisting or subverting dominant discourses 
with alternative discourses.  
Special Education Corps Members may exercise discursive agency and resist the 
institutional power/messaging of TFA by drawing on alternative discourses thereby preserving 
current or cultivating new pathways for allocating learning resources to students labeled as 
disabled (in contrast to dispossessing them of resources). Equitable educational resources for 
students labeled as disabled may be cultivated or preserved when neoliberal ideals that 
overwhelmingly prioritize a compliant, standardized individual are challenged. This take on 
power necessitates a macroanalysis of the power nexus of and policies emanating from 
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neoliberal, corporate education reform networks alongside a microanalysis of the circulation of 
power on the ground via discursive practices. 
Some might argue this study’s use of  “equitable educational resources” creates another 
category or ‘regime of truth’  that serves political or economic interests (as we see with current 
reform efforts). Is articulating a “resistance” unknowingly reproducing power dynamics? Aiming 
for reflexivity, this study invokes the idea of “equitable educational resources” with transparency 
of my position (see: Section 1.3, “Situating Myself in the Research”) alongside an exploration of 
the dynamic, dialogic relationship between research project and researcher identity. Rather than 
asserting new claims to ‘truth’, this study explicitly defines “equitable educational resources” in 
Section 1.2 and throughout this study to engage in a political struggle with the current regime of 
truth and alter power relations. Ultimately, this study is interested in understanding how the 
discursive strategies of Special Education Corps Members produce objects of knowledge that 
enable circuits that dispossess, cultivate or preserve equitable educational resources for students 
labeled as disabled.  
One might also caution against the potential of this theoretical frame to isolate the 
producer of text from the text itself. While Chapter 3: Methodological Approach provides a more 
detailed argument, it is essential to note that the choice to focus on discursive strategies as 
separate from the corps member meaning-making is purposeful and strategic. A choice that may 
intitally seem to ask the reader to “forget” the individual, actually aims to do the opposite. That 
is, the explicit focus on discursive strategies (over the producers of the discourse) is, in part, to 
protect corps members from being individually blamed for potentially dispossessing discursive 
strategies. Rather, it keeps the focus on flow of discourse that travels within a corportized 
ecosystem. 
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The theories that frame this study also interact to establish its purpose, significance and 
design. DSE, critical bifocality and notions of power/knowledge and discourse all necessitate we 
examine the social, political and economic structural conditions in which corporate discourses 
and discourses of disability occur. This framework impels us to explore: what discourses do 
Special Education Corps Members draw on to talk about TFA? What discourses do they draw on 
to talk about their classroom and their students? Do these discourses reproduce? resist? offer 
alternatives and possibility? Where, amongst these discursive practices, can we find a counter to 
circuits of dispossession? Where, amongst these discursive practices, can we identify circuits that 
preserve educational opportunities provided by teachers committed to the long-term success of 
their student that dismantle the myth of normalcy and move the lens of failure away from the 
individual? 
1.5 Research Questions 
As Giroux (2012) points out, market forces have both contributed to a growing corporate 
model of education and substantially changed the language we use in both representing and 
evaluating behavior. It is essential to explore the corporate discourses (i.e., those that advance 
corporate values like standardization, compliance, efficiency and productivity) and the discourse 
of disability (i.e., how it is constructed) that Special Education Corps Members draw on to talk 
about their experience, about students labeled as disabled and classroom practice. 
Unquestioningly accepting market-based corporate values as the norm creates a space where the 
exclusionary practices that can accompany a disability label are not only permissible but 
common practice. Thus, this study asks: 
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1) What corporate discourses and discourses of disability do Teach for America Special 
Education Corps Members draw on to talk about their experience as corps members, their 
students and classroom practice? 
2) What corporate discourses and discourses of disability do Teach for America Special 
Education Corps Members draw on in their classroom practices? 
Because, as part of my researcher identity, I believe it is important to not only explore the 
ways educational resources are redistributed away from students labeled as disabled but, as Jean 
Anyon's (2014) teaches, we must also recognize that the current moment contains very real 
radical possibilities. As such, this study also asks: 
3) How do these discursive strategies materialize and enable circuits that dispossess, cultivate or 
preserve equitable educational resources for students labeled as disabled? 
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature 
 
2.1 Introduction 
A position of critical bifocality (Weis & Fine, 2012) requires historically locating the 
point at which particular discourses emerged and became seen as true. This study’s theoretical 
framework necessitates we examine the social, political and economic conditions that led to the 
current state in which Special Education Corps Members exists. Therefore, this literature review 
uses a political economy lens (Anyon, 1997; Lipman, 2013)  to understand the impact of historic 
and current political and economic influences on the creation of inequitable school conditions for 
students labeled as disabled. “Economic and political understandings”, as Anyon (1997) asserts,  
“contribute important insights into the underlying causes, and therefore, meaningful solutions” 
(p. xvii).  
Section 2.2, “Turning a Profit, Transmitting a Culture: A Political Economy of Teach For 
America”, this study traces the evolution of TFA within the alternative certification landscape 
born of concerns for competing in a global economy. It then argues that shifts in industry and 
available sites for private investment constructed a context that allowed TFA, charter schools and 
their financial backers to benefit from a symbiotic relationship, while public schools struggled 
for resources. The study moves to discuss the ways TFA advances unquestioned ‘truths’ about 
education through marketing, research and corps member messaging because despite imbuing 
corps members with a culture of teaching that can be in conflict with the needs of students 
labeled as disabled, TFA remains largely praised in the mainstream. For, as Foucault (in 
Rabinow, 1991) puts it,  
it seems to me that the real political task in a society such as ours is to criticize the 
workings of institutions that appear to be neutral and independent; to criticize them in 
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such a manner that the political violence that has always exercised itself through them 
will be unmasked, so one can fight against them. (p. 5) 
Synthesizing this work, the final section identifies the modes of dispossession through which 
TFA redistributes educational resources away from those perceived as “non-standard” learners 
and considers the role of corps member agency.  
2.2 Turning a Profit, Transmitting a Culture: A Political Economy of Teach For America 
2.2.1 The rise of alternative certification and Teach for America. 
Though Alternative Certification (AC) programs gained traction in the 1990’s and rose to 
notoriety after the passage of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB), their origins date 
back to the early 1980’s in New Jersey when schools were becoming scapegoats for faulty 
economic policies in the United States (Hursh, 2007). The Reagan administration’s National 
Commission on Excellence in Education issued a report,  “A Nation at Risk: The imperative for 
education reform”, that pinned the economic crisis on failing schools. Like current education 
reform rhetoric, “A Nation at Risk” insisted the U.S. education system was not meeting the 
national need for a competitive workforce. Though criticized for its failure to address the diverse 
capabilities and needs of students (Sleeter, 1986) it became a guidebook for education policy that 
called into question the quality of teaching and learning at the primary, secondary, and 
postsecondary levels (Gardner, Larsen & Baker, 1983). Ultimately, “A Nation at Risk” aimed to 
boost the competitiveness of U.S. capitalism by raising the skill level of the workforce. 
In the wake of “A Nation at Risk” traditional teacher preparation and certification 
became a political target for improving long-term competitiveness in a global economic market. 
Critics named a burdensome teacher certification process as a barrier to attracting talented future 
teachers. The teacher certification process, they claimed, was “far too rigid, took too much time, 
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was too divorced from the reality of the classroom and, most critically, did not seem to add much 
value to a teacher’s effectiveness” (Walsh & Jacobs, 2007, p.16). Under the pressure to 
implement new standards for teacher preparation and lured by the promise that “better people 
will be attracted and offered a more practical preparation if they can avoid the piffle of 
traditional teacher education programs” (Haberman, 1986, p. 15), the Department of Education 
launched the first alternative route to teacher certification, the “Provisional Teacher Program”.  
In September of 1983, Governor Kean of New Jersey proposed a plan that “would allow 
those with a baccalaureate degree, evidence of having passed a test in their subject area, and a 
one-year internship to receive lifetime certification” (Michelli, 1985, p. 391). The alternative 
route to certification plan had several goals focused on controlling the quality of teachers. The 
plan sought to end emergency and provisional certification, recruit students with high Scholastic 
Aptitude Test (SAT) scores and reduce barriers into the profession for uncertified individuals 
with relevant life or professional experience in a subject area (Michelli, 1985). 
Critics of the Provisional Teacher Program highlighted the faults and assumptions 
implicit in the program. Teacher educators challenged the assumption that high SAT scores 
correlated to quality teaching. They argued data indicating education majors scored poorly on the 
SAT was misleading. Critics contended the Provisional Teacher Program would, in fact, depress 
the quality of teachers, a product in direct conflict with its primary goals. Initially, alternative 
routes to teacher certification were conceptualized to recruit experienced career changers. 
However, the “proposed revisions to the administrative code [did] not prevent inexperienced 
students who would enroll in [traditional] teacher education programs from viewing the 
alternative route as an option for them” (Michelli, 1985, p. 393). Many teacher educators 
believed life experience alone did not equate to quality teaching. However, they more 
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vociferously opposed inexperienced students making a fast-tracked, untrained entrance into the 
teaching profession.  
 At the same time in the mid 1980’s, a changing labor market resulted in teacher 
shortages. Expanded career opportunities for women (Schaefer, 2009) meant that fewer were 
choosing the woman-dominated teaching career. Toughened teacher preparation standards and 
fewer individuals entering the teaching profession compounded the fear of an economic crisis 
that triggered “A Nation at Risk”. Policymakers urged for more teachers equipped to cultivate 
globally competitive skills.  
The fear of a failing economy paved the way for an organization that eventually came to 
epitomize alternative certification. In 1990, Teach For America (TFA) was born. Though TFA is 
not technically an alternative certification program it is structured with the same characteristics, 
guided by the same teacher certification regulations and benefit from the same federal laws as 
AC programs. Members must receive a state-issued teaching credential, certificate, license or 
permit before they are hired by a school. Since corps members have not completed a traditional 
course of study in education before teaching, they are considered “non-traditional” teachers in 
most states. The credentials they receive are often referred to as “alternative” certificates or 
licenses (“Teacher certification”, 2015). The organization was founded by Wendy Kopp based 
on her 1989 Princeton University undergraduate thesis. Members of the founding team include 
investor Whitney Tilson, former U.S. Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service Douglas 
Shulman and Richard Barth, KIPP charter school founder and CEO. In its first year, Teach For 
America placed 500 teachers (“Our history”, 2015).   
The idea behind alternative certification seemed straightforward: Expedite entry into the 
public school classroom for well-educated individuals who were eager to teach but unwilling (or 
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could not afford) to invest in education coursework. Keep them in the classroom with new 
teacher mentoring and support. Following New Jersey’s adoption of an alternative route to 
teacher certification, several more states, including California and Texas implemented alternative 
pathways (Walsh & Jacobs, 2007).  
As AC programs grew in popularity, divided opinions followed. The Journal of Teacher 
Education, Phi Delta Kappan and Action in Teacher Education, for example, devoted multiple 
issues to the topic (Walsh & Jacobs, 2007). Opponents, mainly teachers’ unions and teacher-
educators, testified against proposals being considered by states. In 1990 Arthur Wise, head of 
the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), called Maryland’s effort 
to develop an alternate route program similar to New Jersey’s “a reactionary move, a regressive 
move, designed to degrade the quality of instruction which occurs in our schools.” (Walsh & 
Jacobs, 2007, p. 17). More famously, Linda Darling-Hammond (1994), a now professor of 
education at Stanford University, joined the conversation on AC programs when she challenged 
TFA’s mission, track record and quality of preparation. More than 20 years ago, Darling-
Hammond warned “TFA’s shortcomings are serious and they ultimately hurt many schools and 
the children in them” (p. 22).  
Bolstered by a familiar urgency to maintain a globally competitive marketplace, the No 
Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act ushered in another wave of reforms that benefitted fast-track AC 
programs. NCLB passed with large majorities in both the United States Senate (87-10) and 
House of Representative(381-41). It was signed into law by President Bush on January 8, 2002 
(Hursh, 2007). In promoting NCLB, Bush stated 
NCLB is an important way to make sure America remains competitive in the 21st 
century. We're living in a global world. See, the education system must compete with 
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education systems in China and India. If we fail to give our students the skills necessary 
to compete in the world of the 21st century, the jobs will go elsewhere. That's just a fact 
of life. It's the reality of the world we live in. And therefore, now is the time for the 
United States of America to give our children the skills so that the jobs will stay here. 
(U.S. Department of Education, Office of the Press Secretary, 2006)  
A global world that is a “fact of life” requires education reform focusing on job skills. As 
such, a major objective of NCLB was to “ensure high-quality teachers for all students...because a 
well-prepared teacher is vitally important to a child’s education” (USDOE, 2003). In order to 
meet this objective and procure federal funding provided under NCLB, states made bold changes 
to teacher certification requirements. New York, for example, had some of the strongest teacher 
certification requirements prior to NCLB. Within weeks of the requirement, the New York State 
Board of Regents established New York’s alternative route to teaching program - the 
Transitional B program (Michelli, 2005). There are few requirements candidates need to enter a 
Transitional B program: 3.0 undergraduate GPA, a major in the subject for secondary grades or a 
liberal arts major for teaching at elementary grade. Transitional B certification qualifies an 
individual to teach in the public schools of New York State.  
It is important to note that the Transitional B certifications in Special Education 
Generalist in grades 5-9, grades 7-12 and Special Education grades 1-6 simply require a liberal 
arts and science major, making way for a broad spectrum of background knowledge to qualify as 
adequate content knowledge. Under a Transitional B certification, a women’s studies major, a 
philosophy major and a communication arts major with a 3.0 GPA and passing grades on 
certification exams are all “equally qualified” to teach students with the most diverse needs. 
Teach For America relies on Transitional B certification areas to recruit large numbers into the 
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special education field. From negligible numbers thirty years ago, alternatively prepared 
candidates now account for almost three in ten new teachers nationwide (Feistritzer & Haar, 
2010). That’s a “market share” of nearly 30 percent.  
2.2.2 Teach for America Today 
When Wendy Kopp conceptualized Teach For America in 1988 her stated goal was to 
create a teacher corps to fill shortages in underserved areas (Kopp, 2008). Today, TFA is 
complicit in promulgating a market-based ideology that champions choice, competition, 
corporate sponsorship, and deregulation as the solution for educational inequity. Matthew 
Kramer, current CEO of TFA, sees the organization’s ultimate purpose as “transforming” public 
education both in the short term and the long term (Kamenetz, 2014). As short term classroom 
teachers, corps members handle “a solvable problem” by helping “kids growing up in poverty 
beat the culture of low expectations” (“A solvable problem”, 2015).  In the long term, corps 
members spread to become the voice of public education reform while strengthening connections 
with other neoliberal, corporate reform efforts (Kamenetz, 2014). This is of little surprise when 
we look to the political and economic conditions in which TFA grew and currently resides. 
With an explicit mission to “enlist, develop, and mobilize...leaders to grow and 
strengthen the movement for educational equity” (“Our mission”, 2015) TFA is structured to 
cultivate sites for private investment and spread a distinct culture of teaching and learning that 
aligns with the needs of its network. For example, a social-network analysis demonstrated the 
tight connection between TFA, alumni and market-oriented education reform and advocacy 
organizations (Kretchmar, Sondel, & Ferrare, 2014). TFA plays a key role in developing and 
connecting personnel, political and financial support for charter school reform. A charter school 
is a privately managed yet publicly funded school granted greater flexibility in its operations, in 
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return for greater accountability for performance. As Erik Kain of Forbes noted in 2011, what 
began as a “grassroots attempt to improve public education [sic] quickly [became] a backdoor for 
corporate profit” (para. 1).  
One group that profits from the spread of charter schools is charter school administrators. 
For example, Eva Moskowitz, former New York City Councilmember who founded and leads 
the Success Academy Charter empire, took home $475,000 in 2012(Marantz, 2014) while KIPP 
CEO and TFA alumni David Levin earned $395,350. Village Academies Network CEO Deborah 
Kenny, who founded just two schools, made $499,146 for the 2011-12 school year show 
(Monahan, 2013). 
Charter school teachers, on the other hand, are paid less, have fewer years of experience 
and a higher turnover rate (Stuit & Smith, 2009). While TFA receives millions of dollars in 
government funding it increasingly funneling its recruits into charter schools. In New York City, 
for example, well over 50% of corps members are placed in charter schools. This trend has been 
consistent since 2010 (Brewer, et al., 2017). To be clear, the relationship between charter schools 
and TFA is intentional and strategic. Further, Lefebvre and Thomas (2017) found there is a close 
partnership between TFA and charters that can create a mutually reinforcing educational 
subculture that is isolated from broader educational discourses and practices.  
2.2.2.a The FIRE sector and charter schools as new avenues of return. 
To fully understand what precipitated this relationship and resulting inequalities, we must 
step outside of the education sector and look to the origins and implications of the debt crisis in 
the early to mid 2000’s. In part, the proliferation of charter schools is a product of a shift in the 
priorities of finance capital. Hudson (2012) situates the debt crisis in the shift away from 
industrial capitalism towards finance capitalism. The finance, insurance and real estate (FIRE) 
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sector has emerged to create “balance sheet wealth” not by new tangible investment and 
employment, but financially in the form of debt leveraging and rent-extraction. As Hudson 
(2012) points out, “landed aristocracies no longer dominate the political system, yet fiscal 
favoritism for real estate [had] never been stronger, precisely because property ownership has 
been democratized - on credit” (p. 145). 
In the mid 2000’s, real estate accounted for 70% of bank lending in the United States. As 
a result, the financial sector lobbied for property tax cuts in their real estate interests. With 
increasing revenue from rentier interest, banking processes of finance capitalism regressed 
toward short term predatory lending that gave way to underwater mortgages (Hudson, 2012). 
Underwater mortgages, or home purchase loans with a higher balance than the free-market value 
of the home, became commonplace in the aftermath of the 2000s housing bubble burst resulting 
in numerous foreclosures. Compounding the issue in non-recourse states (where mortgage 
lenders cannot pursue borrowers for more money once their homes have foreclosed) many 
borrowers who could still afford their monthly payments instead strategically defaulted on their 
underwater mortgages. They believed they were cutting the losses from a bad investment. 
With mortgage interest not as lucrative, investors sought out new sectors of investment 
and fixed their gaze on the public sector. Public education was not immune and charter schools 
quickly became a new avenue of profit. In part, the federal tax code makes charter schools an 
advantageous investment.  Under the federal “New Markets Tax Credit” program established in 
2000,  firms that invest in projects located in “underserved” areas, such as charter schools in high 
poverty urban communities, can collect a tax credit of up to 39% to offset their costs (Wiggins, 
2013).  Low labor costs that undermine teacher unions are another way charter school executives 
turn a profit. Though schools pay TFA an annual finder’s fee of $4,000 per corps member, they 
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cut costs in the long-term. Corps members are contracted to stay in their school assignment for 
two-year terms. With such short tenures, schools that staff with corps member can keep salary 
costs low as teachers with one or two years of experience are paid baseline salaries. Schools will 
also rarely have to pay into long-term benefits like pension plans. In fact, over the course of 30 
years, when a school opts to contract for a Teach For America corps member every two years 
versus hiring a non-TFA corps member, the school is saving nearly $200,000 per teacher. This 
calculation is based on the average national teacher salary and includes the $4000 annual finder's 
fee paid to TFA but does not include the cost of employee benefits, like untapped pensions, that 
may be pocketed. Thus, the true dollar savings is likely higher for a school who fills teacher 
vacancies with new TFA corps members every two years. 
Despite an economic recession and sizeable teacher layoffs, TFA and charter schools 
maintained a symbiotic relationship that continued to grow. According to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics employment database, the number of jobs in the “local government education” 
category declined by 226,300 since 2010. Approximately 150,000 of those jobs belonged to 
teachers. Meanwhile, in major urban centers like New York City, the number of charters grew 
exponentially. In 2002, 17 charter schools served about 3,200 students in 2002. Six years later in 
2008, 78 charter schools served approximately 24,000 students. Currently, there are 236 charter 
schools serving over 125,000 students according to the NYC Charter School Center. TFA 
benefitted from this growth. As public school teachers were being laid off in 2010, TFA corps 
member enrollment declined slightly but not at a rate comparable to public school teacher 
layoffs. This is because corps members were increasingly placed in charter schools. In the 2014 
school year, 430 of the near 750 NYC TFA corps members taught in a charter school (Brewer, et 
al., 2016).  
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A strong network of wealthy, politically powerful backers stand to benefit from 
investment in charter schools and the revolving door of Teach For America corps members that 
keep overhead costs low. TFA is connected to what Diane Ravitch (2011) refers to as “The 
Billionaire Boys Clubs”. Ravitch refers to the ideological convergence of the three foundations 
that spend the most money in the K-12 education sector: the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 
the Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation, and, of Walmart notoriety, the Walton Family Foundation. 
Known for funding school choice of vouchers and charters, Walton, Gates, and Broad fund many 
of the same programs, including several major charter school networks and Teach for America 
Recently, Walton made a $20 millions contribution to TFA with $10 million slated for the Los 
Angeles site. This follows the $100 million Walton has contributed to New York City Teach for 
America site since its inception (Blume, 2013). 
The breadth of the financial network that links TFA and charters is expanding. Large 
TFA donors include the Wasserman Foundation, lead by the CEO of Wasserman media group, 
the Ahmanson Foundation and State Farm Companies Foundation. These same organizations 
have also contributed to New Schools Venture Fund, an organization aiming to ‘reinvent’ K-12 
education by raising philanthropic capital from individual and institutional investors. They then 
direct those (more than $150 million) to over 300 charter schools (New Schools Venture Fund). 
Eva Moskowitz and the Success Academy Charter School Network in New York City also 
received ample financial support from 2007 to 2013. Investors include not only The Walton 
Foundation ($4.6 million) and The Broad Foundation ($11.4 million ) but William Simon 
($75,000), Tiger ($850,000), MRM ($400,000) and hedge fund and corporate managers Paul 
Singer, David Tepper, and Daniel Loeb. Further, the recent television campaign in support of 
charters was financed with money from the Walton Family Foundation and hedge fund 
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billionaire Paul Tudor Jones. Jones, was the founder and chair of the Excellence Charter School 
(Singer, 2014). As more powerful corporations and wealthy individuals make up the network of 
school reform investors, shared interests concentrate to establish a vision of schooling or ‘regime 
of truth’ (Foucault, 1991) about education. 
Charter advocates argue that charter schools are growing, and deserve to grow as the 
dominant model, because they are successful in closing the achievement gap (as measured by 
standardized test scores). However, unlike public schools, charters have the flexibility to counsel 
out non-compliant and under-performing students at will. They also have the flexibility to dictate 
their lottery process. This means charters set the grade-level for which an open lottery can occur. 
If a school sets open admission lottery only in kindergarten, for example, it may leave the seats 
of departing or counseled out students unfilled, as many NYC charter schools do (Brown, 2015). 
Charters are poised to cherry pick what type of student fits with their model creating optics of 
“success” that cement an unquestioned space in the education reform landscape. Investors see 
return on their investment while much needed resources are diverted away from district schools.  
2.2.2.b Selling a vision through “research” and public imaging. 
 A network of wealthy investors and charter CEOs have a vested financial interest in the 
side-by-side growth of charter schools and TFA. They also benefit from a vision of schooling in 
line with corporate interests that advance free-market ideals. TFA is an active participant in 
creating and maintaining this vision. To do this, TFA operates on two fronts. They sell a 
neoliberally-aligned vision of education to the public via problematic research and aggressive 
public image moves to remain largely accepted and unquestioned while advancing this vision in 
the education sector through corps member acculturation and alumni networks. This section 
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examines the methodology and messaging of “research” forefronted by Teach for America 
alongside its public image moves. 
“Teach For America corps members help their students achieve academic gains equal to 
or larger than teachers from traditional preparation programs”.  This message headlines TFA’s 
research page and their national impact evaluation statement yet research results are mixed and 
vary considerably depending on researchers’ political and financial affiliations. While a number 
of peer-reviewed studies (Raymond, Fletcher & Luque, 2001; Heilig & Jez, 2010) challenge the 
claim that TFA corps members are “better”, Kovac and Slate-Young (2013) examined the 
accuracy of this claim using studies provided by TFA in November 2011. Kovac and Slate-
Young (2013) found TFA-cited research findings ranged from irrelevant with no bearing on 
performance, to problematic or mixed with inconclusive results. Of the 12 studies provided, only 
two (Donaldson & Johnson, 2010; McAdam & Brandt, 2009) were peer-reviewed. Further, the 
findings from the two peer-reviewed article did not relate to TFA’s claim that corps members 
make bigger strides towards closing the achievement gap than traditionally prepared teachers. 
Donaldson and Johnson (2010) discussed improving TFA corps member retention in low-income 
areas while McAdam and Brandt (2009) refute TFA’s claim that corps members go on to “pro-
social” jobs after their two-year assignment.  
The research currently supplied by TFA, still largely unchecked by peers, makes 
unsubstantiated claims about all corps member outcomes, including those who teach students 
labeled as disabled, though the research presented by TFA almost exclusively focuses on gains in 
math in general education settings.  
Two of those studies were conducted by Mathematica Inc. Touted as an “independent 
study”, TFA and Mathematica, Inc. have a long-standing relationship. TFA charter subsidiaries, 
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KIPP Academies and YES College Prep Public Schools employ the services of Mathematica 
Policy Research, Inc. for their math assessments and outside, independent consulting. TFA and 
Mathematica, Inc. share a similar client/donor list. Philanthropic clients of Mathematica, Inc. and 
generous funders of TFA including The  Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, School Choice 
Foundation, Venture Philanthropy Partners and the Walton Family Foundation, have also funded 
past TFA effectiveness studies (Veltri, 2013). There is a conflict of interest concern and potential 
for bias when the research firm at the helm of multiple TFA studies also generates large profits 
for clients who, in part, fund TFA. Of greater concern is the interlocking relationship between 
“independent” research and the organizations that advocate for hiring inexperienced (and less 
expensive) teachers and firing tenured (higher cost) teachers based on students' low standardized 
test scores.  
Though TFA leans on a flawed research process (e.g., unacknowledged limitations in 
both method and interpretation of results) to advance their goals, there is something we can learn 
from TFA-supported research. We get a window into what TFA counts as  “teaching” and 
“learning”. For example, all of the studies relied heavily on value-added measurements (VAM) 
to assess student achievement. VAMs are a widely used metric that are supposed to tease out 
teachers' effects on students' standardized tests. In some cases, VAMs are based on only one year 
of teacher performance. Research shows that more reliable measures of value-added can be 
obtained using multiple years of data (Floden, 2012). Over-reliance on single-metric VAM sends 
a direct message: educational inequity is exclusively the result of bad teaching.  
TFA-sponsored research paints a clearer picture for what ‘counts’ in education. To 
remain competitive, locally and globally, the message goes, we need stronger teachers and 
competitive, alternative routes to certification that fast track strong teachers into the classroom 
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and reduce union labor barriers. This vision is packaged as independent research and sold to the 
public as scientifically-researched “truth”. Through its research messaging, TFA implicitly 
rejects the influence of non-market controlled factors, such as socioeconomic status, 
institutionalized racism and institutionalized ableism on perceived achievement. Education is not 
positioned as a way to strengthen democratic participation in society but as social system that 
must be tended to in order for corporations to remain economically competitive.  
TFA’s expansive marketing strategies via digital and social media, corporate sponsorship 
and TFA-supported alumni groups (Teach For America, 2010) lean on a rhetoric that many 
support. Through a mission to “enlist, develop, and mobilize as many as possible of our nation's 
most promising future leaders to grow and strengthen the movement for educational equity and 
excellence” (“Our Mission”, 2015) TFA wields “social justice” as its driving force. Yet, many 
have taken TFA’s claims of social justice to task. In response, TFA’s 2010-2015 business plan 
included strategies to manage increased public scrutiny arguing to “aggressively manage our 
brand and public perception through sophisticated marketing and public affairs efforts” (p. 26). 
TFA recasts criticism as ‘misinformation’ and discredits the strongest of critics in the “education 
establishment because our effort runs counter to traditional paradigms for teaching and teacher 
training” (p. 26). To do this, a national communications team is charged with swiftly countering 
negative stories or media with positively spun press (Strauss, 2013).  
The Nation, the oldest continuously published magazine in the United States with 
politically left leanings, was caught in TFA’s counter-information strategies. Informed about 
Alexandra Hootnick’s (2014) then upcoming piece, “Teachers Are Losing Their Jobs, but Teach 
For America Is Expanding. What’s Wrong With That?”, TFA launched a strategy plan to counter 
the article. In a memo later obtained by The Nation (Joseph, 2014), TFA’s communication team 
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detailed multiple steps to spin the article including discrediting journalists. This is just one of the 
ways TFA spent its $3.5 million advertising and promotion budget over the past three years 
(Joseph, 2014) in an effort to preserve its position of authority in education.  
2.2.2.c Spreading a culture of education, building a movement. 
Teach For America expends many resources to sustain its public image yet it funnels 
even more into the acculturation of corps members and growth of a like-minded alumni network 
to lead education reform. TFA alumni are founders, leaders or board members of more than 40 
charter, advocacy and training groups. In 2007, its partner 501(c)4, Leadership for Educational 
Equity, was formed to help fund and train alumni to enter political office and other positions of 
leadership associated with market-based, neoliberal education reform (Cersonsky, 2013). As part 
of its 2010-2015 business plan, TFA prioritized fostering “the leadership of [sic] alumni in areas 
[defined by TFA as the] most critical to the broader reform effort” (p. 15). By accelerating 
pathways to leadership and creating opportunities for corps members to access its network, 
Teach For America (2010) aimed to increase alumni in school and public leadership by 200%. 
As Ravitch (2011) notes, many alumni of TFA leverage their connection to the corporate reform 
movement to assume leadership roles in large urban districts or state education departments, 
much faster than teachers without connections (Ravitch, 2011). More recently, a social-network 
analysis demonstrated the tight connection between TFA, alumni and market-oriented education 
reform and advocacy organizations as well(Kretchmar, Sondel, & Ferrare, 2014). To this end, we 
are urged to ask “Building a movement by whom, for what?” 
It is this convergence of corporate interests, ideological networking and alumni 
leadership that further complicates TFA’s placement of corps members in special education 
classrooms. It is important to note the difference between Teach For America, the organization 
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and the individuals collectively known as “Teach For America corps members”, who can not 
only comply but resist, collude, subvert and exist in the tension between organizational 
messaging, personal beliefs and actual classroom experiences. I do not intend to position Special 
Education Corps Members as cogs in a neoliberal machine that consciously carry out practices in 
conflict with the needs of their students. While schools have a well-documented history as sites 
that reproduce inequity, they also have a history of legitimating ideologies of equality. 
In fact, in an effort to complicate the conversation on TFA, some alumni are providing 
critical counter-narratives to TFA’s dominant narrative that center on alumni experiences 
(Brewer & deMarrais, 2015; Matsui, 2015; Thomas, 2018). There is also a growing body of 
scholarly literature (Brewer, 2014; Kretchmar, Sondel & Ferrare, 2014; Trujillo & Scott, 2014) 
that moves beyond a dominant critique of TFA’s model (“it is unjust to put the most 
inexperienced teachers in the neediest schools”) to point out the complicated positions of corps 
members who unknowingly find themselves charged with raising test scores and “neoliberal 
citizens” (Sondel, 2015). Yet, with dual membership in corporately-connected TFA and 
individual schools, Special Education Corps Members hold tremendous potential to dispossess, 
cultivate or preserve equitable schooling conditions for students labeled as disabled.  
It is essential, then, to understand the conditions in which corps members enter teaching 
and the ‘truths’ they receive from TFA. When many corps members first encounter TFA 
recruiters they are met with TFA’s explicit promise to provide a launching pad for a future career 
in high-status professions while doing “social justice” work for two years (Labaree, 2010). 
Positioning themselves as the fulcrum of corps member support, TFA leans on the idealism and 
optimism of recent college graduates looking for opportunity. Citing research on corps member 
effectiveness, TFA becomes the authority for what constitutes “good teaching”.   
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As discussed, TFA maintains strong publicity, lobbying, and marketing messages 
emphasizing only committed, hard-working, dedicated teachers can eliminate the achievement 
gap in high-needs schools. A side effect of this message manifests as the “savior mentality”.  
Corps members are positioned to save their poor, disabled, students of color from lazy, 
incompetent teachers and set them up for “success”. This intensifies a three-dimensional gaze 
that fixes on the deficits of students labeled as disabled and veteran teachers alike. “The rhetoric 
feeds into the white savior industrial complex that both appropriates the language of social 
justice in order to validate the status and privilege enjoyed by TFA teachers and disguises the 
harmful effects of deficit thinking” (Anderson, 2013, p. 33).   
Corps members are required to read Steven Farr’s (2010) Teaching as Leadership prior to 
their arrival at summer institute. In his book, Farr argues for a 6-pronged solution to closing the 
achievement gap, the crux of which rests on the claim that the socioeconomic realities of 
students play no significant role in the students learning and that learning is measured by 
standardized tests. In addition to lesson planning and rehearsing during the summer institute, 
considerable time is devoted to managing and controlling a classroom. TFA instructs corps 
members to employ behaviorist methods of control, partnering with Lee Canter and his 
“Assertive Discipline” program (Canter, 2009). 
Doug Lemov (2010) is also a core component of pre-service training.  Teach like a 
champion: 49 techniques that put students on the path to college assumes “great” teaching can 
be reduced to a discrete set of tools and techniques. Corps members practice moves like“ Do it 
again; Do it now”, “100% Compliance” and “Tracking” over and over again in a highly 
structured environment (Lepreche, 2012). Despite Lemov’s view that these techniques put 
students on the path to college, this book perpetuates the culture of low expectations. In Teach 
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Like a Champion, students are socialized to be passive, submissive and compliant. They are 
taught that adherence to procedures and protocols is paramount. Students are not guided to think 
critically, develop autonomy or learn for intrinsic value. With no other reference point for what 
education is or could be, corps members learn that “teaching” at its core, is a technical endeavour 
about directing students to embody the characteristics of a compliant worker.  
Pre-service preparation materials situate education within a corporate, neoliberal 
framework and so does TFA’s own messaging. For example, TFA describes their coursework on 
instructional planning and delivery as “a goal-oriented, standards-based approach to teaching 
[that] teaches you to diagnose and assess students, plan lessons, and deliver lessons effectively” 
while coursework on classroom management centers on creating a “culture of achievement” 
(“Attending summer institute”, 2015). By locating the “problem”, corps members are positioned 
as “fixers” equipped with previously absent tools, like goals and high expectations, that are 
critical attributes of corporate culture.  
Interestingly, pre-service preparation materials are similar to traditional approaches in 
special education (e.g., a focus on fixing a deficit, blaming the student and not inflexible 
instruction, upholding segregated setting). Yet, notably minimal in TFA pre-service workshops 
for Special Education Corps Members are topics on or within teaching students with diverse 
strengths and needs. TFA corps members attend a single half-day workshop that provides an 
overview of special education structures. Corps members are introduced to disability 
classifications and the litany of special education acronyms like IDEIA (Individuals with 
Disabilities in Education Improvement Act), FAPE (Free and Appropriate Public Education) and 
LRE (Least Restrictive Environment) (Brewer, 2013). The few other special education-related 
workshops offered are optional. The focus, then, is on special education as a system of 
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difference, separate from what is mandatory or essential. Corps members exclusively understand 
disability from a medical model.  
This messaging to corps members is not generated exclusively within their direct 
interaction with TFA, the institution. TFA’s arrangement with its partner-universities work in 
collaboration to (knowingly or unknowingly) reforce this messaging. Schools of Education 
increasingly partner with organizations like TFA not because they necessarily align with the 
organization’s values but because these organization are often seen as ‘cash cows’, as the 
provide steady revenues when Schools of Education are shrinking and closing. While TFA’s 
contract demands exercised increased control over program content and instructor assignment, 
these university partnerships continue despite ideological tension with some seasoned faculty 
(Connor, 2018).  
In response to criticism that it underprepares Special Education Corps Members, TFA 
launched the “Diverse Learner Initiative” in 2015 arguing everyone, including students labeled 
as disabled, will meet their potential if expectations are high. Calling on concepts like Universal 
Design for Learning, initiative leader Rachel Brody (2015, April) draws on concepts associated 
with the instructional inclusion movement that “influenced [TFA] to think deeply about how 
[they] are “teaching to the edges” in all of [their] classrooms”. Obscured by the inarguable 
“inclusion”, palatable terms like “learner diversity” are wrapped up in a context that normalizes a 
“standard” learner by positioning others in the margins or “the edges”. Further, Brody explains 
the school struggle experienced by students labeled as disabled as a matter of individual effort 
(both student and teacher). Students simply need to work harder to meet the high expectations of 
their teacher. For TFA, high “expectations” translates to efficient compliance with Lemovian 
training techniques or the no-excuses culture of their charter school partners.  
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Publications like One Day, TFA’s alumni magazine, ensure TFA’s message and values 
carry on beyond corps members’ two-year classroom assignments. Peppered amongst ads for no-
excuses charter school networks and stories of alumni “transforming” the world from Nepal to 
New Orleans,  the “Findings” section invites alumni to share new research (One Day, 2015) and 
further establishes what counts as valuable knowledge in education reform. While alumni 
organizations like Corps Knowledge work to “combat misinformation” (Corps Knowledge, 
2015) and organize other alumni to join their work. As Giroux (2015) reminds us, neoliberalism 
is both an economic and a cultural apparatus. It is through an alumni network inculcated with 
TFA truths guided by corporate ideals that TFA advances its culture beyond corps member 
classrooms.  
2.3 Conclusion - Structural Circuits of Dispossession and Agency 
“I have come to distinguish between the generally hard-working, smart, and idealistic TFA 
classroom teachers, and a national organization that is as sophisticated, slippery, and media 
savvy as any group I have ever written about.” 
– Barbara Miner, Rethinking Schools, 2010  
It is with this Barbara Miner quote in mind that I circle back to this study’s theoretical 
framework that urges an examination of the social, political and economic conditions that lead to 
the current state in which the corporate discourses and discourses of disability occur. Weis and 
Fine (2012) outline three strategies that contribute to dispossessing learning conditions in the 
name of advancing neoliberal policies, practices and structures of power. I argue that, from 
different vantage points, TFA contributes to conditions that enable all three strategies. Below I 
briefly describe TFA’s use of each strategy.  
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1. Dispossession by categorical denial - By underequipping corps members with five weeks 
of training while arming them with an understanding of disability and learner difference 
that aligns with corporate values like standardization, efficiency, productivity and 
compliance while upholding a myth of normalcy, TFA contributes to learning conditions 
that deny equitable educational resources to students labeled as disabled. 
2. Dispossession by cumulative, cross-sector disinvestment - Motivated by economic and 
political interests of wealthy education reform investors, TFA contracts with schools to 
supply a revolving door of two-year, low cost recruits who are sold “teaching as a means 
to advancements in other sectors” instead of hiring career teachers committed to growing 
a practice over time and meeting the needs of all of their students.  
3. Accumulation by dispossession - Wealthy investors repossess formerly public goods and 
services, like teaching and public schools, in order to turn a profit and proliferate a 
culture of education aligned with corporate interests. These are converted into privately 
managed goods and services, like TFA Special Education Corps Members and charter 
schools. Existing schools are displaced and replaced with charter schools who “use” 
corps members. TFA displays corps members in a very particular way  - “martyrs” for 
educational equity.  For corps members, it could be costly to counteract TFA messaging. 
Students labeled as disabled, however, are left to fend for themselves in a neoliberal, 
market-based system of schooling that diverts attention away from broader structural 
violence and thrusts it on the individual. In this frame, Dudley-Marling and Baker (2012) 
point out “school failure is firmly situated in the minds and bodies of individuals who are 
expected to "overcome" their physical and mental disabilities with plenty of models 
provided of people who have done so” (para. 27). 
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Neoliberal policies and resulting structures do not create dispossessing conditions in 
isolation. This study seeks to identify the flow of scripted and critical discursive strategies across 
multiple networks and linkages. This review of literature provides evidence that Special 
Education Corps Members are at the nexus both of education reform and transformation. They 
are not yet the powerfully connected elite who make policy nor are they the urban student 
labeled as disabled upon which neoliberal policies are enacted. They are the brokers who carry 
out (or do not) TFA’s version of (in)access and (in)equity. They are the agents that construct or 
enact what counts as access and equity for many students labeled as disabled. 
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Chapter 3: Methodological Approaches to Research 
3.1. Introduction  
This chapter provides a description of the methodological approach of this study, 
including data collection tools and analysis techniques. After re-stating the research purpose and 
questions to remind readers of the goals of the study, I give an overview of Critical Discourse 
Analysis, Dispositive Analysis and their relationship to Foucault’s discourse theory. As a point 
of reflexivity, the discussion of the theory underlying these methodological approaches mirrors 
my own researcher beliefs on the relationship between discourse and power. In this, I describe 
how it informs my analytical approach to this study. The chapter turns to the population studied, 
making the case for the analytical category of Teach For America Special Education Corps 
Member, describing the data collected and the methodology for data selection. Dispositive 
Analysis (Jäger & Maier, 2009) as an instrument of analysis is the subject of the final section. 
3.1.1. Research purpose and questions restated.  
The purpose of this study is to explore the ways the discursive strategies of Teach For 
America Special Education Corps Members (SE CM) constitute knowledge that is in tension (or 
not) with the needs of students labeled as disabled. To do this, Chapter Two examined the 
historically shifting context in which TFA emerged as a way to contextualize SE CM’s present 
reality in a corporatized, neoliberal educational landscape. Then, in order to track the flow and 
change of knowledge through institutions (like TFA)  and actors (like SE CM) into new spaces 
(like special education classrooms and education policies), this study examined the corporate 
discourses and discourses of disability that SE CM draw on to talk about their experience as 
corps members as well as their students and classroom practices. Finally, this study evaluated if 
and how SE CM’s discourses and actions materialize in ways that enable circuits that dispossess, 
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cultivate or preserve equitable educational resources for students labeled as disabled. By 
studying SE CM discursive strategies and actions, my purpose is to understand the ways 
knowledge is constituted and spread and power is exerted. To do this, this study asked: 
1) What corporate discourses and discourses of disability do Teach for America Special 
Education Corps Members draw on to talk about their experience as corps members, their 
students and classroom practice? 
2) What corporate discourses and discourses of disability do Teach for America Special 
Education Corps Members draw on in their classroom practices? 
3) How do these discursive strategies materialize and enable circuits that dispossess, cultivate or 
preserve equitable educational resources for students labeled as disabled? 
3.2 Methodological Approach 
Methodological approaches are  “systemic yet dynamic (…) social scientific formations 
that provide loosely defined structures for conceiving, designing, and carrying out research 
projects” (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2005, p. 17).  Like Kamberelis and Dimitriadis (2005) this 
study strategically uses the term “approach” over the commonly used “methodology” as it has 
the potential to “falsely connote rigid templates of sets of techniques for the proper conduct of 
research” (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2005, p. 17).  In order to meet the goals stated in the 
research purpose, this study draws on a Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) approach and more  
specifically, a Dispositive Analysis approach.  
3.2.1 Linking the macro and micro of a Critically Bifocal approach. 
As established in Chapter One, using a critically bifocal approach (Weis & Fine, 2012) to 
make sense of educational inequity and possibility, researchers can empirically document the 
ways people create, reproduce, or contest knowledge through their words and their practices 
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within the historic, economic and political social contexts that shape them. This study aimed to 
map the knowledge that SE CMs produce about their experience as corps members as well as 
their students and classroom practices. To do this mapping, this study used a concept of 
discourse which allowed for a bridging of the micro worlds and actions of SE CM with the 
macro historical political context of Teach For America. At the micro level, this study leveraged 
Discourse Analysis to identify knowledge produced across SE CM discursive strategies. A 
macro level analysis (i.e., Chapter Two) made evident the historic, economic and political 
contexts out of which micro meanings emerge and the structures through which said knowledge 
flowed. This study used Dispositive Analysis to link bodies of knowledge with larger systems of 
social control and domination like neoliberal, corporate education reform. Forthcoming sections 
detailed these analytical approaches and aligned methods. 
3.2.2 Critical Discourse Analysis approach. 
This study drew on a Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) approach (Fairclough, 2001), 
and specifically, Dispositive Analysis, a type of CDA (Wodak & Meyer, 2009) to inform its 
research questions. Before delving into the specifics of Dispositive Analysis (DispoA) tools, it is 
essential to outline several insights that undergird CDA, key influences of Michel Foucault and 
DispoA.  
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), as a field, is fundamentally interested in analyzing  
opaque as well as transparent structural relationships of dominance, discrimination, 
power and control as manifested in language. In other words, CDA aims to critically 
investigate social inequality as it is expressed, constituted, legitimized, and so on, by 
language use (or in discourse). (Wodak & Meyer, 2009, p. 10) 
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CDA aims to make explicit power relations that are frequently obscured in order to derive 
actionable results. Within this understanding, the term “discourse” is used very differently 
depending on the theoretical orientation of the researcher (Wodak & Meyer, 2009; Tenorio, 
2011). This study sought to uncover what counts a valid knowledge for SE CMs, how that 
knowledge is passed on and how it shapes society. Thus, it is influenced by (but not ruled by) 
Foucault’s (2002) theory of discourse that understands the social world, expressed through 
language, as affected by various sources of power.  
Both CDA and DispoA illuminate the knowledge that actors need to speak, act and create 
things (Tenorio, 2011). Scholars across disciplines have looked to DispoA to identify the 
“communicative infrastructures [i.e., policy, governmental decisions, schools] in which 
attributive meanings becomes operative” (von Stuckrad, 2014, p. 12). Von Stuckrad (2014), for 
example, draws on DispoA to counter a common claim that the study of religion is in decline. By 
including the academic study of religion (as the communicative infrastructure) and what he terms 
the “scientification of religion”, von Stuckrad’s (2014) analysis untangles the the science and 
religion discourse knots to reveal how this turnaround in religious study was possible. Gatling 
(2013) used a similar approach to explore ageist representations in comedy films. Within the 
discipline of education, scholars have drawn on DispoA to examine conflicts in the theory and 
practice of art teachers (Schlemmer, 2014), the relationship between power and knowledge in the 
practices and policies of tracking children’s skills in Norwegian kindergartens (Ulla, 2014) and 
teacher enactment of shifting language policies in England (Boag-Munroe, 2004). While 
distinctively different in topic, each study used DispoA (within the broader tenets of CDA) to 
show the interaction between the social world and power. The coming discussion of the 
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connection between CDA and DispoA in this study necessitates we first explore the relationship 
between discourse, reality and dispositives. 
3.2.3 Discourse and reality. 
According to Foucault (2002), discourse operates by creating a world. Discourses shape 
and enable this social reality. For example, if a student is slouched in his chair, one teacher might 
say “this student is disengaged from learning” while another teacher might say “this student is 
sitting in a way that is comfortable for learning”. Reality, then, can be viewed as something 
created by human beings assigning meaning (Wodak & Meyer, 2015).  In this case, different 
meanings are assigned to the intentions of a student’s body posture through language. That is, the 
teachers’ discourses produce a subject (the student and his body posture) in their respective 
classroom realities and truths or knowledge about the subject. Certain discourses in certain 
contexts have the power to convince people to accept statements as true. Why, when, how and 
under what conditions do different meanings get assigned? We construct this world socially 
through a complex interaction between experience, upbringing, and education, to name a few 
elements. 
At the same time, the student (with his own web of experience, upbringing and 
education) can reproduce or resist, for example, a teacher’s discourse with their own, thereby 
reshaping the classroom reality and its manifestations. When confronted to correct their body, a 
slouched student might reply that “Everyone else is slouched”, asserting the importance of his 
peers into the construction of the classroom reality.  But how does discourse manifest in objects? 
This gap is a shortcoming in Foucault’s discourse theory. Jäger and Maier (2009) address this 
gap by inserting Aleksej Leontjew’s (1978) activity theory into the frame. That is, work, activity 
and non-linguistic discursive practices mediate the links between discourse (that produces and is 
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produced by subjects) and manifestations of discourse (objects). In this frame, subjects become 
subject/actors. 
The concept of “actors” (in tandem with the term “subjects”) emphasizes the active part 
of the relationship. Discourses, then, “determine reality...via intervening [subject/actors] in their 
social contexts as co-producers and co-agents of discourse. The [subject/actors] are able to do 
this because they are entangled into discourse and therefore have knowledge at their disposal” 
(Jäger & Maier, 2015, p. 47). In this view, a critical discourse analysis aims to understand the 
assignation of meaning that creates reality by examining the flows of knowledge that intertwine 
and grow as discourse. 
Here, it is also important to discuss the use of the term “strategies” to describe the 
linguistically preformed and non-linguistically performed discursive practices of subject/actors 
(i.e., SE CMs). This study acknowledges the competing power of discourses derived from non-
TFA-related life experiences in shaping social realities. Thus, this study used the term 
“strategies” over “practices” to imbue SE CMs with an agency to draw on the multiple 
knowledges entangled into their discursive worlds and potentially resist corporate/neoliberal 
discourses. This opens up the possibility that SE CMs’ discursive strategies might enable circuits 
that cultivate more equitable educational resources or preserve existing resources for students 
labeled as disabled. 
3.2.4 Dispositives and Dispositive Analysis. 
For Foucault, language alone does not create reality. He theorized the “dispositive” to 
allow a better analysis of historical and current reality.  A dispositive is a system of knowledge 
that links discourse, actions, and objects. Foucault (1980) defines the dispositive as the 
“heterogeneous ensemble consisting of discourses, institutions, architectural forms, regulatory 
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decisions, laws, administrative measures, scientific statements, philosophical, moral and 
philanthropic propositions–in short, the said as much as the unsaid” (p. 194). For Jäger and 
Maier (2009), a dispositive is the shell which envelops both linguistic and non-linguistic 
discursive practices and materializations. These elements are interrelated and unable to exist on 
their own.  
Figure 3.1, derived from Jäger and Maier (2009), illustrates a simple example of a 
dispositive. The linguistically performed discourse (i.e., students must be 100% in compliance 
with the teachers demands to learn) exists alongside the non-linguistically performed discursive 
strategy in which students are complying with teacher directives (i.e., standing up in compliance 
with arms behind their back). On the school level, a suspension room might materialize to house 
those who do not “comply”. At a national level, more no-excuses charter schools (or policies that 
allow for them) materialize based on the knowledge that 100% compliance facilitates learning.  
Foucault argued  “we can only explore the landscape of social power by investigating the 
construction of embodiment, the ways in which subjectivity is tied to the body as well as the 
mind” (Schwan & Shapiro, 2011, pp. 35-36). Foucault’s examination of the socialized body 
opens the potential to explore the entangled ways in which the subject/actor consents or resists 
being ruled in a system of subjection. The subject/actor can come to embody cultural codes and 
processes that determine acceptable and conventional forms of behavior. This is important 
because, as discussed in Chapter Two, TFA has a large network of alumni that go on to lead 
schools and influence policy. Hence, TFA corps member alumni discursive strategies are made 
material in their future sphere of influence.  
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Figure 3.1: A simple example of a dispositive 
As a form of CDA, DispoA focuses upon both the synthesis of discursive practices and 
their materializations. According to Wodak and Meyer (2015), a central part of DispoA is the 
discursive analysis of texts. This includes non-linguistic action translated into texts. 
Identification of potential materializations is a final component in a Dispositive Analysis.  This 
study is interested in how SE CMs, as subject/actors, embody discourses that become the rules 
and norms by which they act and operate with students labeled as disabled, in classrooms and, 
ultimately, in leadership roles and policy making. Through an examination of SE CM discourses, 
DispoA offers an analytical framework for understanding the potential materialization of 
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discursive strategies that enable circuits that dispossess, cultivate or preserve equitable 
educational resources for students labeled as disabled.  
3.2.5 Discourse structures. 
This section briefly discusses the structure of discourses so the reader might better 
understand the forthcoming analytic data collection and analysis procedure. The following 
section synthesizes discourse structures as discussed by Jäger and Maier (2009).  
Discourse Strands are flows of discourse (conceived at utterance/surface level of a text) that 
center on a common topic, such as disability, education or corporate. Discourse strands also have  
synchronic dimensions (what is sayable/said at a finite time and place often explored by cross-
sectional analysis)  and diachronic dimensions (a series of synchronic cuts over time often 
explored through longitudinal analysis). 
Discourse Substrands are subtopics that make up each discourse strand. For example, 
“Efficiency” might be a substrand of the “Corporate” discourse strand.  
Discursive Limits are the borders of what is sayable. They can be extended or narrowed.  
Discourse Fragments refer to a text or part of a text that deals with a particular topic. In the case 
of this study, the discourse topics are determined by the research questions. For example, “the 
ED kids” (an acronym for the “emotional disturbance” disability classification in IDEIA) might 
be a fragment found in teacher conversation text about classroom behavior management. 
Entanglement of Discourse Strands occur when one text simultaneously refers to multiple 
topics/strands to form Discursive Knots. For example, in the statement “integrating all students 
with disabilities into general education classrooms requires a lot of resources”, the discourse 
strand of “disability” is entangled with the discourse strand of “economy”. 
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Discursive Sectors. The Special Education TFA Corps Members plane can have a charter school 
sector, a district school sector, a current member sector, alumni sector, high school sector, 
elementary sector and so on.  
Discursive Events are events that appear on discourse planes extensively and over time. They 
are important because they influence the future development of discourse and outline the context 
a discourse strand relates to.  
Discourse Position describes the ideological position from which subject/actors interact with 
discourse. The subject/actor is exposed to discourse that shapes their ideological position or 
worldview. Such discursive positions also “contribute to and reproduce the discursive 
enmeshments of subjects” (Jäger, 1996, cited in Jäger & Maier, 2009, p. 49).  
All of the linked discourse strands in society form the overall societal discourse which is, 
in turn, part of the global discourse. Discourse analysis, particularly in relationship to a 
dispositive analysis, aims to disentangle and illuminate discourses. This requires the 
identification of a single discourse strand and substrand on a single discourse plane.  
Discourse strands have a history, present and future. As Foucault (2002) puts it, an 
‘archaeology of knowledge’ or ‘genealogy’ is needed to identify the changes, breaks and cycles 
of a discourse strand. This happens in single projects that “create reliable knowledge about 
certain subzones of overall societal discourse. This scientific knowledge can be the basis for a 
change of everyday, political and media knowledge, and can change the behaviors and policies” 
(p. 51). By understanding the position of and knowledge flow created by SE CM linguistic and 
non-linguistic discursive strategies, this study aims to constitute and contribute a piece of 
knowledge that may shift future behaviors and policies in favor of more equitable educational 
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resources for students labeled as disabled and ultimately all learners perceived as hegemonically 
“non-standard”.  
3.2.6 An approach to analyzing dispositives.  
 As discussed in the previous sections, a DispoA approach is integral to informing this 
study’s research questions. DispoA is complex and requires amassing knowledge about 
linguistically and non-linguistically performed discourses in relationship to potential  
materializations. Though there is not an explicit methodology, this section discusses three 
essential components for performing DisproA. The section then describes the analytical means 
that can inform each component. Developing this initial conversation ensured the data collected 
provided the information needed to inform this study’s research questions.  
A dispositive exists in relationship to other dispositives. That is, it is subject to historical 
changes constantly influenced by other dispositives (Tenorio, 2011). A synchronic analysis is 
most appropriate to identify the current state of a dispositive. According to Jäger and Maier 
(2009) a synchronic DispoA has to include the following steps: 
1. Reconstructing the knowledge that is built into linguistically performed practices 
(through discourse analysis, [as described more fully in Section 3.5.1]). This analysis 
is the basis for the further steps in a dispositive analysis. It already creates an 
awareness of important aspects of the dispositive, such as uncharted territories in 
discourse, significant materializations and so on. 
2. Reconstructing the knowledge that is built into non-linguistically performed 
discursive practices. (p. 57) 
Reconstructing this knowledge usually results in texts. DispoA requires translating 
knowledge about non-linguistically performed practices and materializations into linguistically 
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expressed knowledge. Tenorio (2011) extrapolates these steps, briefly describing potential 
methods: 
After selection of a particular subject matter, analysis is focused on one domain, such as 
the media. This is followed by the structural analysis of one discourse strand...and of 
typical discourse fragments, that is, the different topics each text deals with. Linguistic-
discursive practices [can be] explored through the analysis of texts; non-linguistic 
discursive practices, through ethnographical methods [like observations]; and 
materializations, through [methods including but not limited to] multimodal analysis and 
artifact analysis. (p. 193) 
The coming section discusses the selection and collection of pertinent data. This is 
followed by a description of the specific analytical techniques used to identify the knowledge 
created through SE CM linguistically performed and non-linguistically performed discursive 
strategies, alongside potential materializations that may or may not produce equitable 
educational resources for students labeled as disabled. 
3.3 Setting, Population and Sample  
3.3.1. Participants: Using the analytical category of Special Education Corps 
Member. 
This study was conducted using data from a sample of Teach for America Special 
Education Corps Members who were, at the time of data collection, in their first or second year 
of teaching and also enrolled in a Master’s program at their placement university. Textual data 
was amassed over the span of three semesters as part of a research project in a graduate course 
unrelated to this study (to be discussed at length in Section 3.4). The SE CMs participating in the 
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graduate course represented a range of grade levels and school placements as well as ethnicities 
and genders. Although the study does not make generalizations about SE CMs at large, the 
collective symbols that run across SE CM discourse can be said to be representative of particular 
systems of meaning. 
Special Education Corps Members (SE CM) are adults who have daily contact with 
students labeled as disabled at school and in classrooms. They also have frequent contact with 
TFA through mandatory regional meetings, corps member advisors and email correspondence. 
SE CMs also exist in relationship to other SE CMs in university courses, as a requirement of 
both TFA’s programmatic structure and the New York State Transitional B certification.  
The choice of the category of Special Education Corps Members is deliberate for 
theoretical, methodological and ethical reasons. The category of “Participant SE CM” is 
employed to describe research participants. Taking a view of subject/actors as constituted by 
discourse (Foucault, 2002; Fairclough, 1992), and yet taking up discourses in contradictory ways 
that can challenge and transform powerful discourses makes room to explore both the realization 
of inequitable educational resources and the preservation and cultivation of spaces that can 
include and value all learners.  
SE CM are referred to using a lettering system (A, B, C) and not a system of 
pseudonyms. This is not intended to strip away discursive agency but rather, for the purposes of 
this study, to move away from holding participant SE CMs individually responsible for the larger 
corporate, neoliberal world their practices and words exist in. At a methodological level, the 
choice of the category of SE CM was necessary to respond to the research questions which seek, 
in part, to analyze the discursive positions of SE CMs as members of a neoliberally-bound 
institution like Teach For America.   
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Finally, a consideration of the ethics of research and the protection of confidentiality of 
participants confirmed the use of category of SE CM as an additional layer of anonymity.  
Because some participants are still affiliated with TFA, leaning on professional networks and 
resources or employed at school networks with which TFA has financial interest,  this study used 
a representational stance so individual participants can not be identified. As additional measures 
of protection, the location of SE CMs schools of employment or the university of graduate study 
is not mentioned. Rather, the broader geographical region, New York City, is identified because 
it is a major urban center, home to several of the largest charter school networks in the nation 
and is one of the longest established TFA sites.  
Further, SE CMs’ schools of employment will only be referred to as Networked Charter 
School2, Independent Charter School or District School to give insight into a level of neoliberal 
and corporate reform embeddedness (as discussed in Chapters One and Two). When classroom 
discourse is analyzed, grade level will not be mentioned in lieu of a more generalized category of 
elementary, middle or high school and I will not mention participants’ positions or roles at the 
school.   
3.3.2 Gaining access. 
 As discussed, this study was conducted using secondary data. That is, the data that was 
used in the analysis was produced by Teach for America Special Education Corps Members who 
were in their first or second year of teaching as part of a Master’s program at their placement 
university. Between 2013 and 2014 I taught a graduate course entitled “Classroom Management 
in Special Education” (the “Graduate Course”) at a TFA-partner university. The course primarily 
                                               
2 Networked Charter School refers to schools that operate as part of a network of schools that all implement the 
same model of policies and procedures such as Uncommon Schools, Success Charter Network, Achievement First, 
KIPP, etc.  
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focused on developing classroom community and positively supporting challenging behavior. 
Through an inquiry framework, we analyzed the interplay of one’s own beliefs, experiences, 
environments and pedagogical practice. The course met weekly through a combination of in-
person and online sessions with coursework and activities structured into three interwoven parts. 
Part one: Classroom Management Aspects, Approaches and Challenging Behavior explored a 
base of relevant topics that prepared SE CMs for part two: Building an Inquiry Framework. Part 
three: Inquiry into Classroom Management Practices applied learnings from the previous 
sections and asked SE CM to observe and analyze their own classroom management practice. 
 I am currently in possession of all documents in digital form. I contacted 32 SE CMs who 
were enrolled in the Graduate Course via email (Appendix A: Email Securing Consent) to secure 
written consent by providing them with a synopsis of my study and an informed consent form. 
Nine SE CM agreed to participate. Demographic breakdown participating SE CM is below in 
Figure 3.2.  
FIGURE 3.2: Participant SE CM Demographics 
 
NC = Networked charter                                                  ES = Elementary school 
IC = Independent charter                                                 MS= Middle school 
D = District school                                                          HS - High school 
SE CM 
Designation 
A B C D E F G H I 
School of 
Employment 
NC NC D NC IC D NC D IC 
Grade Level ES ES HS HS MS ES HS ES HS 
 
 I provided participant SE CMs with an informed consent and confidentiality agreement 
(Appendix B: Informed Consent and Confidentiality Agreement) that further promised 
anonymity by keeping all the research information in my possession confidential, not discussing 
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or sharing the research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, transcripts) with 
anyone and by keeping all research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, 
transcripts) secure while it is in my possession. 
3.3.3. Participant Snapshots 
Methodologically, critical discourse analysis calls us to investigate social inequality as 
legitimized in discourse and in relationship to “reality”, or the context in which it was produced.  
This approach, however, can appear to segment the “person” from the discourse. In Section 1.3 I 
argue for the necessity of researcher reflexivity in order to, amongst other things, make 
transparent how my own experiences inform my researcher identity. In doing so, I am given the 
opportunity to provide readers with a fuller picture of who I am beyond my role as researcher. 
While this study examined special education corps member discourse it is important that 
participants also have an opportunity to be represented “more fully”. To this end, I present 
snapshots of participant corps as an initial attempt to bridge and complicate the discourse/person 
segmentation. Based on data collected from introduction essays (detailed in Section 3.4) the 
forthcoming snapshots are brief narratives that begin to weave together portraits of participant 
corps members as I knew them. Each snapshot will touch on participants’ undergraduate major, 
personal interests, their road to TFA and what brings them “joy” in teaching (as available in their 
introductory essay). In doing so, I describe experiences with a level of opaqueness that allows 
the reader a “snapshot” of the participant while omitting identifying details to secure anonymity. 
I also use the pronoun “they” to omit gender identifiers.  
SE CM A - SE CM A did not have a career in education in their purview (though they did 
recall a fondness for lining up their dolls and “playing teacher” as a youth). A communications 
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and public relations major, SE CM A first considered teaching when a college peer suggested 
that, as a former New York City resident, it was a way to “give back” to their community.   
SE CM B - Self-disclosed as a former student with an IEP, SE CM B did not feel 
adequately supported or guided as a student. It is this experience that brought them to teaching. 
They hoped to help students realize that a “diagnosis” does not correlate to academic failure. As 
a new teacher SE CM B felt the most joy in the classroom when getting positive feedback from 
their supervisors. 
SE CM C - A former psychology major, SE CM C was also an avid traveler. SE CM C 
came to teaching after working with incarcerated men and experiencing first-hand the 
relationship between incarceration, education, access to resources and inequality. SE CM C was 
most excited in the classroom when they found a text that engaged students and created sustained 
reading experiences.   
SE CM D - SE CM D majored in English in college but was also very drawn to cross-
cutting topics in sociology and history. Contrary to SE CM A, they had a long-standing 
“fascination” with education. SE CM D came to teaching to explore that interest, finding they 
were always learning something new in and out of the classroom.  
SE CM E - A former psychology major, SE CM E grew an interest in education while in 
law school. Rapt in the ins and out of special education law, they felt they could bring about 
more “meaningful change” as an educator. As an educator, SE CM E was most energized when a 
“difficult” student experienced success on an assignment. 
SE CM F - SE CM F also had law school aspirations but their journey into teaching was 
slightly different than SE CM E. Though an engineering major, SE CM F knew they wanted to 
ultimately work in education policy and advocacy. They applied and were accepted into law 
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school but deferred to first teach for a few years to “gain insight into the real life of teaching”. 
Building relationships with students to facilitate their success brought SE CM F joy when 
teaching.  
SE CM G - SE CM G was a biology major but saw education as the most “accessible 
social reform movement” with the greatest impact. They were in awe of how much work 
teaching is, experiencing both “awesome” and “miserable” moments. SE CM G appreciated 
when students recognized the “high-demands” placed on them.  
SE CM H - SE CM H was an economics and business major while also working with an 
organization that developed foundational skills of students in urban pre-schools. Though they did 
not consider teaching initially, they were excited to marry their business school skills and 
learnings from working in urban pre-schools. As a teacher, SE CM H enjoyed finding incentives 
that were motivating and personalized to student interests. 
SE CM I - A former marketing major, CE CM I came to teaching to “enrich young 
minds” and found those expectations often met. As a teacher, SE CM I was most excited about 
building individual relationships with “challenging” students. 
3.4 Data Collection Strategies 
The following documents were produced by SE CM as part of the Graduate Course: (1) 
introduction essays (2) reading responses and reflections (3) statements of research interest (4) 
observations/reflections/analyses (5) classroom talk transcript and analyses and (6) research 
findings.  
Because many of the documents to be reviewed are similar in type to pre-existing 
qualitative data (observations, classroom discussion recordings, observational reflections and 
research findings) a number of practical and ethical considerations (Hinds, Vogel & Clarke-
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Steffen 1997; Szabo & Strang 1997) have been highlighted and considered throughout the design 
of this study. They include: 
1. Compatibility of the data with secondary analysis 
2. Position of the secondary analyst 
3. Reporting of original and secondary data analysis 
4. Ethical issues 
 The analysis of SE CM discourses (linguistic and non-linguistic practice reconstructed 
into texts) are based on (1) introduction essays (Appendix C: Sample Introductory Essay from 
SE CM E) (2) reading responses and reflections (Appendix D: Sample Reading Response and 
Reflection from SE CM G) (3) statements of research interest (Appendix E: Sample Statement of 
Research Interest from SE CM B) (4) observations/reflections/analyses (Appendix F: Sample 
Observation/Reflection/Analyses from SE CM H) (5) classroom talk transcript and analyses 
(Appendix G: Sample Classroom Talk Transcript and Analyses from SE CM D) and (6) research 
findings (Appendix H: Excerpt of  Research Findings from SE CM F). Figure 3.3 displays how 
the data collected and described below will inform the research questions of this study. 
To argue for the compatibility of this data to the current study, I provide an overview of the 
Graduate Course that situates each piece of data before describing the assignment parameters SE 
CM were given when producing the documents. I then describe each type of document to be 
reviewed. 
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FIGURE 3.3: Relevant Data and Research Question Alignment 
 
3.4.1 Course overview and related data. 
The goal of the Graduate Course was for students to “leave with a deep, focused 
understanding of classroom management theory and practices that supports learning in their 
specific classroom context” (Hubert, 2013).  Prior to the initial class meeting, SE CMs were 
asked to craft an introduction essay (See: Appendix C). During weeks one through five of the 
Graduate Course, SE CMs studied multiple perspectives on classroom community and classroom 
management, juxtaposing familiar texts, such a Lemov’s (2010) Teach Like a Champion with 
alternative perspective texts like Alfie Kohn’s (2006) Beyond Discipline: From Compliance to 
Community. Relating course readings to a session’s topic (e.g., environment, routines and 
expectations, rewards and punishments v. recognitions and consequences, accessible instruction, 
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etc.), SE CMs used a double-entry journal format to reflect on quotes and ideas from each text 
(See: Appendix D).   
During weeks six and seven, SE CMs developed an understanding of the inquiry process. 
For the remainder of the course (eight weeks) SE CMs continued to discuss specific classroom 
management topics but also engaged in an inquiry into personal practice. They selected topics of 
inquiry relevant to their special education classrooms. Guided by a self-developed question (See: 
Appendix E), SE CMs selected pertinent moments in their classroom to observe, reflect on and 
analyze (See: Appendix F). They also looked to a variety of student work, student voices and 
classroom talk (See: Appendix G) for opportunities to explore new ways of thinking about their 
inquiry question. The course culminated with a presentation of findings, next steps for practice 
and a discussion of broader implications (See: Appendix H).   
3.4.2 Assignment/data parameters. 
The following detailed description of Graduate Course assignments sets out the 
parameters within which the data was collected, either by myself, as a course instructor or by SE 
CM, as student/researcher. Quotes designate text from assignment instructions and the course 
syllabus. 
The introduction essay (See: Appendix C) asked SE CMs for the following information: 
“name, best email address, year in program, school and grade you teach, undergraduate school 
and major”. It also asked them to respond to the prompts: “What brought you to teaching? Teach 
For America?; How has your experience (thus far) met or differed from your initial 
expectations?; Describe 1-2 classroom successes and/or classroom struggles”.  
Double-entry reading responses (See: Appendix D) asked SE CMs to consider the 
following: “Why did you choose the quote/idea? How does it inform your understanding of 
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classroom management? Of students with IEPs3? What personal experiences connect you to the 
quote or idea? How does it connect to other readings in the course?” 
The inquiry process started with a statement of interest (See: Appendix E) that asked for  
“a brief narrative (1-2 pages) describing your classroom management area of interest and the 
focusing question you plan to investigate in your classroom management inquiry”. SE CMs were 
instructed to include a “succinct description and rationale for how the investigation into 
classroom management practice [could] help improve student learning/experiences, 1-2 
questions you have about your classroom management practice that will help define or focus 
your area of inquiry or offer specifics to investigate [and] a description of personal beliefs about 
the area of interest (its value, impact, etc. within and beyond the school context) and past 
experiences”. 
The next phase of the inquiry process asked SE CMs to collect data on their practice in 
relationship to their area of interest. SE CMs were not explicitly instructed to collect data during 
academic periods but rather were given the direction to “select a time to observe that would best 
inform your focusing question”. Data was overwhelmingly collected during academic periods 
and focused on the inseparable relationship between classroom management, community, 
instructional practice and engagement. SE CMs collected three to five observations/reflections/ 
analyses (See: Appendix F) and a classroom talk transcript and analyses (See: Appendix G). 
They also collected a third type of data of their own choosing (student work analysis, focus 
group or video-recorded and transcribed observation) before presenting research findings (See: 
Appendix H).  
                                               
3 As graduate course instructor, I used the term “Students with IEPs” to identify students placed in special 
education. 
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Observations were collected successively and took the form of participant observations 
(Creswell, 2009). Instruction was given on the benefits of clear, low-inference description 
(Spalding, 1983) and reflection. SE CMs used pseudonyms for student names. Prompts that 
anchored reflection included “What made the event interesting to you? Why do you think the 
event happened as it did? What other times in your teaching [or life] the event reminded you of? 
What meaning you may have made of the event and the people involved? How the event made 
you feel and why you think those feelings arose in you? How might the people in this event tell 
this same story?”.  
Extended discussion on bracketing assumptions and biases (Tufford and Newman, 2012) 
took place. After collecting observations and reflecting, SE CMs engaged in analytic memo 
writing (Strauss, 1990) and responded to the prompts “Why did you choose this 
observation/reflection to analyze? How did the observation/reflection offer insight into your 
inquiry? How might other actors in the observation have perceived the events? What did you 
discover that was of interest or surprising? What were your feelings around this discovery? Did 
those feelings remind you of another time (personally, professionally, etc.)? What questions 
emerged to further investigate/consider? What are the implications for your practice?”. 
Assignments were evaluated on a 5-point rubric with a focus on clarity of description and depth 
of analysis.  
To inform their inquiry questions, SE CMs also analyzed classroom talk. They selected 
and recorded an audio or video segment of classroom talk among either small groups of student, 
a whole class, or a one-to-one conversation. They chose a segment of the talk that related to their 
area of inquiry to transcribe and analyze (using the same analysis prompts as the observation).  
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Finally, in synthesizing their body of data to answer their inquiry questions, SE CMs 
generated a final report that included a physical and personal context for the inquiry, findings of 
“the major themes that emerge from looking across the entire data set” and conclusions that 
prompted “What more would you like to study about your own practice and what aspect of this 
inquiry brings your there? OR What implications does your study have for your future work or 
what might it say about educational work at large?” 
 While this data is robust, it is important to revisit key considerations when using a 
secondary data analysis. It is essential to acknowledge my dual role as instructor in the Graduate 
Course and now secondary analyst, as it has advantages and limitations. I have a strong 
knowledge of the data sources, their purpose in relationship to the Graduate Course as well as 
how the SE CM data was reported and the broader conditions in which it was created. I know, 
for example, data collection was designed with triangulation (Creswell, 2009) in mind thus 
corroborating findings across various data sets. This was essential in the primary collection and 
analysis of data (i.e., a SE CM’s inquiry). However, the variety of data available is also essential 
to the validity of this study as there is a broad range of texts from which to identify and 
corroborate discourse strand, various subtopics, the use of collective symbols, argumentation, 
discursive knots, etc.  
That said, I also understand the constraints of data collection conditions and issues of 
power that are implicit. As first and second year SE CMs, they enter schools with little training 
and high demands. In addition to becoming familiar with institutional norms, procedures and 
expectations of their new job (i.e., teaching), they are expected to be fluent in institutional 
culture and best practices. Graduate coursework and the external demands of TFA create 
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additional pressures. The data collected for the Graduate Course inquiry was a small piece of a 
very busy whole of SE CM demands in often significantly stressful conditions.  
Further, data was collected in an evaluative context. That is, for a grade. So while the 
data is reflective of the reality of SE CMs, through their discursive strategies and non-linguistic 
actions in particular conditions, the presence of instructor demands (e.g., grading rubric) can 
greatly influence data reporting and analysis. As such, instructor assignment descriptions will 
also be considered in the data and understood as “in dialogue” with SE CM discourse. Another 
limitation that emerges from the evaluative context centers on assigning meaning. That is, the 
meaning SE CMs assigned to their graduate university and, by extension, their instructors is 
unknown. The data collected during the inquiry does not shed light on whether the university 
partner was seen as an extension of TFA, an actual “partner” with mutual interests or simply a 
relationship of convenience necessitated by the Transitional B certification requirements. 
3.5 Analysis Techniques: Dispositive Analysis in this Study 
 As discussed, DispoA requires reconstructing the knowledge that is built into 
linguistically performed practices and non-linguistically performed discursive practices while 
identifying potential locations of  materializations. This section applied DispoA techniques and 
steps outlined by Jäger and Maier (2009) in order to better understand the knowledge SE CMs 
create about students labeled as disabled and teaching/learning to explore what knowledge may 
materialize in classrooms, schools, educational organizations and policies.  
3.5.1 Discourse Analysis of Linguistically Performed and Non-Linguistically 
Performed Discursive Practices 
 Jäger and Maier (2009) suggest the following steps in preparation of a discourse analysis: 
1. Choose a subject matter.   
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2. Choose a discourse plane and a sector and characterize them. 
3. Access and prepare materials.  
Chapters One and Two have provided a detailed rationale for the exploration of special 
education corps member discursive strategies, specifically describing the significance of 
exploring the discursive plane of SE CM and the interacting charter school sector, a district 
school sector, a current member sector and alumni sector. The concrete corpus of analysis (i.e., 
body of data collected) has also been delineated in the above sections.  
 The discourse analysis takes place in three steps: structural analysis of the discourse 
strand, detailed analysis of typical discourse fragments, and synthesis of the two (See: Figure 3.4 
below) . This study cycled through these steps several times, in various iterations. “In the cycles 
of analysis, connections between different levels of analysis are discovered, interpretations are 
developed and weak arguments are discarded” (Jäger & Maier, 2009, p. 53).  
According to Jäger and Maier (2009), a structural analysis of the discourse strand 
required I: 
1. Compiled a list of documents relevant to the discourse strands, as determined by the 
research questions of this study. (See Section 4.3: Data Collection Strategies)  
2. Identified discourse strand and substrands then summarize into groups. 
3. Examined the frequency of discourse strands and substrands occurrences. 
4. Identified typical characteristics of use within each substrand along with the frequency of 
characteristics of use. 
5. Identified a typical discourse fragment representative of a typical characteristic.  
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FIGURE 3.4 - Analytic Procedure 
 
The following paragraph outlines the details how this study enacted steps two through 
five of the structural analysis. The structural analysis was divided into two phases: (1) analysis of 
data that responded to research question one and (2) analysis of data that responded to research 
question two (See: Figure 3.3). The same procedure below was applied to both phases for 
comparison. The results of this analysis are outlined and discussed in Chapter 4: Structural 
Analysis.  
In analyzing the overall structure of SE CMs corporate discourses (compliance, 
standardization, efficiency and productivity) and discourses on disability, I searched the body of 
data for the frequency of the explicit use of the terms “compliance”, “standardization”, 
“efficiency”, “productivity” and “disability” using the “Find” function in Microsoft Word. I also 
searched for the explicit use of opposite terms to give insight into what it means to be “non-
compliant”, “non-standard”, “inefficient”, “unproductive” and “able”.  These are categorized as 
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“Explicit Use of Discourses”. The search terms in this step of the structural analysis were based 
on the research questions and theoretical frame detailed in Chapter One. Additionally, because 
disability is often constructed by specific legal definitions in an educational context, terms 
relating to special education placement (e.g., ICT, SETSS, Self-contained) and disability 
classification acronyms (e.g., Learning disabled, LD, emotional disturbance, ED, etc.) were also 
searched as they are often used interchangeably to distinguish “disability”.  
As a final step to ensure a thorough and reliable body of relevant data for analysis, the 
entire data set was run through WordCloud.com software. This software verified the frequency 
of use for each explicit term. Using the WordCloud.com software, I also identified words with 
more than two occurences that were synonyms of or implied compliance, standardization, 
efficiency, productivity and disability. For example, the word “Fast” occurred seven times in the 
body of data that implied efficiency. These excerpts are noted in the findings table as “Implicit 
Discourse Occurrences” and organized by strand and substrand.  
After the the frequency of the terms was determined, the excerpts containing those terms 
were extracted from the body of data and organized in a separate table by strand and substrand. 
For example, in response to research question one, the “Compliance” substrand had 19 explicit 
occurrences of use. I then created a table that included excerpts of the 19 occurrences. Within 
each substrand I identified typical characteristics of use within a substrand. Within the 19 
“Compliance” occurrences, for example, I identified how each excerpt used or constructed 
“compliance” and counted common or typical characteristics of use within each substrand. For 
example, five of the 19 “Compliance” occurrences described compliance as “a quality inherent to 
a child”. Identifying typical characteristics of use within each substrand along with the frequency 
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of characteristics of use was critical for identifying a typical discourse fragment that was 
representative of the typical characteristic. 
Representative typical discourse fragments were selected based on the high frequency 
characteristics of use. To ensure the selection of data is intersubjectively plausible (Haberman, 
1996; Rehg, 1994), a group of colleagues from different perspectives engaged in evaluating if the 
selected discourse fragments accurately represented the typical characteristic. This practice 
served to mitigate theoretical imperialism (Schegloff, 1997) and ascriptivism  or “the tendency to 
impute the presence of a discourse to a piece of text without explaining the basis for specific 
claims” (Widdicombe, 1995, p.108). The evaluative groups include current students and alumni 
from the Urban Education program. 
 Over the course of three meetings, the group engaged in a process of collaborative 
coding (Smagorinsky, 2008) to agree on typical fragments. Collaborative coding involves 
researchers working in tandem to “reach agreement on each code through collaborative 
discussion rather than independent corroboration” (p. 401). Smagorinsky suggests that 
collaborative coding allows for researchers’ knowledge and expertise to emerge in the coding 
process and produces a more generative and in-depth reading of the data. The group was given 
the typical characteristics of use and pulled fragments. We first read and reread each fragment 
and independently assigned characteristics to validate the researcher’s findings. We then 
independently identified a representative fragment. Findings were shared and if there was 
disagreement, the group engaged in a collaborative decision-making process.  
If data was deemed discrepant or atypical, a structured reflection process took place (i.e 
Why is this data considered atypical’? In what ways does it speak to the discourse strand? What 
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theories and assumptions bring me to that conclusion? What else could explain this 
discrepancy? 
After the completion of the structural analysis, I moved forward with a detailed analysis 
of the typical discourse fragments. According to Jäger and Maier (2009) the detailed analysis of 
typical discourse fragments should cover the context of the data, the surface of the text, 
rhetorical means, argumentation, the discourse position (i.e., the ideological location from which 
people participate in the discourse) and overall message of the data. The detailed analysis 
occurred  in relationship to research question three - How do these discursive strategies 
materialize and enable circuits that dispossess, cultivate or preserve equitable educational 
resources for students labeled as disabled? 
For each typical fragment, I performed a detailed analysis and determined if the fragment 
dispossessed, cultivated or preserved equitable educational resources (the parameters for which 
are discussed at length at the start of Chapter 5: Detailed Analysis). Figure 3.4 is a snapshot of 
the detailed analysis findings table. This was performed for every typical and atypical fragment. 
Tables were oriented both by substrand and by circuits (i.e., dispossession, cultivation or 
preservation) to identify trends.  
FIGURE 3.5 - Detailed Analysis Snapshot 
 
The above described discourse analysis technique and subsequent steps were applied to 
data that captured linguistically performed (research question one) and non-linguistically 
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performed discursive practices (research question two). For example, SE CM observations/ 
reflection/analyses served several functions. The reflection and analyses provided multiple 
sources of SE CM talk about student, teaching and learning while the observations served as a 
description of actions/non-linguistic discursive practices that were reconstructed as linguistic 
knowledge by the SE CM. Reflections and analyses offer insight into the SE CMs intentions or 
assigned meaning of their actions that are described in observations. Classroom talk transcripts 
served as an additional linguistic discourse data source while confirming interactions described 
during observations.  
One of the limitations inherent in the above Dispositive Analysis is the insufficient 
conceptualization by the researcher of discursive practices, non-discursive practices and 
materializations. A single text or instance has minimal effects, which are rarely noticeable and 
almost impossible to prove (Jäger & Maier, 2009). By extending my analysis across three 
semesters of data this study was able to examine a more complete discourse that revealed 
recurring content, symbols and strategies that therefore has sustained effects. 
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Chapter 4: Structural Analysis 
 4.1 “Tell me about your experience in TFA” 
Chapters one and two gave insight into the macro historical, economic and political 
contexts that shaped the current state of Teach for America, as an organization and their 
messaging to corps members. Because discourse is dialogic (Bakhtin, 1986), that is, it is 
dynamic, relational and engaged in a process of endless redescription of the world, it is helpful to 
also look at how participant SE CMs described their experience not as teachers in a school but as 
members of Teach for America. This further nuances an understanding of TFA as an institution 
through which knowledge flows and that SE CM are “in dialogue” with as they construct 
disability, teaching and learning.  
Before attending the Graduate Course SE CMs were asked several biographical questions 
in an introductory paper. SE CMs responded to questions such as “Where do you teach?”, “What 
subject do you teach?”, “What was your undergraduate major?” and “Describe a success and 
struggle of the current school year?” SE CMs also responded to the prompt “Tell me about your 
experience in TFA.”  
SE CMs talked, in part, about teaching students labeled as disabled as an opportunity to 
achieve personal goals like  “...enter education through an alternative route” (SE CM A, 
Introductory Essay) or “to work in education (policy making, advocacy, etc.) [but] in order to 
effectively do that [they] need[ed] experience in education” (SE CM C, Introductory Essay). SE 
CMs also talked about teaching students labeled as disabled as an opportunity to contribute to 
broader social change by “be[ing] part of a movement in our country” (SE CM F, Introductory 
Essay) and “[giving] back to [their] community especially, since [some of us] are a product of 
NYC public schools and also grew up in a low economic community” (SE CM J, Introductory 
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Essay). These sentiments mirror the public relation messaging of TFA’s purposed, discussed in 
Chapter Two.  
 However, many SE CMs contextualized these opportunities as something they were 
“sold on” or for which they were recruited. For example, “TFA found me at the business school 
at ___ and convinced me that the many skills I learned from my business classes were 
transferable to the classroom (commanding a room, presenting material clearly, managing 
people)” (SE CM G, Introductory Essay). Not only were participant SE CMs “sought after” to 
teach students labeled as disabled because of their potential embodiment of corporate values but, 
for many, the opportunity was happenstance. For example, SE CM A “... stumbled upon TFA 
because one of [her] sorority sisters recommended [her] and a recruiter reached out. [She] 
decided “why not?” and was sold” (Introductory Essay), while SE CM H was “... sitting in [their] 
college classroom and was almost ready to graduate that semester when a representative from 
TFA came into [their] classroom to talk about the program. [They] had only mildly considered 
teaching before TFA made their appearance” (Introductory Essay).  
Notably, one participant SE CM discussed their experience with TFA in relationship to 
creating access to educational opportunities for students labeled as disabled.  “As a person with a 
disability I want to be a role model I never had in education. I want my students to understand 
that although they have been diagnosed with various disabilities it does not determine their level 
of academic success” (SE CM B, Introductory Essay).  
In discussing their experience in TFA, SE CMs almost exclusively talked about how or 
why they became corps members. They did not talk about training or their cohort or their 
personal opinions of the institution. In this, a shared truth about what teaching is and what it 
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needs is accepted across discursive strategies. That is, classrooms are like businesses to be 
managed and corps members are assets to be recruited in the “movement” to fix education. 
Chapter Two examined the historically shifting context in which TFA emerged as a way 
to contextualize SE CM’s present reality in a corporatized, neoliberal educational landscape. A 
transfer of truths that make up this landscape is evident in how participant SE CMs talk about 
their experience in TFA. This study by no means asserts this is correlational but rather makes an 
observation of the existence of the above “truth” in both TFA messaging and SE CM discourse. 
This finding will be revisited in Chapter 6: Implications as it is central to the discussion of the 
relationship between of corporate institutions (like TFA), school contexts and discursive agency. 
4.2 Talk About Students and Classroom Practices 
Because this study aims to explore the ways the discursive strategies of Teach For 
America Special Education Corps Members constitute knowledge that is in tension (or not) with 
the needs of students labeled as disabled, we must look beyond how SE CMs talk about TFA. In 
order to track the flow and change of knowledge through institutions (like TFA)  and actors (like 
SE CMs) into new spaces (like special education classrooms and education policies), this study 
also examined the corporate discourses and discourses of disability that SE CMs draw on to talk 
about students and classroom practices (Section 1.5, research question one) as well as how they 
talk to students (Section 1.5, research question two). Based on the methodology outlined in 
Chapter 3: Methodological Approaches to Research, this section will describe typical 
characteristics of both corporate discourses and discourses of disability that SE CMs drew on 
when talking about students and classroom practices.  
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4.2.1 Corporate Discourse Structures - “About” 
SE CM drew on corporate discourses both explicitly and implicitly to talk about students 
and classroom practices. This section examines typical corporate discourse structures by first 
identifying the frequency of occurrences (i.e., how often a word was uttered) within particular 
substrands. Then, the function of word use within substrand occurrences (e.g., “compliant”, 
“efficient”, etc.) is identified by examining how the word is used by the SE CM. This process 
identified typical corporate discourse structures.  
Table 4.1 below outlines the frequency of use of both explicit and implicit corporate 
discourse substrands (i.e., standardization, efficiency, productivity and compliance) that SE CM 
drew on when talking about students and classroom practices. The final column shows the 
collective occurrences of both implicit and explicit use.  
“Compliance” was the most predominant substrand of corporate discourses, though the 
content of the Graduate Course may have contributed to this predominance. That is, the Graduate 
Course from which the data was created focused on the role classroom management played in 
instruction. Having students “behave compliantly” can be a perceived goal of a classroom 
management course for some teachers. That said, 54% (15 out of 28 occurrences) of words 
uttered in the “Compliance” substrand were about compliance while 46% (13 out of 28 
occurrences) of terms were about instances of non-compliance. The “Standard” substrand is third 
in its frequency of occurrence however 100% (20 out of 20 occurrences) of words uttered were 
about standardization. There were no utterances about a “non-standard”.  
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Table 4.1 
Frequency of Corporate Discourses - “About” 
Substrand Explicit Occurrences Implicit Occurrences Collective Occurrences 
Compliance 19 9 28 
Efficiency  5 18 23 
Standard 18 2 20 
Productivity 11 0 11 
 
Frequency of substrand occurrences are only the first layer of a structural analysis. 
Analysis of the function of words used within substrand occurrences is a second critical layer in 
identifying typical corporate discourse structures. Table 4.2 below outlines the typical 
characteristics of corporate discourse structures by substrand. For example, in the “Efficiency” 
substrand, there were 23 collective occurrences of use across the body of data (five explicit uses 
and 18 implicit uses as illustrated in Table 4.1). Within those 23 collective occurrences two 
characteristics of word function were typical. SE CM used the substrand “Efficiency” to (1) 
describe prized learner characteristics (seven times) and (2) describe characteristics of “best” 
classrooms that teachers should strive for (nine times). There were four (out of the 24) remaining 
occurrences of the “Efficiency” substrand that did not embody the two typical characteristics. 
These “non-typical” characteristics or “peculiarities” (Jäger and Maier, 2009) will be analyzed in 
the detailed analysis that follows this structural analysis.  
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Table 4.2.  
Typical Characteristics of Substrands of Corporate Discourses - “About” 
Substrand Collective 
Occurrences 
Typical Characteristic Occurrence per Typical 
Characteristic 
Compliance 19 Describes student behavior as a result of 
teacher actions  
 
Describes characteristics of compliance 
and how it is achieved 
 
Describes  a quality of the child  
 
A state of student behavior  
 
A passive state of being viewed 
negatively in contrast to “engagement”   
 
Atypical characteristics  
7 
 
 
6 
 
 
5 
 
5 
 
4 
 
 
1 
Efficiency  23 Describes characteristic of “best” 
classrooms that teachers should strive for  
 
Describes prized learner characteristic  
 
Atypical characteristics  
11 
 
 
9 
 
3 
Standard 20 A bar to be met by all students, as 
established by the teacher  
 
A bar lowered by the presence of 
difference  
 
A state established bar to align instruction 
to  
 
Atypical characteristics  
9 
 
 
6 
 
 
3 
 
 
2 
Productivity 11 Describes desired student action  
 
Describes teacher action to that leads to a 
new student action  
 
Atypical characteristics  
6 
 
4 
 
 
1 
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While each substrand embodied different characteristics there were also commonalities 
across corporate discourse substrands. For example, corporate substrands (i.e., efficiency, 
productivity, compliance and standard) were used as adjectives or descriptors for students, their 
actions, teacher actions and classrooms.  
However, corporate substrands were also used in a way to make a concept material. That 
is, they were used to describe a state of being (e.g., compliance as a state of student behavior) or 
acted in contrast to construct another concept (e.g. compliance as a contrast to engagement or 
standard as a contrast to difference). 
4.2.2 Structures of disability discourse - “About” 
 
SE CMs also drew on discourses of disability, both explicitly and implicitly, to talk about 
students and classroom practices. Similar to section 4.2.1: Corporate Discourse Structures, this 
section examines the frequency of disability substrand occurrences and the function of words 
used within substrand occurrences to identify typical structures of disability discourses.  
Similar to Table 4.1, Table 4.3 below outlines the frequency of use of both explicit and 
implicit discourses of disability that SE CMs drew on when talking about students and classroom 
practices. Substrands include “Dis/ability” (the juxtaposition of disability and ability),  
“Medical” (a dominant mode of conceptualizing disability in schools that positions disability as a 
deficiency within the body of an individual that needs to be fixed) and “Legal Term”  (terms 
relating to special education placement (e.g., ICT, SETSS, Self-contained) and disability 
classification acronym (e.g., Learning disabled, LD, emotional disturbance, ED, etc.). The final 
column shows the collective occurrences of both implicit and explicit use.  
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Table 4.3 
Frequency of Discourses of Disability - “About” 
Substrand Explicit Occurrences Implicit Occurrences Collective Occurrences 
Dis/Ability 23 5 28 
Legal Terms 16 6 22 
Medical 5 14 19 
 
Frequency of occurrences across the three substrands of disability discourse were mostly 
even, with “Dis/ability” the most predominant substrand. Within this substrand the term “ability” 
was used the most. The context of the discourse (talking about teaching and learning) may have 
contributed to the higher occurrences of “ability”. Interestingly, almost 75% (14 out of 19 
occurrences) of the “Medical” substrand occurrences were implied and more than 75% of the 
“Legal Term” subtrand occurrences were explicit (16 out of 22 occurrences).  
Similar to the analysis of corporate discourse structures, the structural analysis of 
disability discourses required examining the function of words used within substrand 
occurrences. Table 4.4 below outlines the typical characteristics of disability discourse structures 
by substrand.  
Notably, there were fewer occurrences (only one) across disability discourse substrands 
that were identified as “non-typical” characteristics or “peculiarities” (Jäger and Maier, 2009) 
compared with that of corporate discourses. In addition, 17 of the 24 occurrences in the 
“Medical” substrand do not explicitly reference disability or difference. Within that substrand the 
term “medicine” is used as a  reason for or evidence of a student’s behavioral change. That is, 
“medicine” is the thing that controls or explains “difference”. 
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Table 4.4 
Typical Characteristics of Substrands of Discourse of Disability - “About” 
Substrand Collective 
Occurrences 
Typical Characteristic Occurrence per 
Typical Characteristic 
Dis/Ability 28 Ability as a skill that a teacher has or lacks  
 
Ability as an attribute inherent to a student 
that is lacking or needs to be improved  
 
Ability as something students demonstrate 
they can do or not do   
 
Ability as an attribute of a student that 
teachers can measure  
 
A cognitive identifier (i.e., cognitive, 
intellectual) for a disability label  
 
Atypical characteristics  
7 
 
7 
 
 
6 
 
 
5 
 
 
3 
 
 
0 
Legal 
Terms 
22 Disability as defiant bodies  
 
Disability as a reason for or evidence of a 
student’s behavioral change  
 
Disability as a result of messages sent by 
teacher bodies  
 
Atypical characteristics  
9 
 
5 
 
 
4 
 
 
1 
Medical 19 Describes a specialized educational service  
 
Describes students who receive specialized 
education service  
 
Descriptor of students who require many 
resources  
 
Justification for low academic performance  
 
Atypical characteristics  
11 
 
 
5 
 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
 
0 
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4.3 Talk To Students in Classrooms 
This study also examined the corporate discourses and discourses of disability that SE 
CMs drew on when talking to students in special education classrooms. This section describes 
the typical structures of both corporate discourses and discourses of disability in that context.  
4.3.1 Corporate Discourse Structures - “To” 
Akin to the analysis in  “4.2.1: Corporate Discourse Structures -  “About”, this section 
examines typical corporate discourse structures by first identifying the frequency of occurrences 
when talking to students in a special education classroom (Table 4.5 below). However, the actual 
frequency of corporate discourse structures when talking to students labeled as disabled was 
quite distinct from those present when talking about students labeled as disabled. That is, they 
are almost non-existent. With such scant occurrences it problematic to assert there is a typical 
discourse structure to identify, as only two occurrences appeared across all corporate substrands 
when talking to students labeled as disabled. That said, both of these occurrences fall within the 
“Efficiency” substrand and are used talk about efficiency as a desired way of performing work in 
the classroom. 
Table 4.5 
Frequency of Corporate Discourses - “To” 
Substrand Explicit Occurrences Implicit Occurrences Collective Occurrences 
Compliance 1 1 2 
Efficiency  0 0 0 
Standard 0 0 0 
Productivity 0 0 0 
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4.3.2 Disability Discourse Structures - “To” 
Similar to section 4.2.2: Disability Discourse Structures - “About”, SE CMs also drew on 
discourses of disability when talking to students labeled in their classroom, though again, at 
much less frequency than when talking about students labeled as disabled. This section examines 
the frequency of disability substrand occurrences and the function of words used within 
substrand occurrences to identify typical structures of disability discourses. Table 4.6 below 
outlines the frequency of the only discourse of disability, the medical discourse, that SE CMs 
drew on when talking to students. 
Table 4.6 
Frequency of Discourses of Disability - “To” 
Substrand Explicit Occurrences Implicit Occurrences Collective Occurrences 
Dis/Ability 0 0 0 
Legal Terms 0 0 0 
Medical 0 5 5 
 
That said, table 4.7 below outlines the limited typical characteristics of disability 
discourse structures by substrand.  Notably, there were no occurrences across disability discourse 
substrands that were identified as “non-typical” characteristics or “peculiarities” (Jäger and 
Maier, 2009) likely because of the small number of overall occurrences.  
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Table 4.7 
Typical Characteristics of Substrands of Discourse of Disability - “To” 
Substrand Collective 
Occurrences 
Typical Characteristic Occurrence per 
Typical Characteristic 
Dis/Ability 0 N/A 0 
Legal 
Terms 
0 N/A 0 
Medical 5 Used in relationship to the body to establish 
a problem to be fixed  
5 
 
4.4 Structural Analysis Conclusion 
Typical structures of corporate discourses and discourses of disability varied in volume 
based on the context of the unit of analysis (e.g., SE CM text/utterance). When SE CMs talked 
about their students and classroom practices, the text generated was ample. When SE CMs talked 
to their students there was less evidence of corporate discourse or discourses of disability. In 
alignment with a Critical Discourse Analysis approach (Fairclough, 2001) that anchors this 
study, we are called to not only interrogate the context in which participant SE CMs received 
messaging (as in section 4.1) but also the context in which participant SE CMs produced “truths” 
about teaching, learning and students labeled as disabled (i.e., the context in which the data and 
fragments were produced). 
However, there is also much to be gleaned from a comparison of the discourse structures 
across contexts, external to the frequency of occurrences. For example, though utterances fell 
within the same substrand of disability discourse (i.e., medical) the characteristics of the 
utterances were distinct. When talking about students and classroom practices, SE CMs tended 
to focus on student body difference as evidence of emotional or behavioral changes. When 
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talking to students, however, student body difference was positioned as a problem that needed to 
be fixed.  
Additionally, a comparison of discourse structures within contexts (e.g., discursive 
strategies in talking to students) surfaced the confluence or discursive entanglement within the 
medical substrand of disability and corporate discourse (to be discussed in detail in Chapter 5). 
SE CMs talk to students produced only two occurrences of corporate discourse and seven 
occurrences of disability discourse. However, of the seven occurrences of disability discourse, 
five emphasized “fixing the body” to perform and behave in the classroom. Herein lays the 
discursive entanglement. That is, how corporate discourses and discourses of disability interact 
in a single fragment. The directive of “fix the body” implies that a disabled body is broken and in 
need of fixing. This is determined by the body’s difference from its classmates who are 
complying with a class standard in order to work optimally and efficiently. Here, corporate 
discourse determines that a body is disabled, broken and in need of fixing. Despite this 
discursive entanglement, in an overall comparison of discourses of disability about and to 
student labeled, there was a much higher frequency of corporate discourses across the body of 
data. 
In the coming chapter, “Detailed Analysis and Discussion”, this study built on the 
findings from this structural analysis to identify typical fragments and peculiarities (i.e., atypical 
fragments) within the dataset. It then performed a detailed analysis of the text to inform if and 
how participant SE CMs’ discursive practices materialize and enable circuits that dispossess, 
cultivate or preserve equitable educational resources for students labeled as disabled. 
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Chapter 5: Detailed Analysis & Discussion 
5.1 Circuits of Dispossession, Preservation and Cultivation 
Chapter 4: Structural Analysis described typical characteristics of SE CMs corporate 
discourses, discourses of disability and their entanglements in order to identify typical fragments 
of each substrand of discourse. Chapter 4 did so to examine the corporate discourses and 
discourses of disability that SE CMs drew on to talk about students and classroom practices 
(Section 1.5, research question 1) as well as how they talked to students (Section 1.5, research 
question 2). However, the structural analysis alone was insufficient to inform Section 1.5, 
research question 3 or for this study to have significant implications for future research, policy or 
practice.  
Chapter 1: Introduction argued that equitable learning conditions are an educational 
resource constructed, in part, discursively. These resources are allocated differently across 
schools and communities. The larger significance of this study is rooted in analyzing how these 
discursive strategies materialize and enable circuits that dispossess, preserve or cultivate 
equitable educational resources for students labeled as disabled. To this end, it is essential to 
expand this study’s initial conceptualization of circuits of dispossession, preservation and 
cultivation.  
Equitable educational resources, as discussed in Chapter 1, are defined as learning 
conditions that do not prioritize a “standard” or “normal” learner or way of learning. Rather, 
learner difference is normalized and valued allowing all students not just access to but inclusion 
in all learning experiences.Thus, students labeled as disabled are dispossessed of equitable 
educational resources when they are subject to discursive strategies that contribute to 
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exclusionary learning conditions. This can happen by prizing corporate values (like 
standardization, productivity, compliance, efficiency) over normalizing difference or by situating 
failure in the bodies of students labeled as disabled. When analyzing substrands of corporate 
discourses and discourses of disability for evidence of dispossession, this study identified 
discursive strategies that held up or perpetuated said values without question. It is important to 
note that the use of corporate discourses alone are not dispossessing. Rather, to dispossess 
students labeled as disabled of equitable education resources, corporate discourses must advance 
exclusionary learning conditions. 
For example, a characteristic of the productivity substrand within corporate discourses 
described ‘productivity’ as a desired student action (six utterances out of 11 in the productivity 
substrand). A typical fragment (i.e., a fragment of the body of text that is representative of said 
characteristic) is uttered by SE CM A (NC/ES), 4 when they asked “How are disruptions from 
my behaviorally challenged students affecting the focus and productivity of the rest of the 
students?” The “truth” in this fragment (as constructed by SE CM A)  relied on several 
conjectures. Firstly, a disruption is defined as something that interferes with productivity. This 
discursive strategy flows along a circuit of dispossession because on its surface, it constructed a 
disruption as anything that interferes with the valued commodity of productivity. Further, this 
fragment positioned disruptive behavior as inherent to or as a result of the students ‘challenges’ 
when it used the preposition from to show the relationship between the disruptions and the 
                                               
4 As a reminder, participant special education corps member are referred to using a lettering system (SE CM A, SE CM B, SE 
CM C, etc.) and not a system of pseudonyms.  Further they are also identified by the type of school they worked in at the time of 
data collection (ex: NC = Networked charter, IC = Independent charter, D = District school) and the grade span they taught 
(ES = Elementary school, MS= Middle school, HS - High school) 
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students, rather than the relationship between disruptions and the design of an inaccessible task 
or learning environment, for instance. 
As also detailed in Chapter 1, Special Education Corps Members may exercise discursive 
agency and resist exclusionary discourses that covet a compliant, standardized individual by 
drawing on alternative discourses that dismantle the myth of normalcy and move the lens of 
failure away from the individual. Alternative discourses, then, can move along and preserve 
current circuits or break free and cultivate new circuits that allocate educational resources to 
students labeled as disabled (in contrast to dispossessing those students of said resources). 
Current educational resource allocation is preserved when discursive strategies 
challenged or called into question exclusionary learning conditions but also moved forward 
potentially dispossessing discursive strategies. For example, the SE CM D (NC/HS) utterance 
“Instead of finding something to motivate [student], I told him there was something wrong with 
him, and in retrospect, I am not surprised his behavior was non-compliant for the next ten 
minutes” was a typical fragment of the compliance substrand that described compliance (or non-
compliance) as a student behavior that is a result of a teacher action. This fragment preserved 
circuits of equitable educational resources because it questioned situating an undesired behavior 
as a defect of the student (i.e., “Instead of finding something to motivate [student], I told him 
there was something wrong with him…”), but did so in order to foster a more compliant student. 
The phrase “in retrospect, I am not surprised his behavior was non-compliant for the next ten 
minutes” reasoned that the behavior perceived as non-compliant was in conflict with SE CMs 
desire for the student to acquiesce to the SE CMs directives, whether or not those directives were 
inline with the students learning needs. In this typical compliance fragment, while SE CM 
discursive strategies aimed to move the lens of failure away from the student and toward 
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assessing the motivation of the task, they also privileged compliance thus creating circuits that 
preserve current resource allocation, neither fully dispossessing students labeled as disabled of 
resources or fully cultivating new pathways for resources to travel to students labeled as 
disabled.  
When SE CM discourses dismantled the myth of normalcy and moved the lens of failure 
away from the individual without dispossessing, new circuits of equitable educational resource 
allocation were cultivated. Interestingly, many fragments that cultivate new circuits are atypical. 
That is, their discursive characteristics do not resemble others within their substrand. (This is a 
theme further explored in section 5.5 Learnings From Atypical Fragments.). In the efficiency 
substrand, for example, SE CM F uttered “I need to push my students not to be the one to be the 
most efficient and finish the fastest but to be the one to take risks.” This fragment is atypical 
because it did not position efficiency as prized. In fact, academic risk-taking is prized, which 
may require students to be “messy” and try something new, which may be inefficient at first. 
This example cultivated potential new circuits of equal resource allocation by offering an 
alternative discourse that positioned academic risk-taking as more valuable to learning than the 
immediacy of participation. 
This study, as a whole, and this chapter, in particular, sought to understand how SE CMs 
discursive strategies materialized and enabled circuits that dispossess, preserve or cultivate  
equitable educational resources for students labeled as disabled. However, because a fragment is 
typical of a substrand does not mean it moved along a circuit of dispossession, preservation or 
cultivation. For instance, within discourses of disability there is a legal substrand wherein 
characteristics mirror that of the legal definition of an educational disability under the 
Individuals with Disability Education Act (IDEA). In this substrand disability is described as a 
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specialized educational service in 11 out of the 22 utterances. Typical of this characteristic of the 
legal substrand was the fragment “As a corps member, I currently teach at PSXXX, a middle 
school in the Bronx, in a self-contained Special Education setting. I primarily teach my 7th grade 
class both Math and Social Studies and then a 6th grade self-contained class math.” (SE CM E, 
IC/MS). While this fragment was included in the data set because it responds to research 
question one of this study (i.e., What corporate discourses and discourses of disability do Teach 
for America Special Education Corps Members draw on to talk about their experience as corps 
members, their students and classroom practice?), it did not meet the parameters of 
dispossession, preservation or cultivation as outlined above as it did not seeks to dismantle the 
myth of normalcy nor did it move forward exclusionary learning conditions. Rather, it described 
students labeled as disabled in terms of the class ratio identified on their state-recognized 
individual education plan (IEP). The use of “self-contained special education setting” likely 
emanated from dominant legal tropes of disability (i.e., the student’s IEP) rather than a discourse 
unique to Teach for America. Because the legal substrand and medical substrand disability often 
work in tandem, with medicalized constructs of disability shaping legal definitions, they are 
powerful in their ability to mutually constitute knowledge of ‘difference’ as deficit-based. SE 
CMs, then, are inculcated into into a system where some of this knowledge is pre-existing but 
may get reified by Teach for America.  
5.1.1. Researcher reflexivity: Context of discourse production and researcher beliefs 
In Section 1.3: Situating Myself and the Need for Reflexivity, I described my experiences 
as a teacher and teacher-educator that lead me to study the topic of equitable educational 
resources for students labeled as disabled. I also discussed how these experiences shaped Section 
1.4: Theoretical Framework, Section 1.5 Research Questions and Chapter 3: Methodological 
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Approaches to Research. With commitment to reflexivity, I will also make transparent the 
experiences, perspectives (and potential biases) I brought to the analysis of circuits that 
dispossess, preserve or cultivate equitable educational experiences for students labeled as 
disabled. As such, a central belief that underscored this analysis is: what we think or believe 
about students (and why we believe it) greatly influences how we teach them (Valle & Connor, 
2011). This is significant because, as discussed in Chapter 4: Structural Analysis, much of the 
data further subject to a detailed analysis examined discursive strategies SE CM use when 
talking about their students and classroom practice. That is, their beliefs.  
In another practice in reflexivity and in alignment with the Critical Discourse Analysis 
approach (Fairclough, 2001), we are called to not only interrogate the context in which 
participant SE CM received messaging (as in section 4.1) but also the context in which they 
produced their “truths” about teaching, learning and students labeled as disabled (i.e., the context 
in which the data and fragments were produced). As discussed in Chapter 3: Methodological 
Approaches to Research, the dataset was produced by Teach for America Special Education 
Corps Members who were in their first or second year of teaching as part of a Master’s program 
at their placement university. This production context created unknowns to consider when 
relying on findings of this study as “truth”. For example, we do not know if SE CMs produced 
discourses that reflected their true thoughts and beliefs or rather, those they believe align with 
their graduate course instructor (i.e., me, the researcher) in service of a “good grade”. Perhaps a 
SE CM was more inclined to respond to assignments with beliefs aligned to TFA because they 
perceive the university partnership as an alignment of values. In both scenarios, the text 
produced might be influenced by “what they think others (in positions of power) might want to 
hear” and not what they truly believe. As Foucault (1974) theorized, the subject/actor can come 
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to embody cultural codes and processes that determine acceptable and conventional forms of 
behavior. Conversely, it is possible SE CMs did not shape their responses to “what others want 
to hear”. The subject/actor can consent or resist being ruled in a system of subjection. Either 
way, we enter into the detailed analysis with these variables and unknowns in mind.  
5.2 Occurrences, Discourse Position and Overall Messaging within Circuits  
This section begins by providing a quantitative overview of occurrences of circuits of 
dispossession, preservation and cultivation found in the data. Then, this section uses evidence 
from dispossessing, preserving or cultivating discourse fragments to establish the discourse 
position (i.e., the ideological location from which SE CM participate in the discourse) and 
overall messages moving through circuits.  
5.2.1 Dispossession 
Students labeled as disabled are dispossessed of equitable educational resources when 
they are subject to discursive strategies that contribute to exclusionary learning conditions. The 
detailed analysis found that 48% (16 out of 33) of all fragments used discursive strategies that 
contributed to circuits that dispossessed. Five of the 16 dispossessing fragments were corporate 
discourses, all of which occurred when SE CMs were talking about students labeled as disabled 
or classroom practices. 11 of the 16 dispossessing fragments were discourses of disability, only 
one of which occurred when SE CMs were talking to students labeled as disabled. (When talking 
to students labeled as disabled, there were only two fragments in total that met the criteria for 
detailed analysis outlined in Chapter 3: Methodological Approaches to Research. Of those two 
fragments, only one moved forward a circuit).  
Additionally, of the 16 dispossessing fragments, only one was atypical and found within 
discourses of disability. (Typical discourse fragments were identified based on the high 
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frequency characteristics of use, as outlined in Chapter 4: Structural Analysis). Detailed findings 
and significance of atypical fragments will also be further discussed in section 5.5: Learning 
from Atypical Fragments.  
The disproportionate presence of dispossessing fragments situated within disability 
discourses reflects the prevalence of the deficit view of disability in education and special 
education, in particular (i.e., “What is wrong with the student? How do we “fix” them?”).  As 
Dudley-Marling & Paugh, 2010 note, “special education has proven resistant to critique [of the 
deficit view of disability], perhaps because this stance fits so well with the ideology of 
individualism that dominates contemporary schooling” (pg. 3). While the deficit view of 
disability is not unique to either TFA or corporate education reform, a belief in individualism is 
central to neoliberal, corporate education reforms. And while TFA has responded to criticism 
about its special education program with promises of “centering ability and inclusivity” (as 
discussed in Section 2.2.2.c: Spreading a culture of education, building a movement), it does so 
by “looking to the margins” to ensure all students, including students labeled as disabled, will 
only meet their potential if “expectations are [uniformly] high”. 
Common to dispossessing fragments was a discursive position that prioritized the 
protection of self (in this case, the teacher) by looking externally for blame of failure. This 
position lined the overall message of dispossessing fragments. That is, disability resided in the 
behaviors and bodies of students, and can be a barrier to the “appropriate” enactment of values 
that align with and are constructed by their teacher. For example, in a fragment typical of the 
Dis/Ability substrand, SE CM D (NC/HS) uttered, “Already, [student’s name], who is classified 
as intellectually disabled, struggles to find appropriate ways to positively interact with his 
classmates.” In this fragment, SE CM D was positioned as the arbiter of “appropriate behavior” 
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and used the students label of “intellectually disabled” to explain behavior that deviates from 
their construct of propriety. By using the term “already”, the fragment also positioned the 
classification of “intellectually disabled” as a deficiency that created a barrier to said interaction. 
In another fragment typical of the Legal substrand of disability discourses, SE CM C 
(D/HS) remarked, “The largest struggle in my opinion is my inability to relate to or think like 
many of my sped students. It's difficult for me to understand their thinking, their thought 
processes, and how they approach a problem in Algebra.” This fragment positioned the thinking 
and processing of “sped” students, as well as the teacher’s inability to relate to that thinking, as a 
barrier that hindered the teacher in creating access to their algebra course for students labeled as 
disabled.  
The overall message of dispossessing fragments also went on to assert: Student 
enactment of these values [that align with and are constructed by their teacher] are vital to 
success and often align with corporate values such as efficiency, productivity or compliance. 
Deviation from these values resulted in a potential for exclusion. Here, for example, SE CM A 
(NC/ES) uttered a fragment typical to corporate discourses that used productivity to describe a 
desired student action. “How are disruptions from my behaviorally challenged students affecting 
the focus and productivity of the rest of the students?” The truths in this fragment relied on 
several conjectures. Firstly, a disruption is defined as something that interferes with productivity. 
This discursive strategy flowed along a circuit of dispossession because on its surface, it 
constructed a disruption as anything that interfered with the valued commodity of productivity. 
Further, this fragment positioned disruptive behavior as inherent to or as a result of the students 
‘challenges’ when it used the preposition from to show the relationship between the disruptions 
and the students, rather than the relationship between disruptions and the design of an 
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inaccessible task or learning environment, for instance.  
SE CM H (D/ES) also sent this message in the Medical substrand of discourses of 
disability when they remarked, “As an intervention for now, my co-teacher and I have decided 
that he is not welcome on our rug until he can get his body in control.” This is an atypical 
fragment in the Medical substrand when talking about students labeled as disabled. Interestingly, 
however, this is a typical characteristic of fragments when talking to students labeled as disabled. 
That is, “unregulated and defiant bodies should be punishable with exclusion.”  
5.2.2 Preservation 
Current educational resource allocation is preserved when discursive strategies 
challenged or called into question exclusionary learning conditions but also moved forward 
potentially dispossessing discursive strategies. 18% (six out of 33) of the fragments in the 
detailed analysis used discursive strategies that shaped circuits that preserve existing educational 
resources for students labeled as disabled.  All of the fragments occurred when SE CMs were 
talking about students labeled as disabled or classroom practices. To this end, five of the six 
preserving fragments were corporate discourses (four of which occurred in the Compliance 
substrand). Of the six preserving fragments two were atypical and found within corporate 
discourses. Only one of the six preserving fragments occurred in discourses on disability.  
At the ideological core of preserving fragments is a discursive position of receptivity. 
That is, a willingness to consider (not necessarily adopt) new ideas or perspectives but within an 
existing, potentially dispossessing paradigm. Consequently, overall messaging in preserving 
fragments wondered about the potential of leveraging student assets (instead of deficits) in 
service of corporate values or the benefit of broadening one’s definition of corporate values, 
while still working toward said value (at least in name).  
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An utterance from SE CM E (IS/MS) exemplified this message. Representative of a 
typical characteristic of compliance as a “preferred state of student behavior” they observed, “In 
the past week of my teaching, after research had been completed, I started to realize and leverage 
the assets that Victor does have and I am seeing greater compliance from Victor.” This fragment 
represented a shift in discourse that values leveraging student assets over remediating deficits but 
still did so in service of more student compliance. Similarly, SE CM D (NC/HS) remarked, 
“Instead of building on interests or finding something to motivate [student], I told him there was 
something wrong with him, and in retrospect, I am not surprised his behavior was non-compliant 
for the next ten minutes.” Here, SE CM D questioned the practice of pointing out student 
deficiency but did so in an effort to increase the preferred behavior of compliance. This fragment 
was referenced to explain “circuits of preservation”. Here, the analysis of SE CM D’s fragment 
is expanded to in support of the overall discursive message.   
Other SE CM fragments sought to broaden the definition or construction of corporate 
values so that they were potentially more inclusive while still working toward said value as a 
whole. For instance, SE CM G (NC/HS) uttered, “Again, the more seriously you take 
compliance, the more you should reflect on the justness and discretion of your commands. 
Ultimately the most sustainable form of compliance is the one that for both students and teachers 
is clearly an exercise that will help students achieve, not an empty exercise in teacher power.” 
This fragment nuanced the word 'compliance' by imbuing the user of the word with an obligation 
for ensuring just power dynamics between teacher and student but still positioned student 
compliance as vital to academic success. 
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5.2.3 Cultivation 
When SE CM discourses dismantled the myth of normalcy and moved the lens of failure 
away from the individual without dispossessing, new circuits of equitable educational resource 
allocation were cultivated. Of the total 33 fragments, 21% (seven of the 33) used discursive 
strategies with the potential to cultivate new circuits that can create equal educational resources 
for students labeled as disabled. As with preserving fragments, all cultivating fragments occurred 
when SE CMs were talking about students labeled as disabled or classroom practices. Six of the 
seven cultivating fragments occurred in corporate discourses while one of the seven cultivating 
fragments occurred in discourses on disability. Notably, of the seven cultivating fragments, more 
than half (four of the seven) were atypical and found within corporate discourses.  
While the remaining four fragments (12%) were included in the data set because they 
responded to research questions one and two, they did not meet the established parameters for 
dispossession, preservation or cultivation.  
Cultivating fragments shared a discursive position that was open to reimagining what is 
possible. The overall messages uttered from this position not only considered new ideas or 
perspectives but adopted them in service of a new goal (that was usually more equitable and 
inclusive). SE CM G (NC/HS), for example, wondered, “My classroom has a positive culture 
around slower readers because I tell students to take their time if they need it because we all need 
different thing. I love how they are supportive of each other. How do I create more moments like 
this?” Not only did this fragment aim to normalize learner difference (i.e., “we all need different 
things”) but it used questioning (i.e., “How do I create more moments like this?”) to shift the 
goal away from “Who can read the fastest and make the most efficient use of time?” to “How 
can we be more supportive and accepting of each other’s learner differences?” SE CM F (D/ES) 
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moved forward a similar message when they remarked, “I need to push my students not to be the 
one to finish the fastest and most efficient but to be the one to take risks.” This fragment uttered 
in the Efficiency substrand did not position efficiency as the goal but rather, academic risk 
taking, which may require students to be “messy” (i.e., inefficient) to try something new. SE CM 
F valued developing the emotional safety to take academic risks over immediacy and 
acknowledged that such a process might be longer or different.  
In reimagining new goals to support students labeled as disabled, some SE CM even 
reflected on their own role in creating exclusionary or inclusionary learning conditions. In the 
Medical substrand of disability discourses SE CM B (NC/ES) observed, “I note an interaction 
between a new student and myself, but I do not describe or reflect on how my body language, 
positioning, or tone of voice may have contributed to the way my instructions and interaction 
with him were received and thus why he was unable to do the task.” SE CM B reflected on how 
their own body may have contributed to conditions of exclusion or student failure. They moved 
the lens of failure away from the student by observing the learning conditions and their part in 
creating those learning conditions.  
5.2.4 - Summary of findings 
Fragments that used discursive strategies that dispossess students labeled as disabled of 
equal educational opportunities were most evident, making up 48% of instances. (As discussed, 
this was because 11 of the 16 dispossessing fragments were discourses on disability, 10 of which 
occurred when SE CMs were talking about students labeled as disabled or classroom practices.) 
18% of the fragment instances preserved existing educational opportunities for students labeled 
as disabled of while 21% of the fragments cultivated new pathways for equal educational 
opportunities. Interestingly, when analyzing the presence of discursive strategies used in 
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corporate discourses, there were practically even occurrences across dispossession (five), 
preservation (five) and cultivation (six).  Additionally, all atypical fragments occurred when SE 
CMs were talking about students labeled as disabled or classroom practices. The one 
dispossessing atypical fragment occurred in discourses of disability (which is not surprising 
given the disproportionate presence of dispossessing fragments). While two of the six preserving 
fragments were atypical, four of the seven cultivating fragments were atypical.  
Discourse positions varied by the scope of what SE CM considered as part of the 
“solution”, moving from a protection of self that situated failure externally (dispossession) to a 
willingness to consider new perspectives within an existing paradigm (preservation) to 
reconceptualizing what is possible (cultivation). The discursive positions mirrored the overall 
messages sent within each circuit, from blaming the student (dispossession) to broadening 
understanding of compliance (preservation) to completing establishing new goals that result in a 
more inclusive and equitable classroom (cultivating).  
5.3 Discursive Entanglements 
While there is much to be learned from occurrences, discourse positions and overall 
messages in individual circuits, there are multiple knowledges entangled into our discursive 
worlds. It is essential to explore the entangled ways in which SE CMs’ discursive strategies 
consent or resist being ruled by a system. SE CMs, as subject/actors, can come to embody or 
resist cultural codes and processes that are determine acceptable and conventional forms of 
behavior (as put forth by TFA). To do this, we examined discursive entanglements.  
Discursive entanglements occured when discourse strands became intertwined and one 
fragment simultaneously referred to multiple topics/strands to form discursive knots. For 
example, in the statement “integrating all students with disabilities into general education 
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classrooms requires a lot of resources”, the discourse strand of “disability” is entangled with the 
“corporate” discourse strand when making reference to an economy of resources. The goal of 
analyzing discursive entanglements is not to separate the discourse strands. Rather, the purpose 
of examining these entanglements is to explore what can be learned by the way the discursive 
knots are woven together. In the coming analysis, all discursive entanglements occurred when 
talking about students or classroom practices.  
5.3.1 Dispossessing entanglements 
While there are discursive entanglements found across circuits that dispossess, preserve 
and cultivate, each intertwined in different ways, forming discursive knots with distinct 
attributes. Dispossessing fragments in corporate discourses and discourses of disability, for 
example, are entangled in a way that their relationship is symbiotic and interdependent. That is, 
in dispossessing entanglements, discourses of disability exclusively existed and were constructed 
in relationship to corporate discourses. Corporate discourses constructed who or what was 
“disabled”. In these dispossessing entanglements it was always the student (never the task, 
environment, teacher mindset, etc.) that was constructed as “disabled” or “disabling”.  
 For example, a fragment typical to the Dis/Ability substrand was uttered by SE CM F 
(D/ES) when they commented, “I should also say that I like how my classroom management 
system has resulted in the ability for students to call out answers in a controlled way.” Here, 
ability was constructed by a demonstration of the the corporate value of compliance (i.e.,  
controlled bodies of students that are in compliance with the teachers’ classroom management 
system). SE CM H (D/ES) relied on a similar discursive entanglement when they uttered, “These 
are not students with IEPs, but they required intense one-on-one instruction two days in a row 
and were still tempted to make the same mistakes.” Here, SE CM H constructed disability as 
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“one in need many of resources” (i.e., “They are not students with IEPs but…”).  The corporate 
values of efficiency and productivity implicitly worked together to construct what was a 
“worthy” allocation of resources.  Meeting needs of learners, like those with IEPs and those who 
require “intense, 1:1 instruction” is justifiable only if they yield success (i.e, not making repeated 
mistake).  
In dispossessing entanglements, corporate discourses not only constructed who or what 
was disabled, but in some instances, asserted the “remedy” to the disability was more exposure 
to and accountability to corporate values. For instance, SE CM B (NC/ES) explained, “I put kids 
who are easily off task with kids who are very efficient and type A about getting their work 
done.  This held my students who easily opt out accountable to their partners.” This 
entanglement prized a preferential student (i.e., “very efficient and type A”).  Perceptions of 
being “off task”  are equated with “opting out”, implying the student made a choice or decision 
to do disengage. Because the student was unwilling or unmotivated and “opted out”, being off-
task is positioned as a result of student. This reasoning is further supported by the assertion that 
students will do the work if they are held accountable. The task was not looked to as the barrier 
to engagement, but rather the child. The fragment positioned hyper-efficiency and accountability 
as a remedy to a student’s disabling characteristic (i.e., being off task). 
5.3.2 Preserving entanglements 
Discursive entanglements also existed in circuits of preservation but they did not have the 
same symbiotic relationships as in the dispossessing entanglements. Preserving entanglements 
often questioned myths of normalcy and deficit thinking about students but in service of 
corporate values, like measuring “ability” by how compliantly a student is following directives 
or how fast they are working. While this relational finding was significant, it was not surprising 
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given how this study defined preservation (i.e., when a fragment challenged or called into 
question exclusionary learning conditions but also moved forward potentially dispossessing 
discursive strategies.) 
SE CM G’s (NC/HS) typical fragment in the productivity substrand represented this 
finding. They remarked, “I could perhaps try quickly discussing a similar and personally relevant 
scenario for him to problem solve instead of harping on why his behavior was bad. Might that 
make him more productive than a demerit?” In this typical fragment, deficit thinking about the 
student labeled as disabled (i.e., harping on why their behavior was wrong) was questioned and 
teaching a replacement behavior was offered as an alternative approach to increasing the desired 
behavior - higher productivity. 
While it is important to consider the contexts in which all fragments are produced (as 
discussed in section 5.1.1. Researcher Reflexivity: Context of Discourse Production and 
Researcher Beliefs), preserving entanglements, in particular, asked us to explore the connection 
between the context of production and what behavior is desired or valued, like SE CM G’s 
emphasis on productivity. That is, how do TFA’s organizational priorities and its relationship 
with high-stakes teacher evaluations shape what student attributes teachers view as important 
(like productivity)? Interesting, the stakes for teachers are often higher in charter schools (where 
SE CMs are frequently placed) because teacher turnover is high and many charter schools do not 
have a layer of union advocacy, as in district schools. Beyond placement, Lefebvre and Thomas 
(2017) found there was a close partnership between TFA and charter school that can create a 
mutually reinforcing educational subculture. 
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 5.3.3 Cultivating entanglements 
In an examination of cultivating fragments, this study also found discursive 
entanglements that were distinct from the discursive entanglements that dispossess or preserve. 
Cultivating entanglements did not allow corporate values to construct ability, nor did they simply 
question myths of normalcy or exclusionary practices. Rather, cultivating entanglements built on 
the discursive position and overall message of cultivating fragments in section 5.2.3 (i.e., 
reimagining what is possible by considering new ideas or perspectives and adopting them in 
service of a new goal) as they actively assert inclusivity and learner difference as a 
reconceptualization of corporate discourse.  
An example of this relationship was evident in SE CM F’s (D/ES) fragment in the 
Compliance substrand. Interestingly, a characteristic of the Compliance substrand is when SE 
CMs used compliance to describe a passive state of being, viewed negatively in contrast to 
engagement. In an utterance typical of that Compliance characteristic, SE CM F noted, “I like 
that I’m letting my tone be joyful—it sets up a better tone for class than all seriousness and 
strictness.  Strict-warm is definitely what I want and shifts the class from compliant to actually 
engaged.” Firstly, this fragment positioned tones of joy and serious or strict tones as ends of a 
spectrum wherein the “joy” side is more desirable. It also reasoned that compliance is tethered to 
seriousness, supposing that compliance and engagement can look the same but are distinct (i.e., 
advocating for a combination of warm/strict as a move from “compliant to actually engaged”). 
SE CM F, then, reconceptualized “compliance” as “engagement”, setting a new goal that created 
more opportunities for a diversity of learners to have access to the lesson.  
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5.3.4 - Summary of discursive entanglement findings 
Analyzing discursive entanglements gave insight into the ways SE CMs’ discursive 
strategies consented or resisted being ruled by the system or context they were produced in. 
Findings from this analysis add significance to the implications of this study, discussed in the 
coming chapter. To this end, this study found that corporate discourse and discourses of 
disability are entangled in each circuit but with different characteristics. In dispossessing 
fragments, corporate discourses and discourses of disability took on a symbiotic relationship 
with corporate values constructing who and what is disabled. Preserving entanglements found 
myths of normalcy or deficit thinking questioned but in service of advancing corporate values 
while cultivating entanglements advanced inclusivity and learner difference as a 
reconceptualization of corporate discourses.  
5.4 Self-Questioning as a Strategy of Preservation and Cultivation 
Broadly, questioning involves posing a series of questions to explore an issue, an idea or 
something of interest in order to develop answers and new insights. Within the context of this 
study, questioning appeared specifically in the form of self-questioning. Self-questioning 
occurred as SE CMs used a question or statement of reflection to challenge their own practices or 
beliefs. Because questioning was a strategy used in the Graduate Course (from which the data 
was produced) as part of an inquiry into the development of teacher practice, its presence is not 
surprising. What is significant, however, is the finding that there were differences in how self-
questioning was used and where it was most frequently used. 
Self-questioning was found most often in preserving or cultivating fragments. By virtue 
of how this study conceptualized circuits of preservation (i.e., discursive strategies [that] 
challenge or call into question exclusionary learning conditions but also move forward 
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dispossessing discursive strategies) it was no surprise that many preserving fragments (five out 
of seven) explicitly utilized self-questioning as a discursive strategy. Evidence of self-
questioning in preserving fragments took the form of reflective statements like “and, in 
retrospect” (SE CM D (NC/HS), Compliance substrand), “I started to realize…” (SE CM E 
(IC/MS), Compliance substrand), and “If students had…, I imagine that…”. Self-questioning 
was also explicitly evident in comparing sentences like “Might … be more productive than…?” 
(SE CM G (NC/HS), Productivity substrand).  
The remaining two preserving fragments implicitly self-questioned by making statements 
that suggested reflection on a previous idea to shape a new one. When SE CM G (NC/HS) 
uttered, “Again, the more seriously you take compliance, the more you should reflect on the 
justness and discretion of your commands. Ultimately the most sustainable form of compliance is 
the one that for both students and teachers is clearly an exercise that will help students achieve, 
not an empty exercise in teacher power”, not only did they nuance the word compliance (as 
discussed in section 5.2.2) but their statement implied a reflection on power, justness and 
discretion of commands as the impetus for this new position. 
Similarly, SE CM B (NC/ES) observed, “However, in my classroom, 3 or 4 students will 
often call out different answers when I ask a question, which allows me to ascertain different 
students’ ability level in a quicker and more effective manner than would be the case in a 
classroom where one student is called on at a time in a very controlled environment.”  Using the 
term “however”, this fragment implied a reflection and change of position by comparing what 
has been advanced as best practice (i.e., controlled student responses) by another source (e.g., 
school, TFA, etc.) to their lived experience in the classroom.  
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This fragment is also the one instance amongst all the data that used one corporate value 
(i.e., the efficiency of a technique to quickly and effectively ascertain student understanding) to 
question a different corporate value (i.e., compliance in a controlled environment). By looking at 
how self-questioning was used, this finding affirmed that dispossession of equitable educational 
resources happened not simply with the presence of use of a corporate discourse, but rather, with 
how the corporate discourse was used. That is, when the corporate discourse advanced 
exclusionary practices or conditions without question.  
On the other hand, self-questioning was present in all cultivating fragments and took 
several forms. Two fragments used quotation marks like “standards” (SE CM F (D/ES), Standard 
substrand) and “correct” (SE CM A (NC/ES), Standard substrand) to question the construction 
and imposition of quoted words before offering an alternative. Other cultivating fragments used 
single questions that pitted a previous practice against a reimaged one. For example, when SE 
CM C (D/HS) asked, “Is this an instance of lowering standards or just realizing student work will 
look different?” they used self-questioning to create a relationship between the value of a 
“standard” and the myth of normalcy, exploring a single event from two possible perspectives. 
The fragment positioned “lowering standards” as something to call into question or be weary of. 
However, instead of positioning more standardization as the remedy, it cultivated an alternative 
pathway for educational resources when SE CM C “realiz[ed]” it was ok for student work to look 
different (because all learners are different). By definition, “realizing” means to become fully 
aware of something, as a fact. This fragment, then, used self-questioning to accept learner 
diversity as fact.  
Finally, three cultivating fragments implicitly questioned by making statements. This was 
similar to the way two preserving fragments implicitly questioned by making statements except 
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that the cultivating fragments were uttered in response to questions SE CMs posed themselves. 
While the questions themselves were neither dispossessing, preserving or cultivating (i.e, “How 
is this different? What do I want to know more about? What did I learn from this?”) the 
responding statements implied reflection or questioning of a previous practice to reimagine a 
new one.  
Often these implicit statements reflected on the benefit of the new practice, like when SE 
CM F (D/ES) observed, “I like that I’m letting my tone be joyful—it sets up a better tone for 
class than all seriousness and strictness.  Strict-warm is definitely what I want and shifts the class 
from compliant to actually engaged.” The frames “I like… because..” or “I need to ___ more.. 
because...” underlaid the reasoning of the statements. This finding was significant because of its 
potential impact on creating a more equitable distribution of resources for students labeled as 
disabled (to be discussed in detail in the Chapter 6: Implications and Conclusion).  
 While questioning is present in all preserving and cultivating fragments (explicitly or 
implicitly), its presence is notably diminished in dispossessing fragments, appearing in only three 
of the 16 fragments. Of the three fragments, one was a question and two came in the form of  “I 
wonder if...” statements. Though these fragments took on different sentence structures, there 
were commonalities. These dispossessing fragments did not call exclusionary learning conditions 
into question but, rather, wondered if SE CMs needed to lean on corporate values more. A 
typical fragment that used “efficiency” to describe a characteristic of a  “best” classroom was 
represented when SE CM I (IC/HS) uttered, “I wonder if there is a more efficient and clean way 
of doing this.  This strategy is okay for now but I should turn it into a stronger and more 
consistent procedure.” This fragment positioned efficiency and neatness as central to a good 
classroom. It used self-questioning to “wonder” if there were ways for the SE CM to create even 
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more efficiency and neatness. This was a dispossessing fragment because it has the potential to 
exclude students who do not align with the teacher’s construction of efficient and neat, which in 
this fragment is “procedure” or an established, standard way of doing something.  
 5.4.1 Questioning School Policy, TFA and Enabling Circuits  
Analyzing self-questioning as a discursive strategy (i.e., how questioning was used and 
where it was most frequently used) gave insight into the ways fragments enable circuits that 
dispossess students of, preserve existing or cultivate new equitable educational resources. 
However, there was another trend in self-questioning that was emblematic of the intertangled 
ways school policy and TFA interact to enable these circuits. Some fragments extended self-
questioning to also wonder about the exclusionary practices of the school policy. This is, what 
are the policies and values of a school that a special education corps member is placed in and 
thus required to enact? This is significant because the school policies in question emanate from 
schools with whom Teach for America has a relationship, shared interests and shared values (See 
Section 2.2: Turning a Profit, Transmitting a Culture: A Political Economy of Teach For 
America).  
Fragments that called school policy into question enabled circuits that cultivated new 
opportunities for educational resources for students labeled as disabled. For example, SE CM B 
(NC/ES) called school policy into question when they uttered “One classroom struggle is simply 
trying to reconcile meeting the new "standards" (i.e. showing my administration what they want 
to see) and meeting ALL of my students where they actually are intellectually, academically, 
emotionally.” This fragment is atypical in that it positioned learning standards as narrowly 
interpreted and enforced by school administration. In this fragment, school instructional policy 
and administrative enforcement of the policy are exclusionary and disruptive to creating access. 
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In this fragment, however, SE CM B prized learner diversity and “meeting ALL of [their] 
students where they actually are intellectually, academically, emotionally” and questioned (with 
the use of quotes and parenthetical clarifiers) school policy decisions. 
Similarly, SE CM G’s (NC/HS) questioned a school policy when they remarked, “I could 
perhaps try quickly discussing a similar and personally relevant scenario for him to problem 
solve instead of harping on why his behavior was bad. Might that make him more productive 
than a demerit5?”. This fragment was cultivating because it suggested a new goal, (i.e., teaching 
a replacement behavior) as an alternative approach to increasing desired behavior.  
Conversely, in the absence of questioning a school practice or policy, acceptance of 
school policy is often dispossessing. The act of “acceptance” is not central to the dispossession 
but rather, the school policy being accepted was central. For instance, in a fragment typical of the 
Dis/ability substrand SE CM I (IC/HS) uttered, “In the future, if I am not able to be as simple 
and concise as I would like—it is really going to hinder my ability to measure the effectiveness 
of this particular aspect of assertive discipline”. Here, on the surface, the ability to be “simple 
and concise” is correlated to the ability to measure the effectiveness of a program (e.g., 
“Assertive Discipline”). Enforcing simple and concise rules are a characteristic of the Assertive 
Discipline program6. The ability in question in the fragment was not the ability to measure the 
effectiveness of Assertive Discipline but rather “How do I, the teacher, be better at enforcing 
what my school values - Assertive Discipline?”  
                                               
5 “Demerits” are components of a school-wide policy that punish behavior perceived as deviant from policy, in 
order to increase a desired behavior. This is in contrast to much of the literature (Horner & McIntosh, 2016; Gunter 
& Coutinho, 1997) that emphasize the greater benefit of positive reinforcements, particularly for students labeled 
with emotional or behavioral disabilities (Wehby, et al, 1998). 
6 Assertive Discipline (Cantor, 2009) is a behavior approach that aims to achieve student compliance by praising 
adherence to a precise and clear set of classroom rules that students must follow at all times or by assigning 
consequences that escalate when students do not follow the rules. This approach standardizes body behaviors and 
expectations while positioning the teacher as arbiter of standard bodies.  
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5.4.3 Summary of findings 
A key finding of section 5.4 is not simply the existence of self-questioning as a discursive 
practice but the different ways questioning was used and where it was used. Self-questioning was 
found most often in preserving or cultivating fragments, taking the form of reflective statements, 
explicit comparison questioning or implicit questioning, while a small subset of those fragments 
called into question the exclusionary practices of the school policy. The analysis of self-
questioning in preserving or cultivating fragments also shed light onto dispossessing discursive 
strategies. That is, it was not the presence of a corporate discourse but how the corporate 
discourse was used. Questioning of any kind was notably less in dispossessing fragments, 
appearing in only three of the 16 fragments.  
5.5 Learning from Atypical Fragments  
The findings from sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 draw on the total dataset of typical and 
atypical fragments identified in Chapter 4: Structural analysis. However, there is much to be 
learned when atypical fragments (i.e., fragments of a substrand that did not share common 
characteristics with another fragment of the same substrand) are analyzed side-by-side.  
5.5.1 - Reflexivity and Atypical Fragments 
Before discussing findings from atypical fragments, it is essential to reflect on how and 
why this data came to be considered “atypical”. That is, what theories and assumptions brought 
me to that conclusion? What else could explain the atypicality? In service of reflexivity, when an 
atypical fragment was identified I questioned if it centered or aligned with what I believed. For 
example, “Am I considering this fragment atypical because it normalizes learner difference and I 
am assuming SE CM likely will not do so?” 
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 I also questioned if I was considering a fragment atypical because I did not want to 
potentially support a finding that could be taken out of context and misrepresented. That is, that 
TFA only contributes to cultivating new circuits of opportunity for students labeled as disabled. 
To this end, I also analyzed atypical fragments for commonalities within substrand that no longer 
make them “atypical”. Give this layer of reflexivity, the fragments discussed below maintained 
their atypical designation as defined throughout this study and in alignment with the validity 
measures outlined in Chapter 3: Methodological Approaches to Research.  
5.5.2 Atypical fragments in corporate discourses  
As previously discussed in section 5.2, atypical fragments were found almost exclusively 
in corporate discourses. Of the atypical corporate discourse fragments all were preserving or 
cultivating. Preserving atypical fragment deviated from typical fragments in two ways. When SE 
CM A (NC/ES) noted, “I imagine it wouldn’t feel so hard to juggle all of those things and ensure 
tight compliance like my school requires.” it required we consider the influence of other 
variables on the development of a discursive practice (i.e., school requirements SE CM did not 
believe in but had to enforce as part of school policy.)     
 Preserving atypical fragments also weighed the benefit of enacting a corporate value 
against the harm of it. This was evident when SE CM F (D/ES) remarked, “I am constantly 
struggling with pushing through and sacrificing deep student understanding and slowing down 
and sacrificing time.” The learnings from preserving atypical fragments suggested there may be a 
benefit from looking at a broader scope of variables that shape SE CM discursive strategies 
while also considering what context or structures could create more opportunities for 
understanding and weighing the impact of corporate values in the classrooms of students labeled 
as disabled.           
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 Cultivating atypical fragments saw an interesting trend. While the cultivating fragments 
were atypical within a single substrand of corporate discourse (like compliance or productivity), 
there were commonalities among the atypical fragments across the substrands that made up 
corporate discourse. That is, all atypical cultivating fragments center or prize “what kids need”, 
even if it is in contrast to previously held or taught corporate value. For instance, SE CM G 
(NC/HS)’s atypical fragment, “My classroom has a positive culture around slower readers 
because I tell students to take their time if they need it because we all need different thing. I love 
how they are supportive of each other” prioritized the needs of all learners in service of 
normalizing difference but at the sacrifice of fast and efficient reading. SE CM F (D/ES)’s 
atypical fragment created a similar shift in priorities when they asserted “I need to push my 
students not to be the one to finish the fastest and most efficient but to be the one to take risks.”  
   5.5.3 Atypical fragments in discourses of disability 
Across all disability substrands, when both talking about students and practices and when 
talking to students there was only one fragment that was atypical of the 74 utterances analyzed. 
This means that 73 of the utterances shared characteristics within disability substrands. When 
analyzing fragments that were typical of disability substrand characteristics, almost all were 
dispossessing. Further, the one atypical fragment in discourses of disability (“As an intervention 
for now, my co-teacher and I have decided that he is not welcome on our rug until he can get his 
body in control.”, SE CM H, (D/ES) was atypical in use because it positions a body in need of 
control, a characteristic evident in no other utterance when talking about students. However, a 
“body needs to be controlled” is a typical characteristic of disability discourses when talking to 
students. Overall, the predominance of typical and often dispossessing discourses of disability 
affirmed the finding in section 5.2.1 that there are dominant discourses (within and beyond TFA, 
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including, for example, possible views held by co-teachers) that reinforce a deficit view of 
disability.             
 5.5.4 Summary of learnings from atypical fragments     
 The learnings from atypical fragments gave rise to several wonderings that will be 
expanded upon in Chapter 6: Implications and Conclusion. As detailed in Section 2.2: Turning a 
Profit, Transmitting a Culture: A Political Economy of Teach For America, TFA, the 
organization, developed amidst an evolution of political and economic interests. As a result, it 
has become deeply entrenched in the corporate education reform movement and is concurrently 
part of the alternative certification movement. That is, a system that aims to “fast track” teachers 
into “high-need” classrooms (like special education) in “high-need” communities (i.e., lower 
income) in service of maintaining a globally competitive workforce. In this context, teaching 
gets oversimplified and drilled down to a discrete set of “teacher moves” that will yield success 
if enacted with fidelity. Yet, the atypical fragments that surfaced inclusive discourses were more 
evident when corps member realized a long-held tenet of teaching and learning. That is, teaching 
and learning is contextual and nuanced because humans, not just students, are different and 
navigating difference (even if systematically) can be “messy” and take time. Learning is 
recursive and so is teaching. How, then, do we begin to advance the necessary ideological shifts 
in what we value as important or “high leverage” in fast-track teacher training programs 
embedded in the corporate education reform movement, like Teach for America? 
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Chapter 6: Implications and Conclusions 
6.1 Introduction 
 
This last chapter reviews the findings of this study and takes up a prospective view, 
which expands these findings and looks towards future research. I begin by summarizing my 
findings, weaving together the threads I have pulled from the data in previous chapters. It is here 
I hope to highlight the complicated positions of special education corps members as they move 
between their positions as members of TFA, members of their school community and as 
independent agents with varied lived experiences, backgrounds and beliefs. Next, I explore the 
implications of this study, namely recommendations for future research and corps member 
development that can support developing alternative discourses and more equitable learning 
conditions for students labeled as disabled. Lastly, I provide some final words that conclude this 
study and the role of researcher reflexivity. 
6.2 Summary of Findings 
 
At their surface, findings from both Chapter Four: Structural Analysis and Chapter Five: 
Detailed Analysis seem to interrogate words. What words are present and how often are they 
used? How are the words used and in what form and in what context? What messages and 
assumptions are embedded in the way the words are used? How does the use of these words 
advance or hinder equal educational opportunities for students labeled as disabled? One may be 
inclined to ask, “Can an examination of “words” have significant implications for students 
labeled as disabled?” With this question in mind, we must re-calibrate and widen our analytical 
gaze. The words subject to a detailed analysis are pieces of a bigger system. They are part of the 
discursive strategies that Teach For America Special Education Corps Members use to constitute 
knowledge that is in tension (or not) with the needs of students labeled as disabled. The larger 
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goal of this study is not just to identify micro-level discursive strategies, but to make visible the 
linkages between the ways these discursive strategies materialize and are shaped by macro-level 
neoliberal influences and connections. It is in the visibility of these linkages that we gain insight 
into how educational research, policy and practice can foster more equitable and inclusive 
learning conditions for students labeled as disabled.  
 Chapter Two: Review of Literature examined the historically shifting context in which 
TFA emerged as a way to contextualize special education corps members’ present reality in a 
corporatized, neoliberal educational landscape. In order to track the flow and change of 
knowledge through institutions (like TFA)  and actors (like SE CMs) into new spaces (like 
special education classrooms and education policies), Chapter Four identified the structures of 
corporate discourses and discourses of disability common to SE CM discursive strategies and 
actions. Chapter Five, then, evaluated how these discursive strategies and actions materialized in 
ways that enable circuits that dispossess, cultivate or preserve equitable educational resources for 
students labeled as disabled.  
It is across these chapters that our first link becomes visible and helps us understand 
some ways that knowledge is constituted and spread and power is exerted and subverted. As 
discussed in Chapter Two, TFA has a large network of alumni that go on to lead schools, 
educational organizations and influence policy, with a tight connection between TFA, alumni 
and market-oriented education reform and advocacy organizations (Kretchmar, Sondel, & 
Ferrare, 2014). TFA corps member alumni discursive strategies are made material in this future 
sphere of influence. This is not to assert that because a corps members says X it will result in Y. 
Rather, this is the beginning of a new body of research that seeks to understand the potential flow 
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or circuits of “knowledge” about students labeled as disabled into macro spheres, like 
educational policy and school practices. This study is a starting point. 
As such, it is important to note that this study does not aim to position corporate values 
and corporate discourses as always and absolutely negative. (We are reminded, for example, of 
the finding in Section 5.4, when SE CM G used one corporate discourse to call another into 
question.) Rather, because we are working from an existing body of literature that positions 
corporate ideals in tension with inclusive ideals, this study aims to explore discursive nuances as 
one avenue of knowledge creation and flow. What can we learn when we juxtapose the corporate 
ideals that TFA moves forward (as evidenced in Section 2.2.2: Turning a Profit, Transmitting a 
Culture: A Political Economy of Teach For America and Section 4.1: “Tell me about your 
experience in TFA”) and the inclusive (or exclusive) ideals SE CMs move forward when 
speaking about students and practices or to students? 
6.2.1 Membership and agency  
Before a discussion of the implications of the findings, it would be remiss to not address 
a theme evident across all layers of analysis. That is, there is an apparent (but anticipated) and 
often tense relationship between membership in Teach for America and corps member agency. 
An aim of this study is to better understand the ways discursive strategies and actions materialize 
and are shaped by macro-level influences and connections. We cannot, however, make 
conjectures about a direct discursive flow that emanates exclusively from a person’s membership 
in TFA. That is, we can not say that values underlying TFA’s positionality as an organization 
travel cleanly from TFA messaging to corps member discursive strategies and into special 
education classrooms.  
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However, whether moving forward circuits that dispossess, preserve or cultivate, there is 
a corporate discourse that laminates all circuits. It is unclear, still, if and how much of this 
corporate discourse SE CMs actually internalized or believed versus how much was a parrotting 
necessitated by being enmeshed in a teaching context that rewards the reproduction of corporate 
discourses. As Chapter 2 details, it is in the financial interest of a network of wealthy investors 
and charter network CEOs to promote the entangled growth of TFA and charter schools and the 
resulting permeation of the corporate discourse that laminates them.  
From a research ethics perspective, this also raises questions about analyzing SE CM 
“texts” known to be marinating in a context that rewards the adoption of corporation discourses, 
while maintaining a researcher stance that believes corporate interests are often in tension with 
the needs of students labeled as disabled. It was with this concern in mind that I expanded the 
research questions to allow an analysis of preservation and cultivation and engaged in validity 
checks with systematic reflection (as detailed in Chapter 3) to interrogate if and how my own 
beliefs and biases had unknowingly crept into analytical moments when dispossessing discursive 
strategies were dominant. 
That said, as Bakhtin (1986) explains, discourse is dialogic. It is dynamic, relational and 
engaged in a process of endless redescription. It it recursive and contextual, taking a new shape 
each time it moves. It would be nearly (if not positively) impossible to identify, track and make 
meaning of all aspects that shape special education corps member discursive strategies because 
corps members, like all of us, are individuals and have agency. Agency emanates from an 
individual’s multiple positions and resides in the act of intentionally resisting or subverting 
dominant discourses with alternative discourses.  
We see agency enacted most clearly when corporate discourses are fractured, like in  
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in circuits that cultivate new opportunities for allocating equal educational resources to students 
with disabilities. In these circuits, typical fragments maintained a position of reimagining what is 
possible. The overall messages uttered from this position not only considered new ideas or 
perspectives but adopted them in service of a more inclusive goal. Cultivating entanglements did 
not allow corporate values to construct ability, nor did they simply question myths of normalcy 
or exclusionary practices. Rather, cultivating entanglements subverted a dominant discourse by 
asserting inclusivity and learner difference as a reconceptualization of a corporate discourse that 
often resulted in the exclusion or the desire to “fix” a student labeled as disabled.  
Agency is evident in circuits that preserve current educational resources as well, though 
in a different way than those that cultivate. Preserving fragments established a discursive 
position of receptivity. That is, a willingness to consider (not necessarily adopt) new ideas or 
perspectives but within an existing, potentially dispossessing paradigm. Yet, with the agency to 
question, preserving fragments wondered about the potential of leveraging student assets (instead 
of deficits) or the benefit of broadening one’s definition of corporate values. 
As such, this study does not rely on the position that corps members are empty vessels for 
moving forward TFA truths or that corporate discourses are always dispossessing. Rather, it 
looks to commonalities or trends in discursive strategies and provides insight into some of the 
factors that potentially shape discursive strategies and actions that can materialize in circuits that 
can dispossess, preserve or cultivate. This is the starting point when discussing implications of 
this study. 
6.2.2 Distance and adoption 
 
One trend observed across circuits that offers insight into how special education corps 
member discourse is shaped is the relationship between perceived distance from the institution of 
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TFA and the adoption of TFA rhetoric and corporate education values (though again, considering 
the complicated context in which discursive practices were produced). The less distance between 
self and TFA that was perceived, the more likely SE CM discourse was to adopt TFA messaging 
and values. When talking about their membership in TFA in section 4.1 “Tell me about your 
experience in TFA”, for example, corps members expressed sentiments that mirror TFA’s public 
relations messaging discussed in Chapter Two (i.e., an opportunity to further a personal career 
goal outside of the classroom or to contribute to broader social change by “being part of a 
movement in our country”). They were “sold on” or recruited for these efforts. There was 
uniformity in the adoption of TFA messaging when special education corps members perceived a 
closeness to (i.e., membership in) TFA. In doing so, the status of their membership in TFA was 
protected and by extension, so was the status of elite exceptionalism that TFA puts forth about its 
corps members. Interestingly, “protection of self”(i.e., a priveleged status as a TFA corps 
member) was the overall position found in typical fragments that dispossessed students labeled 
as disabled of equitable education resources. Dispossessing fragments also attempted to protect 
the elite exceptionalism trope by looking externally (to students labeled as disabled) for blame of 
failure.  
When SE CM began talking about their experiences in their school (i.e., more distance 
from the institution of TFA) the adoption or acceptance of TFA messaging and subsequent 
corporate educational values became more nuanced. It is in this space that circuits that preserved 
or cultivated made an appearance. Being now both a TFA member and teacher at school X 
expanded SE CMs’ positionality. Based on their experience in the classroom, SE CMs more 
readily questioned the value of corporate ideals and offered alternative constructions or 
reconceptualized approaches to their students with the new goal of normalizing difference and/or 
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fostering greater inclusivity. Yet, these questions were bound by the need to follow policy in 
order to maintain employment in the school.  
 In addition to being a marker of distance from TFA, school context played an influential 
role in shaping SE CM discourse. For example, some fragments in Section 5.4: Questioning as a 
Strategy of Preservation and Cultivation troubled the exclusionary practices of school policy, like 
when SE CM B positioned learning standards as narrowly interpreted and enforced by school 
administration. Other times, SE CMs actively wondered about ways to enforce school policy, 
especially when it aligned with the corporate ethos of TFA, like when SE CM I wondered how 
they could be better at enforcing the school values inherent in the Assertive Discipline program. 
This, too, may be another way SE CM seek to uphold and protect their status of elite 
exceptionalism. That is, being an “exceptional” teacher by accepting and enacting all policies 
without querying or wondering about alternatives.   
In the final and furthest distance from TFA (i.e., an inquiry-based graduate course) SE 
CMs began to ask questions of their practice and approach to teaching students labeled as 
disabled. These questions transcended both the protection of membership in TFA and the 
confines of maintaining employment in a school. In this space, SE CMs not only wondered about 
their practice and alternatives in response to course assignment parameters (see Section 3.4.2 
Assignment/data parameters) but they also generated and posed new questions that broadened 
the scope of possibilities for inclusive learning conditions. In a similar way that school context 
played an influential role in shaping SE CM discourse, so does the design of the Graduate 
Course. That is, the influence and impact of a Graduate Course is shaded by several variables, 
including the beliefs and experiences of the graduate school instructor, goal of the course, 
structure of the course, assigned readings, etc.  
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6.3 Implications for Future Research  
The findings of this study establish a relationship between membership/agency, 
distance/adoption and protection of elite exceptionalism. This study does not attempt to draw 
conclusions about the ways in which those relationships influence or shape SE CM discursive 
strategies and actions because they are out of scope of the research questions, data collected and 
corresponding methodological approach. Rather, this study highlights the need for further 
research into how (if at all) different pre-, during- and after-TFA corps member experiences 
inform these relationships.  
Findings from atypical preserving fragments affirm more research is needed that looks at 
a broader scope of variables that might shape SE CM discursive strategies (i.e., beyond TFA 
messaging, training, school placement and graduate work) while also considering what context 
or structures could create more opportunities for understanding and weighing the impact of 
corporate values in the classrooms of students labeled as disabled. Thomas (2018) is first to 
explore the experiences of special education corps members working in urban schools but does 
so to raise questions about the continued involvement of TFA in the field of special education. 
This study, however, offers suggestions for research that consider TFA’s deep embeddedness in 
education reform and its widely unscrutinized public image. TFA has positioned itself as an 
essential solution to a teacher shortage in special education.  
Given the likelihood of TFA’s continued presence, at least in the short term, we must 
widen the scope of consideration and ask: What can we learn from exploring corps members’ 
lived experiences (Given, 2008) and how do corps members make sense of intersecting 
individual and social/institutional identities? While Section 3.3.3 provides participant snapshots 
as an initial attempt to bridge discourse/person segmentation, the data this study had access to do 
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so was limited. Thus, future research design and resulting data collection parameters must 
consider: How can exploring lived experiences alongside a critical discourse analysis provide 
insight into how to mitigate the impact of discursive circuits of dispossession? What factors 
influence circuits that cultivate and how do we support them? What factors contribute to moving 
preserving discursive strategies to cultivating ones?  
By taking up these research questions for future study, we are in line to better understand 
how shifts in discursive practice can contribute to the development of more equitable educational 
policy and inclusive learning conditions for students labeled as disabled. There is a need for 
continued research that interrogates policies and practices within TFA, in partner-university 
programs and in TFA-placement schools for opportunities to move away from constructs of 
learning imbued with corporate values to ones that celebrate and support the complexity of 
learner difference. This can include, but is not limited to, exploring language and actions in corps 
member recruitment efforts, literature and learning structures used during pre-service training, 
contractual program demands between TFA, partner-universities and placement schools as well 
as commonalities in corps members lived experiences.  
While the above research recommendations can yield lasting (and needed) systemic 
change, the processes inherent to both thorough research and thoughtful policy change and 
implementation is laborious, requiring considerable time and effort. How, then, can this study’s 
findings more immediately nurture circuits that cultivate equal educational opportunities and 
more inclusive classrooms alongside developing ways to teach and lead from discursive 
positions that are inclusive? To respond to this question, I look to the potential of shifting 
classroom practices and teacher mindsets (as they are inextricably intertwined). 
6.4 Recommendations for Shifting Practice 
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In the name of reflexivity, I will share that my work (as an educator, scholar and citizen) 
is always grounded in the end goal of dismantling oppressive systems. Yet, the recommendations 
this study puts forth may seem timid in comparison to that goal. This study does not accept the 
current structural and political constraints of education reform yet the forthcoming 
recommendations are crafted with them in mind so that we may move towards dismantling. We 
can not rely on “getting rid” of TFA in special education as the answer (right now) nor can we 
look exclusively to a graduate program as the locus of change. State alternative certification 
policy determines the structural requirements of partner university programs. Further, graduate 
schools of education and special education programs are varied in their mission and, because 
many courses are taught by adjuncts with varied experience, is it challenging to enact that 
mission with fidelity beyond interpretable principles that appear on syllabi. Largely, we can not 
control how course syllabi get interpreted and taught.  
To this end, I also believe that special education and inclusive educational experiences 
are not one in the same. State teaching certification requirements, and in response many Schools 
of Education, develop teachers within a bifurcated system of “general education” and “special 
education”. In this system, special educators are charged with understanding and supporting 
learner difference labeled as disabled yet educational access demands we acknowledge the 
dissonance between true inclusion and siloed special education. I reflect on this as a researcher 
because this study offers recommendations that may, at first, seem in tension with this belief. 
While I believe that all teachers should be trained in approaches to inclusive education and that 
the forthcoming recommendations are not limited to enactment by special education programs 
and corps members, they are articulated within the bounds of this study’s scope and research 
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questions.  
That said, the recommendations below can be adopted and woven into existing special 
education corp member development structures at various levels like TFA training programs and 
ongoing support, partner university programs, and partner school professional development, 
within teacher teams and for individual teachers. This approach positions corps members as a 
high-impact locus of change, by virtue of both individual agency and mass presence in special 
education classrooms. While the significance of this study is established in the role TFA special 
education alumni play in shaping education policy and practice, the recommendations focus on 
factors that can shape current corps member development and their more immediate discursive 
strategies. The reason for this is two-fold, again linking macro and micro impact. By enacting 
recommendations that nurture the development of inclusive discursive strategies, more equitable 
policies (informed by alumni) may materialize in the future while more equitable learning 
conditions for students labeled as disabled can materialize in the present.  
What we think or believe about students (and why we believe it) greatly influences how 
we teach them (Valle & Connor, 2011). It is this belief that is not only at the heart of this study’s 
research questions but at the core of the below recommendations that aim to more immediately 
foster inclusive and equitable learning conditions for students labeled as disabled. The 
recommendations are discussed first in general terms so that readers, from their positions, may 
forge connections and imagine possibilities beyond that of the researcher of this study. Then, I 
discuss how the recommendation could be enacted at varying levels of corps member 
development, alongside the potential impact on learning conditions for students labeled as 
disabled.  
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Recommendation 1: Structured inquiry is critical to sustained and ongoing 
development of inclusive discursive strategies and learning conditions and should be 
at the core of partner-university programs and ongoing TFA support.  
Common to preserving and cultivating fragments was the discursive strategy of self-
questioning. This strategy was facilitated by an inquiry process that pushed corps member to ask 
and answer questions about both their beliefs and the “why”of their actions in order to consider 
the possibility in alternative perspectives and explanations for behavior. This often resulted in 
discursive strategies that reimagined what was possible in SE CM teaching.  
Some might argue that it was not just the inquiry structure that prompted questioning but 
that corps members were also exposed to a variety of perspectives on classroom culture and 
practice, some in tension with TFA-backed literature like Lemov’s (2010) Teach Like a 
Champion or school-based practices like Assertive Discipline. However, while corps members 
were placed in varying school contexts (networked charter, independent charter, district school) 
across all grade levels, the presence and qualities of self-questioning as a discursive strategy 
were consistent. 
By design of the program, corps members enter TFA with little to no “teacher training”. 
They build their base of teaching knowledge during in-service training where they also student-
teach in summer school placements. These conditions do not replicate the ones that corps 
members confront when they are the teacher-on-record during a school year. It is because of this 
that conducting structured inquiry in the latter part of their university coursework or year two of 
TFA ongoing support would be most beneficial. However, pre-service TFA training could begin 
to foster an inquiry mindset in anticipation of developing practice. Special education corps 
members, then, would enter classrooms equipped to question, learn and grow in service of 
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creating access for all learners instead of accepting and reinforcing potentially excluding 
corporate values. 
Recommendation 2: Structured inquiry should center on cycles of observation, 
reflection and learning from experience. 
Alternative and inclusive discourses were generated after corps members systematically 
observed and reflected on their own experience in the classroom, resulting in understanding their 
learners more holistically, normalizing learner difference and examining beliefs or the 
environment as a focus for change. Alternative discourses and possibilities for inclusion were not 
generated when corps members focused on enacting moves from a textbook.  
 Cycles of inquiry can occur at different scales across all levels of corps member 
development while maintaining a consistent structure - observe descriptively, reflect with guided 
questions, enact new learning, repeat cycle. Guided questions would ask corps members to delve 
into the “why” of their actions, assumptions embedded and impact on their students. At the 
beginning of corps member development, student teaching placements can guide corps members 
to conduct inquiry into discrete observable. As corps members grow content and pedagogical 
knowledge, graduate coursework could extend the impact of the structured inquiry cycle by 
drawing on a larger body of observable data with a more focused inquiry question. TFA school-
partner support can include implementing structured inquiry processes that fit school contexts 
(i.e., teacher meeting times, school culture development, staff professional development 
opportunities, etc.). A coordinated advancement of observation, reflection and learning across 
multiple platforms of corps member development may increase the production of inclusive 
discursive strategies and the construction of equitable learning conditions for students labeled as 
disabled.  
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Recommendation 3: Within structured inquiry, there are high-leverage reasoning 
frames that may yield more circuits of cultivation. 
Cultivating SE CM discursive strategies often fit into statement/rationale frames. Frames 
like “I like… because...” or “I need to ___ more because…” prompted corps members to not 
only notice what worked or postulate a change, but it also prompted them to articulate their 
“why”. Unpacking their beliefs (i.e., their “why”) was an essential first step to imagining 
alternatives.  
Recommendation 2 suggests a broad structure for inquiry that is transferable across corps 
member development pathways. In service of transferability, however, the non-specifics of the 
observe, reflect, learn structure create many opportunities for interpretation that may not produce 
more inclusive learning conditions. Thus, the recommended reasoning frames above work in 
collaboration with recommendation 1 and 2 so that corps members are prompted to uncover the 
beliefs that line their actions.  
Recommendation 4: Engagement with a wide variety of perspectives is an essential 
component of structured inquiry. 
 Preserving fragments operated from an ideological position of reflexivity - a willingness 
to consider new ideas or perspectives but within an existing paradigm. Fragments that move 
along circuits of preservation are primed to cultivate new pathways of opportunity for students 
labeled as disabled but often lacked a new paradigm to do so (thus the tendency to fall back on 
existing corporate paradigms). Similarly, atypical preserving fragments suggest we consider 
what contexts and structures could create more opportunities for understanding and weighing 
new perspectives.  
To this end, ongoing exposure to a wide variety of texts and perspectives (beyond a 
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singular graduate course) can foster a new paradigm from which alternative perspectives are 
drawn. Examining political, social, cultural and historical understandings of disability during 
pre-service and in-service training, for example, can complicate the medicalized construction of 
disability in schools, policy and law (while also recognizing that collective power may be found 
in disabled identities and positions). Pairing this examination with inquiry reflection questions 
like “What beliefs about disability are embedded in this observation?” may more reliably guide 
corps members in generating alternative inclusive discourses that can parlay into instructional 
practices that examine context and normalize learner difference, like Universal Design for 
Learning7.   
If TFA really wants to advance “inclusivity” and center “ability”, development of its 
corps members has to position inquiry as central to growing teacher practice. It can do this by (1) 
introducing and developing an approach to structured inquiry during its initial preparation (2) 
centering mid-year convenings around an inquiry into practice (3) widening the scope of 
literature and perspectives special education corps members engage with at all levels of 
development (4) supporting partner universities and partner schools with developing a structured 
approach to inquiry. 
6.5 Conclusion and Final Thoughts on Researcher Reflexivity  
In discussing the implications of this study, I circle back to researcher reflexivity: how 
will engaging in this study further inform researcher identity and expand the scope of possibility 
to change educational opportunities for students labeled as disabled? As mentioned in 1.5: 
                                               
7 Universal Design for Learning (UDL) calls for the design of instruction and learning environments to be accessible 
by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design. UDL asserts that 
curriculum should, from the outset, be designed to accommodate all kinds of learners (Gordon, Meyer & Rose, 
2016). 
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Research Questions, the questions that anchor this study were designed to explore not only the 
ways educational resources are redistributed away from those who need them most but, drawing 
on Jean Anyon's (2014) call to find radical possibilities in the moment, the research questions 
open up the possibility to identify circuits that preserve existing or cultivate new learning 
conditions that dismantle the myth of normalcy and move the lens of failure away from the 
individual.  
The analysis moved beyond simply identifying the circuits and structures that contributed 
to inequality by offering real possibilities for more equitable educational experiences for 
students labeled as disabled. As a researcher, I found my discussion and implications focused on 
what we could learn from preserving and cultivating fragments versus placing heavy weight on 
what to be cautious of. I found myself taking a "radical possibilities" approach versus simply 
exposing dispossessing conditions and seeming futilities. Suggestions at the micro-level (ie., 
expanding educational perspectives and teacher inquiry practices) and the meso-level (i.e., 
outlining an expanded research agenda) are calls to action for how to mitigate the macro-
influences of corporate education reform organizations (like TFA) that can make us feel 
powerless and that real change is beyond our scope of impact. It is not beyond our scope of 
impact.  
It would be irresponsible to end this study without a final mention of students labeled as 
disabled. Not just the 4th and 5th grade students I taught and learned from for so many years. 
Not just the students taught and wondered about by the special education corps members in the 
Graduate Course. I end by calling to mind all the students labeled as disabled who did not 
consent to be part of an educational system so marred by adult interests (individual, institutional, 
political or otherwise). The students labeled as disabled who are at risk of being excluded, 
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othered or viewed less valuable and worthy than non-labeled peers. I urge, in this final thought, 
that at whatever level we engage with issues of equity for students labeled as disabled, be it 
through educational research, institutional structures or school leaders and teachers, that the 
students remain at the center of the work we do. They are our “why”.  
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A: Email Securing Consent 
Dear ______________: 
 
I hope this email finds you well! As you may remember, I am a doctoral student at the CUNY 
Graduate Center. I am currently conducting dissertation research that explores the discursive 
practices of special education TFA corps members (what do they say, how do they say it, what 
language they use, etc.) and the knowledge those practices create about disability. The study 
seeks to understand if/how corporate values (standardization, efficiency, compliance) are 
produced by special education TFA corps members’ discursive practices. The research study will 
then examine if/how these discursive practices reduce, increase or preserve equitable educational 
opportunities for students labeled as disabled. 
 
To do this, I’m hoping to use the assignments you submitted for the classroom management 
course. They are rich in both observational and analytical text about education, teaching and 
students. I am writing to request your consent to review these documents. To protect 
confidentiality, each individual that consents to the use other their data will be coded as SE CM 
A, SE CM B, SE CM C, etc. so individual participants can not be identified. This information 
will be stored in a Microsoft Word file on the my computer. If consent is granted a file will be 
generated containing the your data and all identifiers will be removed (your name, name and/or 
location of your school of employment or the university of graduate study). Only the broader 
geographical region, New York City,  will be identified. 
 
It is completely up to you whether to participate. If you do choose, please review the attached 
Informed Consent document which details the project further. You can sign and return the 
document to me via email. Please know you may withdraw from the project at any time. If you 
have any questions before moving forward please contact me as soon as convenient using the 
contact information below.  
 
I look forward to hearing from you.  
 
Barbara Hubert 
Bhubert@gradcenter.cuny.edu 
(520) 309-5770 
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Appendix B: Informed Consent and Confidentiality Agreement 
Title of Research Study:  Teaching for Whose America? Corporate Education Reform and 
Students Labeled as Disabled 
  
Principal Investigator:    Barbara Hubert, M.S.Ed., Doctoral Candidate 
 
You are being asked to participate in a research study because you were a special education Teach 
For America (TFA) corps member enrolled an inquiry-based graduate course instructed by Barbara 
Hubert. 
  
The purpose of this research study is to understand the discursive practices of special education 
TFA corps members (what do they say, how do they say it, what language do they use, etc.) and 
the knowledge those practices create about disability, teaching and learning (for example, 
“teaching should be fast-paced to engage students”, “all students must be accountable to the same 
demands”, etc.) The study also seeks to understand if/how corporate values (standardization, 
efficiency, compliance) are produced. The research study will then examine if/how these 
discursive practices reduce, increase or maintain equitable educational opportunities for students 
labeled as disabled. 
  
●      If you agree to participate, we will ask you to Consent to the review and analysis of 
assignments you submitted (listed below) to fulfill requirements for classroom management 
course. 
o      Double-sided entry journals 
o      Statement of Interest 
o      Observation, reflection and analysis 
o      Classroom talk analysis 
o      Final narrative 
 
Your participation in this research study is expected to last for a total of one year. While your 
actual participation only involves consent, the study is anticipated to terminate in December 2018. 
  
There are minimal risks as a participant in this study. I have planned to mitigate confidentiality 
risks by storing all data on my password-protected computer in a password protected MS Word 
file. Neither individuals nor their university will be identified in the study. All identifiers will be 
removed (the name and/or location of SE CMs schools of employment or the university of graduate 
study). Rather, the broader geographical region, New York City, is identified. Participants will be 
referred to as SE CM (Special Education Corps Member) A, B, C, etc. A master file will be 
electronically kept noting the name and email of the SE CM. I will be the only one with access to 
the files and with knowledge of the passwords. 
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Your participation in this research is voluntary. If you have any questions, you can contact Barbara 
Hubert, Principal Investigator at bhubert@gradcenter.cuny.edu or (520) 309-5770. 
  
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant or if you would like to talk to 
someone other than the researchers, you can contact CUNY Research Compliance Administrator 
at 646-664-8918. 
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Appendix C: Sample SE CM Introductory Essay 
Assignment Prompt: 
Please email me the following: Your name, best email address, year in program, school and 
grade you teach, undergraduate school and major. Please also discuss briefly: What brought you 
to teaching? Teach For America?; How has your experience (thus far) met or differed from your 
initial expectations?; Describe 1-2 classroom successes and/or classroom struggles. 
Sample Response from SE CM E: 
Hi Barbara,  
 
My name is ______ I am currently in my 1st year in this program and have learned a lot of 
valuable information thus far. This email____________is the best one to reach me at.  
 
I currently teach at _______, a middle school in ________, in a self-contained Special Education 
setting. I primarily teach my 7th grade class both Math and Social Studies and then a 6th grade 
self-contained class math also. As an undergrad I went to the ___________ and studied 
Communication with an emphasis in Public Relations. 
 
I personally never thought that I would be a teacher although I remember also playing teacher 
with my dolls as I lined them up on my bed and screamed at them all the time. Thank goodness, I 
am not the teacher that I was as a child today (Hehe!). I stumbled across TFA because one of my 
sorority sisters recommended me and a recruiter reached out to me. I decided why not go and 
speak with her and was sold. I thought it would be a great opportunity to give back to my 
community especially since I myself am a product of New York City public schools and also 
grew up in a low economic community.  
 
I think my experience is one that isn't too much of the horror stories that I've heard from the 1st 
year. I am constantly hearing veterans at my school that they are extremely impressed by my 
presence and tone in the classroom (I guess that practice from young paid off somewhere). 
However I feel like my expectations of the program did differ in some aspects. One major aspect 
is that while going through the TFA institute, it was constantly told that our students would be 
extremely low leveled and it would be so difficult for them to learn etc. I honestly thought this 
was just a "sales pitch" and something that they used in order to attract people looking to "save" 
someone. It was a real reality check when I met my kids and saw that majority of them are not 
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self sufficient past a 3rd grade level. This is my continuous motivation and what truly keeps me 
going everyday.  
 
I think the biggest success that I have had in my class is my relationships that I have built with 
my students and in particular my 7th graders. They are some of the funniest kids and I can see a 
bit of me in each of them. I feel like they are comfortable to confide in me and I have turned my 
class into a family rather than just 753. This also is sometimes a struggle because since we have 
this family feel in our classroom, my students sometimes lose track that we are indeed in school. 
Keeping them focused especially when it is something that is difficult for them to understand is a 
constant struggle for me. Additionally, at times my students give me a run for my money when it 
comes to management. My class para has been with them for 2 years now and pretty much has it 
down pact as far as dealing with them. They usually test me when she is not present and this has 
been a slight struggle as far as truly establishing my authority in the classroom.  
 
Looking forward to the course! 
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Appendix D: Sample Reading Response and Reflection from SE CM G 
Assignment Prompt: 
Why did you choose the quote/idea? How does it inform your understanding of 
classroom management? Of students with IEPs8? What personal experiences connect you to the 
quote or idea? How does it connect to other readings in the course? 
Sample Response: 
 
 
 
 
                                               
8 As graduate course instructor, I used the term “Students with IEPs” to identify students placed in special 
education. 
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Appendix E: Sample Statement of Research Interest from SE CM B 
Assignment Prompt: 
Provide a brief narrative (1-2 pages) describing your classroom management area of interest and 
the focusing question you plan to investigate in your classroom management inquiry. Include a 
succinct description and rationale for how the investigation into classroom management practice 
could help improve student learning/experiences, 1-2 questions you have about your classroom 
management practice that will help define or focus your area of inquiry or offer specifics to 
investigate and  a description of personal beliefs about the area of interest (its value, impact, etc. 
within and beyond the school context) and past experiences. 
Sample Response: 
Statement of Interest 
1) Area of Interest 
I am interested in investigating how to cultivate a cooperative learning environment in which 
students are supportive of each other and understand differentiation of incentive systems while 
maintain a sense of teamwork. I believe that the relationships that a student has with their peers 
are just as important as the one with their teacher. I also believe that as a teacher I should do 
whatever it takes to support all of my students, which can sometimes mean treating them 
differently. I am interested in how to balance giving every student what they need, creating a 
sense of teamwork, and maintaining the relationship between myself and students. 
2) Focusing Questions 
How does differentiation of behavior incentives and consequences affect relationship and 
teamwork amongst a small group of students? What actions can a teacher take to make behavior 
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and academic success student driven? How can a pull out teacher mitigate negative associations 
or stigma of being removed from the classroom and make pull out sessions a positive and 
productive part of the student’s day? 
3) Reflective analysis 
As a SETSS teacher who works with groups ranging from one student to six students, the 
relationships that I form with students have major implications for the management of my 
classroom and the academic success of my students. I believe that I can achieve the best success 
from individual students through differentiated incentive systems for both behavior and 
academics. Some of my students are able work hard and have positive behaviors in class. Other 
students struggle immensely with motivation and behave in ways that is detrimental to both their 
education and the education of others. I prefer to run my classroom on a system of external 
rewards, but external rewards do not (yet) motivate some of my students. For those students I 
know that external rewards will be beneficial, but I do not want to introduce that in front of 
students who are externally motivated. I want to create a group culture that is accepting of 
differentiation between students and understanding of each others’ differences. I feel conflicted 
about introducing differentiated incentives programs because I am concerned that my students 
will feel that I am unfair and it will damage my relationship with them. I am interested in how to 
counteract any feelings of unfairness preemptively. In my last year of teaching, I failed to create 
a sense of strong teamwork between students. The results were unfortunate, and I saw the 
ramifications in all aspects of my teaching. It was because of the lack of teamwork that when I 
needed to make behavior accommodations for students it created a sense of unfairness in my 
class. I realized that it is equally important to create strong relationships between students, 
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otherwise the personal relationships that you create will also suffer. For these reasons, I am 
interested in constructing a positive class environment. 
Appendix F: Sample Observation/Reflection/Analyses from SE CM H 
Assignment Prompt: 
Observation and Reflection: Select a time to observe that would best inform your focusing 
question. Provide a brief context for the observation, including date and time. In one column, 
provide a descriptive observation. In the corresponding column, provide a reflection that 
comprehensively discusses all the events described in the observation.  
Analysis should respond to the following: 
Why did you choose this observation/reflection to analyze? 
How did the observation/reflection offer insight into your inquiry? 
How might other actors in the observation have perceived the events? 
What did you discover that was of interest or surprising?\ 
What were your feelings around this discovery? Did those feelings remind you of another time 
(personally, professionally, etc.)?   
What questions emerged to further investigate/consider? 
What are the implications for your practice? 
Sample Response: 
Observation/Reflection Analysis #3 
 
Reflection Observation 
My instructional coaches and my principal are 
encouraging me to use more turn and talks in my 
lessons. They explained that lower students 
benefit greatly from being able to talk through 
their ideas before they are asked to do so in front 
of a large group of people. The situation that 
Context:  
I observed a clip of myself teaching that my 
instructional coach filmed. The clip is 4 minutes and 30 
seconds in length, and is another piece of footage of my 
guided reading class. The video is cut short because I 
need to address a situation with a student that occurred 
in the class. However, I decided to analyze this video 
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occurs is regarding a breech of my classroom’s 
warm, respectful culture.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F struggles with inter-personal skills. She is a 
SIFE/ELL student and does not appear to have 
made many friends. She often displays negative 
body language, which I believe is partly related 
to cultural differences, but also related to her 
unhappiness in school. M is another SIFE/ELL 
student. I have them sit next to each other 
because it is easy for me to conference with the 
two of them very easily when they are right next 
to each other since they have similar struggles. 
However, I should consider moving their seats 
when I am anticipating doing a turn and talk. 
Additionally, I think I need to arrange more time 
than just 30 seconds for them to talk to each 
other. Thirty seconds is not enough time for 
them to both adequately share their ideas.   
 
 
In this portion of the clip it is clear that K did not 
understand the question. I was asking him to tell 
the class how we know as readers when he gave 
me the “why.” I knew that MR knew the answer 
because she is the high flier in the class. Next 
time I would like to stay with K and rephrase the 
question so he can get there. It is important to 
anyway because the situation informs my focus 
question. I am teaching my pull-out reading class in the 
library which contains a group of 10 students who are 6th 
graders, but range from 1st to 2nd grade reading level. 
They are seated in long tables, two children at each 
table. The clip begins with students engaging in a “turn 
and talk” conversation with their shoulder partner. I 
have just asked the question, “How do we know that 
Bertha [our main character] is upset?” The expectation 
is that students turn to each other and answer that 
question in pairs before we share out as an entire class. 
It is important to note that the guided reading block is 
occurring right after a vocabulary quiz. Additionally, I 
asked my coach to film this particular day’s lesson 
because I knew I would be asking open-ended questions 
to allow ample time for accountable talk moments.  
 
At 0:30 F is not speaking to M, her shoulder partner. I 
walk over to them and remind them that they are to be 
answering the question together. They begin to whisper 
to each other. The rest of the class is chatting at library 
volume answering the question. I give them 45 seconds 
and then we come back together and share out our 
answers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At 0:50 I bring the class back together by saying, “If you 
hear my voice, clap once. If you hear my voice, clap 
twice.” Then I call on K to answer the question, “We 
know that Bertha is upset because she wanted to go 
along with Maria.” I say, “Respond,” and other students 
begin to raise their hands. I call on MR who says, “I 
politely disagree with you K, that is why she is mad, 
however I know she is upset because it says on pg. 137 
that she put her head down when Maria told her she 
wasn’t able to go to the oil company.” A few students 
are shown “brainmatching” MR in the clip. I call on MO 
who says he wants to build on what MR says, but he 
essentially says the exact same thing that she just said.  
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me that I am not just giving the kids the answer, 
but that someone in the class is able to. 
However, I do want to stick with K next time so 
he can discover his misunderstanding on his 
own. In this moment of class everyone is 
respectful, and looking at the person who is 
speaking. At my school students do a hand 
signal referred to as “brainmatching.” It is a way 
students can demonstrate their agreement 
without speaking. When students brain match 
with each other it helps me know that students 
are hearing what their classmates are saying, 
evaluating it in their heads, and then agreeing 
with it via the “brainmatch” signal. I am also 
pleased that MR unprompted, added in the 
adverb “politely” to her disagreement with K. 
This is something I have been training my kids 
to do. They no longer are disagreeing with each 
other without adding in the adverbs “politely” or 
“respectfully.” This also is a great way for me to 
continuously teach what adverbs are!  
 
 
I constantly need to reinforce the idea to my 
students that every answer is in the text. Some of 
my students will just sit patiently and wait for 
someone else to answer the question, but every 
time I encourage them to go back to the text and 
try to answer it themselves. I have begun to give 
“deductions” (a system of negative 
consequences at our school for behavior) if 
students stare blankly at me when I ask a 
question after I have said it slowly twice. It may 
sound like a harsh rule, but I need everyone to 
be trying to answer the question, and I know you 
are trying if you are looking back at the story. C, 
A and D demonstrate accountable talk in this 
moment unprompted which is something we 
have been incorporating all year long.  
 
This is a disappointing moment from my class. I 
was compelled to stop class, and make a big deal 
of the situation because it felt like a breach of 
my classroom’s social contract. At the very 
beginning of the school year we read the story 
together called, “Thank You, Mr. Falker,” and 
had conversations around how damaging it is to 
be teased in class, and how everyone needs to 
feel comfortable at all times. I think MR often 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We continue reading the novel, but at 1:35 I ask another 
question, “Why doesn’t Mr. Daniels want Maria and 
Bertha to be at his oil refinery?” I wait 15 seconds for 
kids to raise their hands. When some students are 
looking straight at me, I say, “If you are unsure of the 
answer, your eyes should be back in the text.” Students 
then move their eyes to the text. At 1:50 I call on C who 
then A responds to by saying, “I want to build on what C 
said…” and then D responds to the two of them by 
starting her point with, “I agree with both C and A” We 
finally arrive at the correct answer due to the 
contribution of three different students.  
 
 
 
 
At 4:26 I ask another question, “How does the problem 
in this story remind you of Goad the Toad’s problem?” 
KL raises her hand and begins the conversation. KL’s 
answer is, “Both characters are trying to solve a 
problem.” MR chuckles. At this point I stop the class 
and say, change my tone, and say, “MR, step into the 
hallway.” MR gets up and leaves the class. Before I go 
to meet MR in the hallway I address the whole class and 
say, “Laughing at a student’s response is not tolerated in 
this classroom or at this school. No one here is perfect, 
and we all need to be comfortable to take risks in order 
to grow. You are to read from pg. 140-142 
independently.” When I see that all of my kids are 
reading I step out into the hallway with MR.   
 
The conversation with Mariah is not on film, but I spoke 
to her about the importance of respecting each other, and 
how she is in a class with students who have generally 
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feels very frustrated in class because she 
generally knows all of the answers. I need to do 
a better job of pushing her. While she reads only 
on a 3rd grade reading level, she is the highest 6th 
grader I have. Not to mention that she is also a 
very confident girl. I had to make a point to the 
class that laughing at someone’s response is 
unacceptable.  
 
MR broke down into tears because she did not 
like being yelled at, but also because I think she 
genuinely felt bad. She is a student who works 
incredibly hard, but is held back by her low 
reading level in every single one of her classes. I 
believe she really connected with the 
characterization I gave her of the students in the 
class. Reading is something that none of them 
have liked before, in my opinion, and part of 
learning how to read is learning how to enjoy 
reading. Not enjoying reading class would be the 
most detrimental thing to these children who are 
so far behind. They need to enjoy it so they will 
do it.  
had a difficult time in school. Students who have 
struggled with reading their whole lives, and have never 
liked reading before. I asked her if that was true of 
herself, and she nodded her head. I also said that as a 
group every student in the room is far behind and that it 
is NOT their fault. And it is not okay, but that is the 
reality of the situation and everyone in the class needs to 
feel comfortable to make mistakes and grow, and cannot 
worry about getting teased.  
 
MR began crying after that conversation and went to the 
restroom and then came back to class and got right back 
to work.  
 
Analysis:  
I chose to analyze this observation because it was a day that the respectful culture was 
compromised. Additionally, it was a lesson where I centered my questioning around giving students many 
opportunities to interact with each other, and speak with each other. Accountable talk was evident in the 
video, and I was pleased to see that students were abiding by the structure of using accountable talk. 
However, the moment with MR left me worried that my classroom culture had lost some of its positivity. 
It was a moment that lacked serious empathy. For the purposes of this inquiry, empathy will be defined as 
“the ability to see the world from the perspective of someone that isn’t you,” which lacks eloquence, but 
is a Bill Clinton quote that encompasses the exact meaning that my inquiry is investigating.  
 This week’s observation offered insight into my inquiry in the sense that it proved that a young 
person learning how to empathize and respect other people is not something that occurs on a continuum. 
In the beginning of the clip, MR is employing accountable talk and thereby respecting someone in her 
class. Then a few moments later she exhibits contradictory behavior to the respect she was just showing, 
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and laughs at another student. In that moment she was not demonstrating the behavior of an empathetic 
person. The clip proved to me that it is a skill that is not learned in one day, but something that needs to 
be continually taught and modeled. Accountable talk is one small piece of learning what it means to be 
respectful and empathetic. The reason being that MR is someone who uses accountable talk all of the 
time, but still exhibited disrespectful behavior. Students need to be corrected and redirected after these 
setbacks occur in order to reinforce the importance of understanding and appreciating the feelings of 
others. 
 On the surface level, I believe other actors would believe this was a successful lesson. Firstly, 
children are engaged and attempting to answer questions. Secondly, there is no off-task behavior. 
Additionally, I think my colleagues would agree with the decision I made to come down very hard on 
MR. As stated in the reflection section above, my students, more than any others in the school, need to 
feel like reading class is a welcoming and supportive environment. In order to be a successful person you 
must be literate, and they will only become literate people if they read more, and they will only read more 
if they learn to love reading.  
I discovered that I have a tendency to move on to another child that will give me the right answer 
when a student is answering a question I have asked, incorrectly. I call on my higher kids to correct the 
errors that my lower kids made. I want to push myself to stick with the initial student who was struggling 
and think of how to, through my questioning, get them to a place of understanding.  
The major implication of this observation is how I want to continue to come down hard on 
situations where students are disrespectful to one another. I want to reinforce the message that this 
behavior is unacceptable.   
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Appendix G: Sample Classroom Talk Transcript and Analyses for SE CM D 
Assignment Prompt: 
Select and record an audio or video segment of classroom talk among either small groups of 
students, a whole class, or a one-to-one conversation. Choose a segment of the talk that related to 
their area of inquiry to transcribe and analyze using the same analysis prompts as the 
observation. 
Sample Response: 
Classroom Talk Analysis 
 
Cast: 
JP: (Teacher) 
Others are students 
 
JP: what do you guys want to call a and b?  what do you guys want to call a and b here? 
 
DQ: They could be 16 and r. 
 
JP: yea, these two sides, the two sides next to the right angle are interchangeable, so for our 
purposes I’ll call 16 a, so I’ll replace this a squared with 16 squared, and I’ll call this one b, so 
that b is going to be replaced… 
 
TF: by an r… 
 
JP: right, by an r squared.  So 16 squared plus r squared equals r plus 8 squared.  Everybody take 
a minute… 
 
DJ: this is so confusing. 
 
JP: it’s not.  This is very easy di-zhane.  It’s so simple (said in funny voice!) 
 
JP: What do you think based on our do now…based on the do now, what do you think our next 
step is going to be to do here KT. 
 
KT: FOIL. 
 
JP: yes, KT, I’m so impressed. 
 
Students: laughter 
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JP: so I’m actually gonna go aside to give us space here to foil it.  r plus eight times r plus eight.  
What’s the first step in foiling? 
 
TF: you can also use the other way to foil? 
 
JP: the box method? You absolutely can. 
 
TF: that way’s easier though. 
 
JP: it depends on your perspective cause I love FOILing, I find the box method to be confusing, 
but if you use the box method continue to use that.  Do whatever works for you, ok? 
 
TF: ok. 
 
JP: either foiling or box method.  So the first thing we’re going to do is first times first, is r times 
r, which is what? 
 
Class: r squared. 
 
JP: r squared!  The outer terms are r times 8, which is what? 
 
Class: 8r 
 
JP: The inner terms are 8 and r, which gives us what? 
 
Class: 8r 
 
JP: and finally the last terms are 8 times 8 which is what? 
 
Class: 64. 
 
JP: and finally the last step here is to what? 
 
Class: combine like terms. 
 
JP: very good.  So r squared plus sixteen r plus 64 (with a  funny accent). 
 
JP: now notice here how this fits into our equation.  What we just did here is we simplified this 
part, right?.  So this part that we just simplified is going to replace the part here. 
 
DJ: on the right side of the equation. 
 
JP: Right!  This is going to be replaced by r squared plus sixteen r plus 64.  And nothing changed 
over here yet, right? 
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LC: no, but we need to change the squares. 
 
JP: Right, so LC tell me what sixteen squared is (students walk in late)…hello?  What is this 
(looking at pass)?  You expect me to believe this?  Did you forge this?  Is this even real? 
 
JM, OC: (laughing) no. 
 
JP: anyway, so, sorry about that!  What were we saying…what is sixteen squared again? 
 
DQ: 256. 
 
JP: Great, I heard a few people say it, I heard DJ say it, that’s 256 plus r squared still.  
Now……now…..(long pause in between words) this looks very complicated…we’re filming 
right now, so I’m trying to be really dramatic and (incoherent mumbling).  So, this looks very 
complicated, but actually it’s going to get very simple in a second because what do we see on 
both sides here? 
 
LC: r… 
 
KT, DQ, TF: r squared. 
 
JP: we see the same thing, which is r squared, right.  So when that subtracts out, we can actually 
cancel that out on both sides.  If there is the same thing on both sides we remember from Alg-
eeee-bra… 
 
LC: (laughing and mimicking me) Alg-eeee-bra. 
 
JP: that we can cancel that out, right?  Now, this problem just got much simpler, don’t you agree, 
DS? 
 
DS: Yea. 
 
JP: Yes, DS, great! (laughing)  So, what we have left here is 256 equals, what, what’s left? 
 
KT: sixteen r plus 64. 
 
JP: sixteen r plus 64, right.  So, left’s solve this real fast! 
 
JR: (can’t hear, I believe he whispers from the front how to solve the equation) 
 
JP: I’m gonna get the r all by itself, so the first thing I’m going to do is subtract…. 
 
OC: subtract 64. 
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JP: subtract 64, good. 
 
AO: (mumbling something) 
 
JP: who just said their brain hurts? 
 
AO: (mumbling something about her brain hurting) 
 
JP: your brain hurts?  My brain feels great! (going back to equation).  So, this is… 
 
DT: 192. 
 
JP: equals 16 r (said in a funny accent).  How do I get r (said in a funny accent) all by itself?  
 
KT: you square root it. 
 
DQ: no you divide it. 
 
JP: (walking towards the door as a student walked by) So how do I get r completely by itself. 
 
DQ: You divide!  Yes! 
 
JP: I divide by 16.  So, what does r equal. 
 
JR: (whispers) 12. 
 
JP: r equals 12!  Now… 
 
DQ: Yayyy! 
 
KT: We’re not done. 
 
JP: Now, are we done? 
 
KT: Nooo! 
 
JP: What do we have to do with that? 
 
KT: Put it into the diagram. 
 
JP:  yea, yea, KT, yes!  You have to actually take it and put it into your diagram 
here….and….here.  Again, final step in any Geometry problem, make sure you answer your 
question.  Did we find the radius of the circle? 
 
Some students: yes. 
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JP: Did we?  CW? 
 
CW: Yes (quietly) 
 
JP: Yes, we did.  We did, in fact, find the radius of the circle.  If we had an extension question 
where I said….very easy….what is the length of the new segment we just drew? 
 
TF: 12. 
 
JP: Yea, it would also be 12.  Why would it also be 12, felix? 
 
FP: Because the diameter is the same….I mean the radius. 
 
JP: the radius!  Any radius we draw – there’s infinite – they’re all going to be the same.  This 
would also be 12……(long pause) Great work, guys! 
 
Context and Description: 
 
 The preceding discussion took place in my 5th period Geometry class.  This is generally 
one of the more proficient classes of students.  In this class, we were discussing how to solve for 
the lengths of tangents to a circle.  This was a difficult topic that involved using Pythagorean 
Theorem and FOILing, so much of the talk that does not seem to make much sense definitely 
does to the students as we have reviewed these topics extensively.  Also, it should be noted that 
when there seems to be a question that doesn’t make sense, it is because I was asking about 
something that was on the board, or asking students what I should write at a certain place on the 
board. 
 Most of the students understood the lesson, which was good given that it was the first 
time I had introduced it, and there were certainly some complexities going along with it.  I will 
discuss more specifics relating to how well students understood the lesson in the analysis portion 
of this paper. 
  
Analysis: 
  
 I noticed several things as I walked through this transcript that I would not have noticed 
otherwise. The first thing that is immediately obvious to me is that there are several portions of 
this 5-minute clip (which was actually a video) where students and I were laughing (see hand-
written notes).  This is something that I was not able to easily “quantify” in my previous 
observation/analyses, but it is incredibly important to the overall positivity that is central to my 
inquiry. 
 In addition, I noticed in quickly glancing through the transcript that, while some students 
had a slightly higher proportion of participating than others, overall many students were active 
participants.  Moreover, something I liked that I did was, especially towards the end of class, I 
started asking soliciting responses from some students that are generally considered lower-level 
(CW and LC).  It is important for me in creating the positive environment in my classroom that 
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every student participates in some way or, at least, that students feel comfortable participating.  If 
we do not have that, then the environment is not truly positive and open.  I think the level of 
participating that I saw in my inquiry from a number of students of different levels and in 
different portions of the room shows that I have been at least somewhat successful in creating 
this environment.  The end of the transcript, where I solicited short responses from non-
participating students, also shows that the students who do not participate actively still at least 
feel comfortable participating when called upon.  In a similar manner, there were a number of 
my more “mid-level” students that called out answers that were wrong, and then they either 
corrected it or talked quietly to students around them to understand why they were wrong.  This 
is a crucial part of the positive classroom environment that I have worked hard to foster, as I 
know there are more than a number of classrooms where students do not feel comfortable getting 
the answer; in my class, students accept this, and there is never a stigma about being wrong. 
 Overall, in looking through the transcript, I also felt that I guided the students a bit too 
much throughout.  Many times, I felt I was doing a lot of the talking – and a lot of the thinking – 
and allowing students to just fill in a small portion of my thinking.  While I think this has been 
part of the reason students feel confident in their math abilities (that is, because I really guide 
them and allow them to understand), I also think that I need to pull back a little bit.  Perhaps I 
will start inserting more times in my lesson where I ask a “bigger” question and give students a 
minute to jot down 2-3 sentences with an answer.  This also gives me a chance to call on more 
different students, as every student will have time to think and process the question to have an 
appropriate answer, not just the higher-level students. 
 Another important thing I noticed was that I often stopped during the lesson and really 
acknowledged students for getting the right answer.  I think this is important for one because I do 
it in a funny way that all students find funny (I take a long pause and get really “serious” before 
saying, “Good job.”), but it also makes students feel confident about their math ability, which is 
one of the biggest impediments most students face in becoming serious math scholars. 
 One additional thing that I realized I need to fix when I read the transcript (and that I 
never noticed before, so this was really helpful) is when several students are calling out the 
answer, I often will only acknowledge the student that called out the right answer.  I need to 
make sure that I also correct the misconception that made the other students say the wrong 
answer, as corrective feedback is the key factor for improving math ability, in my humble 
opinion.  For example, at one point in the transcript, when solving for ‘r,’ KM says that the final 
step was to take the square root.  Shortly after,  DJ corrected her and said that you have to divide.  
At this point, rather than just saying, “Yes, DJ,” I should have paused and said Diangela is 
correct, but I should have explained to KM why square rooting it was not correct.  Having 
noticed this in the transcript, I will now make sure that I correct all of the misconceptions that 
students show when calling out answers. 
 In a related, and final, note, I should also say that I like how my classroom management 
system has resulted in the ability for students to call out answers in a controlled way.  When you 
just call on one student at a time, there is only so much information you can take away from that.  
However, in my classroom, 3 or 4 students will often call out different answers when I ask a 
question, which allows me to ascertain different students’ ability level in a quicker and more 
effective manner than would be the case in a classroom where one student is called on at a time 
in a very controlled environment. 
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Appendix H: Excerpt of Research Findings from SE CM F 
Assignment Prompt: 
 Compose a final report that includes a physical and personal context for the inquiry, findings of  
the major themes that emerge from looking across the entire data set and conclusions that 
respond to the prompts “What more would you like to study about your own practice and what 
aspect of this inquiry brings your there? OR What implications does your study have for your 
future work or what might it say about educational work at large?” 
Excerpt Response: 
III. Findings from data 
After careful review of the different data sources, I found the following trends, each of which 
will be discussed below with examples/instances from the various appendices: 
● Teacher voice prevails over student input during lessons, which decreases opportunity for 
active engagement. 
● The physical/observable signs of student disengagement 
● Opportunities for more engaging practices: Things that work, things that don’t 
Prevalence of teacher voice/Lack of student input 
 Although my students are 2nd graders, it is important to allow them to interact with their 
learning and for me to facilitate a healthy balance between teacher voice and student input. 
Based on the observations I performed, teacher voice dominated all interactions, and any 
beginnings of discussion went from teacher to student to teacher to another student, rather than 
actually like a conversation with different interlocutors participating directly. 
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 In Appendix A, students were observed during the debrief portion of a math lesson; the 
reason it is called a ‘debrief’ is because the curriculum in use (TERC Investigations) holds that 
math concepts should not be directly modeled by a teacher but rather discovered and explored 
and then debriefed with students acting as presenters and teachers to an extent. This is what I was 
hoping to achieve in Appendix A, when I asked students to each in turn share their problem 
solving strategy. I also told students their role while watching each presenter: “While [the 
presenters] are showing their strategy, your job is to make a silent connection if I did something 
similar or stroke my chin and show I do not understand their strategy or have questions about 
this. You will have a chance to ask questions of the person who is presenting” (p.14). Yet I did 
not observe any direct interactions with students questioning the presenter, and instead I was the 
one asking clarifying questions and using call and response to ensure students were at least 
marginally paying attention, as in this example: “I asked for call and response to check if 
students were listening when ML said he drew his work in pairs: ‘ML drew his work in what, 
class?’ (Whole group: Pairs!)”(p.15). Similar to these noticings, in Appendix E, another 
‘debrief,’ the student whose work was to be shown never had any voice in the lesson; I simply 
showed her work under the ELMO and explained it myself, which detracted from the real 
intention of having a student – student learning experience (p.45). 
 Students should have the opportunity to be active participants in their educational 
experiences, but in my classroom teacher voice dominates over student input, except in the form 
of call and response or rote counting, like the examples from Appendix E (p.44). Students need 
to be given opportunities to interact with and challenge their peers, and I think this could be 
achieved with more direct modeling and allowing for students to jump into a conversation 
without necessarily having so much protocol around raising a hand. As long as they understand 
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how to take turns, which could be achieved by direct modeling and practicing during morning 
meeting discussions, for example, a teacher can serve as a facilitator and clarifier but not as the 
only source of information and knowledge in a classroom setting. This connects to focus 
question 3 (see p.3, above) and has not necessarily been answered through this inquiry, but it is 
certainly an area of ongoing research and observation. ... 
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